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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report outlines results of a 12-month "pre-Phase A" study of system concepts and
technology needs for the Large Deployable Reflector. LDR is envisioned to be a
free-flying astronomical facility which will perform astrophysical studies primarily
in the spectral range of 30jxm to 1 mm. NASA has included LDR in its planning for a
start in the early 1990's with a flight projected by the mid-1990's.
A draft of this report was a major input to the LDR Technology Planning Workshop held
March 17-22, 1985, at the Asilomar Conference Center, Pacific Grove, California. The
workshop with appropriate scientific and technology experts, organized and managed by
NASA, had as an objective the production of a single consensus LDR Technology
Development Plan.
1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES
There were two principal objectives. The first (comprising approximately 70% of the
study effort) consisted of two steps:
1. Perform engineering studies that provide an understanding of the scientific,
technological, and cost implications of each system parameter and subsystem
component on a range of systems concepts for LDR.
2. Generate two or more system concepts for LDR, including supporting rationale and
cost estimates, based on the tradeoff analyses and performance studies.
The second objective (comprising approximately 30% of the study effort) also involved
two steps:
I.
2.
Assess the required LDR technologies.
Draft a single technology development plan which encompasses the concepts and
which provides the desired technology levels by 1991. The time-phased plan is to
include an estimate of technology development costs and be consistent with NASA's
Master Schedule for LDR implementation.
1.3. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The study objectives were achieved by the following approach (Section 2.0 provides
details):
I. Thirteen major system and LDR related issues were examined in order to determine
scientific, technical, and cost implications of various alternatives (Section 3).
2. Candidate representative LDR system concepts were synthesized and three selected
to aid in the preparation of the technology development plan. (These are
highlighted in Paragraph 1.4 following and described in detail in Section 4.)
3. By examining the selected concepts, performance levels of LDR critical
technologies were specified and assessed for their degree of readiness by
year-end 1991. Technology short falls were identified and technology development
plans were prepared for those areas rated most in need of incremental growth or
acceleration in order to meet the requirements of LDR. (Summarized in Paragraph
1.5 and discussed in detail in Volume If.)
1.4 SELECTEDLDRSYSTEMCONCEPTS
The three concepts depicted in Figure 1.4-I were selected as reasonable and
representative LDR system concepts for the purpose of defining the technology plan.
The concepts, unoptimized, enable a relative comparison of orbital assembly of
2D-meter aperture observatories using only Space Shuttles (Concept 1) or on the
manned Space Station (Concept 2).
The 13-meter aperture system concept (Concept 3) was aimed at providing the largest
diameter system capable of being deployed/assembled using the proposed Space
Shuttle/External Tank with Aft Cargo Compartment transportation system.
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SYSTEM CONCEPTS HIGHLIGHTS
Figure 1.4-1
The triad of system concepts was settled upon following presentation to the NASA
review team of three concepts intentionally configured to give visibility to
alternative technology candidates. Those featured three different 20 m diameter
optical configurations - a Cassegrain, a four-mirror system with a spherical primary,
and an unfilled ring aperture concept.
The spherical primary design was discarded (because of the unwieldly size of the
secondary and "wild" asphericity of the tertiary and quaternary mirrors) as was the
ring concept (high sidelobes and light gathering power equivalent only to that of a
lO-meter filled system).
The three agreed-to system concepts all feature "true" Cassegrain formulas with f/O.5
parabolic primaries. Thermal control is accomplished using a step sunshield/louvered
aft cavity that permits operation when pointing as close as 60 degrees to the sun and
45 degrees to the Earth's limb. A one-meter aperture visible wavelength fine
guidance sensor, co-boresighted to the observatory optical axis, provides input in
the fine guidance mode to maintain the LDR absolute pointing requirement of 0.05
arcsec, utilizing the spacecraft control system.
Chopping is accomplished by oscillating the secondary mirror in Concepts I and 2.
Concept 3 it's done by moving the fold mirror that directs the incoming beam to the
various science instruments.
In
The two larger diameter concepts are each equipped with eight science instruments.
Only four are sized for Concept 3. The shape of primary mirror segments is somewhat
arbitrary - trapezoids are identified for Concept 1, while hexagons are featured in
Concepts 2 and 3.
All systems featured hybrid (stored cryogens and mechanical cooler) refrigerators to
provide generic cooling for the science instruments. Integral spacecraft provides
basic electrical power, propulsion, communications, data processing, attitude
control, and other functions.
A top-level comparison of each concept's launch, assembly, insertion into operational
orbit, and servicing baseline, and assumptions is shown in Table 1.4-I.
Table 1.4-2 compares overall performance, schedule, and cost implications of the
selected system concepts. The influence of the transportation-to-orbit options
dominates. The 20-meter LDR assembled at the Space Station appears to have distinct
advantages over incremental assembly by a series of Shuttle flights. The multiple
Shuttle mode is severly constrained by Shuttle on-orbit loiter time limits. It
forces inefficient LDR packaging and introduces complex designs to allow fast
assembly. The spacecraft must be able to handle the varying mass properties during
the staged buildup and is, in essence, an unmanned platform.
The 13-meter concept fails to satisfy the fundamental aperture requirement, with
consequent loss of angular resolution and longer integration times that the 20-meter
versions. Fewer science instruments are included as a result of the limited payload
weight/volume of the single-Shuttle/ACC. Again, because of loiter time limits on
orbit, the 13-meter design would require maximizing automated/modular deployment
capability.
1.5 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND RISKS
Examination of the LDR system concepts reveals technology challenges in many areas.
The Kodak-MDAC-FSC team identified more than 30 specific candidate technology issues,
prioritized them (with respect to high, medium, low, and non-rated risk criteria),
and found 22 which are recommended for supplementary support by NASA to reach levels
of readiness deemed necessary for LDR by year-end 1991.
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Five technology areas were assessed as most in need of augmentation because of unique
LDR requirements, lack of viable alternatives, high potential payoff, or anticipated
long term development effort. These five areas are:
• Cryogenic Cooling
• Human Factors
Demonstration of a hybrid (stored cryogens and
closed cycle mechanical cooler) system for the LDR
science instruments.
Demonstration of astronaut capability to assemble
the optical precision LDR in space and to perform
other roles.
• Active Primary Mirror Demonstration of an LDR-unique segmented mirror
design having tilt, piston, and figure control for
each panel.
• Dynamic Structural Control Development of a dynamic simulation model of the
LDR that links dispersed structural design and
analysis techniques.
• Primary Mirror Contamination
Protection
Development of means (such as strippable coatings)
to protect the reflector on orbit during
deployment/assembly, servicing revisits.
Seventeen other technology assessments were judged to be of "medium" importance.
Table 1.5-1 lists the 22 high and medium technology areas by title and provides a
cross-reference to their location in Volume II.
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1.6 RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Kodak has synthesized three broad time-phased, five-year programs from the 22
individual technology issues. This was done to better understand the
interrelationships of the projects, so as to identify intermediate decision points
where alternatives existed, and to consider the overall funding implications. The
three programs are:
• Reflector Quality Program
• Pointing and Stability Program
e Detectability Program
The Reflector Quality Program comprises four interrelated projects concerned with
primary mirror (reflector) materials development, selection of a mirror design, and
mirror demonstration to meet LDR requirements.
The Pointing and Stability Program combines nine projects. Six are interrelated
structural materials, structural design, and test developments. The Dynamic
Structure Control simulation modeling is also in this group, as are the Human Factors
and Fine Guidance Projects.
The Detectability Program also comprises nine projects. It deals with technologies
that principally determine the ability of LDR to achieve its background-limited NEP
sensitivity goals. Three projects are concerned with cryogenics, three with thermal
control, two with chopping, and one is the Primary Mirror Contamination Protection
Project, mentioned above.
A summary schedule of the Kodak-MDAC-FSC technology development plan is presented in
Figure 1.6-I along with the NASA LDR Master Schedule. Separate, more detailed
time-phased plans for each of the three programs are included in Section 4 of Volume
II.
The recommended funding for the technology development projects totals $70.425
million (rough order of magnitude based on 1985 dollars not forward priced). The
three component program funding levels are:
• Detectability Program $40.750 M
• Pointing and Stability Program $21.275 M
• Reflector Quality Program $ 8.400 M
Time-phased funding details by project and program are also contained in Section 4 of
Volume II. The cumulative funding profile is shown below in Figure 1.6-2.
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2.0 STUDY APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 STUDY TASK FLOW
The study comprised six major tasks. Figure 2.1-1 is a schematic of the task flow.
In general, the study progressed serially from one task to the next, beginning with a
review of the baseline requirements and an initial study of optical configurations.
Approximately 70% of the total study effort was performed in the study of systems
issues and development of systems concepts (blocks above SOW Tasks 3.1 and 3.2 of
Figure 2.1-1). Based on the results of systems issue analyses during this phase,
three LDR system concepts were synthesized and reported at Technical Progress Review
No. 2.
The four ensuing tasks (SOW 3.3 through 3.6) constituted the technology definition
phase of the study. Activities and methods employed in this phase are described in
detail in Section 1.2.2 of Volume II of this report. The major output of this latter
phase was the Technology Assessment and Technology Definition Plan, presented at the
Final Briefings at Ames and NASA Headquarters, and at the LDR Technology Workshop.
Contractor team participation in the study tasks and subtasks is indicated in the
Work Breakdown Structure shown in Figure 2.1-2.
2.2 ISSUE INTERRELATIONSHIPS
A "brute-force" approach was taken at the beginning of the study to identify the
interrelationships between system issues. The "N2 chart" systems technique was the
method used. This technique involves formally assessing all the possible inter-
relationships. Figure 2.2-I presents an N_ chart for the 14 study subtasks
performed in the analysis phase. These are listed as the diagonal elements of the 14
x 14 matrix. The numbered circles at the intersections of horizontal (output) and
vertical (input) lines identify a pertinent relationship between the boxes (issues)
tied to the two lines.
(Because the system issues are comprised of "apples and oranges" to some extent, the
designation of a relationship intersection is itself a judgement issue. The genera-
tion of an acceptable program N2 chart is an iterative process, particularly in the
conceptual phase.)
The H2 chart served the purpose of focusing attention on the interactive features of
the system issues. Seventy-seven are shown in the figure. Note that "inputs" and
"outputs" enter/exit the specified 14 system issues matrix, coming from or going to
external items that are not explicitly contained in the system issue tasks. The
rightmost list of "external" items encompass components that make up some of the
system concept description and system engineering budgets essential to tracking the
system concept definition process.
Further understanding of the interrelationships was accomplished by reviewing pub-
lished LDR and LDR related reports.
Top-level issue interaction summaries were generated for each issue from the N2 chart
analysis. Figure 2.2-2 shows a sample for the structure issue (SOW 3.1.4). Copies
of 13 others are contained in Appendix D of this volume.
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Attention was payed to the issue interrelationships throughout the study. The inter-
action summary charts were documented in the System Numerical Summary. (See Section
2.4 below).
2.3 ASSUMPTIONS
2.3.1 Science Instruments
We have assumed for the study that eight focal plane instruments, each contained in
an independent module, constitute the baseline science instrument payload. The in-
strument modules would be capable of being independently changed out in orbit. A
generic cryogenic region cooling system would service each of the instruments. A
rotating fold mirror would direct the on-axis beam from the telescope optics to the
eight instruments (with only one instrument in use during an observation) which are
arranged radially about the telescope longitudinal axis.
These general assumptions are based on the provisional configuration and candidate
list of instruments presented by the LDR Science Coordination Group at the study
kick-off meeting at Ames on 4 May 1984.
Approximate baseline space and mass allocation were assumed to be (instruments only):
Total Volume : 2 meters x 3 meters x 3 meters octagonal disk
Total Mass: 1,600 Kg
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A draft report by the LDRScience Coordination Group, Focal Plane Instrument Sub-
committee dated 26 June 1984 provided an updated, provisional list of instruments
and their characteristics which was integrated into the baseline interface require-
ment for the study. A summaryis shownin Figure 2.3-1.
Becausethe science and astronomy issues were outside the specific expertise of the
team, an early effort was undertaken to better understand the fundamental technol-
ogical implications of the science package. This Science Instruments Considera-
tions task is discussed in Section 2.4.
2.3.2 Launch Vehicles
For the purpose of this study, it was assumed that the Shuttle orbiter capabilities
would remain relatively unchanged with respect to 1985 payload weight and volume
capability, other than the proposed mode of operation to orbit the attached Exter-
nal Tank with an Aft Cargo Compartment. This latter mode is basic to our System
Concept 3.
An assessment made by MDAC of the viability/availability of proposed shuttle-de-
rived large booster systems (based on current candidate concepts) led us to the
baseline assumption to rule out such vehicles, despite their obvious application to
LDR.
2.3.3 Space Station
An "initial operational capability", manned Space Station was assumed to be a
viable baseline study assumption. It is basic to our System Concept 2. Because
Space Station capabilities are not yet firm, assumed Space Station accommodation
capabilities were based on requirements contained in NASA requests for proposals
issued in 1984.
2.3.4 Orbital Maneuvering/Transfer Vehicles
It was assumed that an orbital maneuvering vehicle (OMV), a free-flying, remotely
piloted vehicle for use with the Shuttle orbiter, and later with the Space Station.
to perform LDR servicing would be available in the LDR operational time period. It
was also assumed that with an advanced orbital transfer stage and the aid of ad-
vanced mission kits ("smart front end") it would be possible to remotely replenish
LDR cryogens and propellants, change out science instruments and orbital repair
units, as well as perform other potential LDR roles.
2.4 REQUIREMENTS REVIEW
This prelude task was an investigation of each of the study requirements shown in
Figure 2.4-1. They were used as the baseline point-of-departure requirements for
the LDR system concepts generated during the study.
These baseline requirements represented a consensus of ideas, primarily the result
of the LDR Science and Technology Workshop conducted by NASA in June, 1982.
In this task the rationale for each requirement was traced to its scientific
technology basis by reviewing reports of predecessor LDR contract concept and
technology studies, and published technical reports on LDR.
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The implications of the requirements were assessed with respect to their impact on
LDR system concepts. A discussion summarizing the more significant effects is
presented in Volume II, Section 1.2 .....
Results of the review were documented in an "LDR System Numerical Summary", an in-
ternal technical guide created for the use of personnel participating in the study.
This document provided information on the Scientific Instruments, candidate LDR
systems Concepts, flowdown functional requirements, the study task interrelation-
ships and interaction summaries, and an extensive LDR bibliography.
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Approximate. SELECTED LDR SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Figure 2.4-I
2.5 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS CONSIDERATIONS
MDAC and FSC conducted surveys of LDR instrumentation in the first month of the
study. The object was to review support requirements for the variety of instru-
ments which could utilize the LDR focal plane and represent a broad spectrum of
instrument types. The scope of the effort was limited to sampling typical instru-
ments in four generic categories in order to characterize the support requirements.
The categories were far infrared imagers, far infrared spectrometers, submillimeter
imagers, and submillimeter spectrometers. Potential instruments in these
categories are shown in Figure 2.5-I.
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Figure 2.5-I
In this effort, the instruments were presumed to be modular assemblies, having a
common folding mirror and on-axis tracker, in accordance with the focal plane
configuration concept briefed by the Science Coordination Group at the study kick-
off meeting in May 1984.
In the survey, selected astronomers and scientists were contacted by MDAC (on the
West Coast) and by FSC (on the East Coast). Consultants who were interviewed or
asked to complete written survey requests from each company were:
MDAC
T. Phillips California Institute of Technology
R. Green Naval Research Laboratory
FSC
D. Buhl NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(Submillimeter Heterodyne Receiver)
H. Mosely NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(Long Wavelength Survey Spectrometer)
V. Kunde NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(Survey Fourier Transform Spectrometer)
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FSC (Cont'd)
D. Gezari
P. Schwarz
D. Harper
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(Array Camera for Photometric Imaging)
Naval Research Laboratory
(Imaging Far IR Spectrometer)
Yerkes Observatory
(Bolometer Array)
The summary data were recorded on standardized formats. A summary of the
instrument support requirements deduced form survey data is shown in Figure 2.5-2.
FIR Imager
SMM
Imager
FIR
Spectrometer
SMM
Spectrometer
Thermal
Interface
Temp; Load
4°K;100mW
20°K; 300mW
0.1°K;?
4°K;100mW
20°K;200mW
4°K;150mW
20°K; 200mW
4°K; 50mW
20°K; 300mW
Mechanical
Height Weight
(M) (kg)
1.2 250-350
1.2 250-350
2.0 300-400
2.0 250-350
Electrical
Power
(w)
100
I00
150
300
Data
16 Bit A/D
G.P. Computer
1 kbps Output
16 Bit AJD
G.P. Computer
<1 kbps Output
16 Bit A/D,
G.P. Computer
4000 Channel
Analyser, G.P.
Computer,
20 Kbps
Output
SUMMARY OF GENERIC INSTRUMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Figure 2.5-2
Some findings from the survey, terminated in late May 1984, were:
a Carbon dioxide pumped far infrared laser technology has considerable
development risk for LDR use. Issues include complexity (numerous
actuators, controls, and adjustments) and lifetime (cross-contamination of
laser gasses).
High local oscillator power is needed for Schottky-diode mixers. The poten-
tial application of the featron (field emitter array triode oscillator) and
other devices should be investigated.
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• The focal plane should be placed near the instrument window.
Instrument produced data streams require signal processing prior to relay to
the ground. Trade studies will be required to optimize instrument/LDR
spacecraft subsystem performance.
Instruments are relatively large (6 to 8m 3, 250-400 Kg) and complex and ex-
tremely sensitive to mechanical, thermal, and radiation disturbances.
Cryogen supply interface demands are severe. Transfer and resupply of
superfluid Helium in the LDR space environment will require technology
development.
• Instrument changeout and on-board servicing approaches can affect the over-
all efficiency of the LDR mission and scientific achievements.
Two oscillator concepts considered by MDAC as potentially beneficial to LDR Science
Instruments are the earlier-mentioned featron and the optical parametric
oscillator.
The featron concept is suggested as a candidate local oscillator for LDR submilli-
meter spectrometer application. Its features are depicted in Figure 2.5-3. Figure
2.5-4 is a schematic representation of the featron.
The optical parametric oscillator is a potential replacement for the far infrared
laser as the local oscillator. Its main features are depicted in Figure 2.5-5.
" Field Emitter Array Triode Oscillator
• Microelectronic Vacuum Device
• Cathode: Array of Micro-Field Emitters
• Gate and Anode Vacuum Deposited Films
• No Transit Time Limit at 1000 GHz (0.3 mm)
• Cathode-Gate Arrays of 5000 Emitters Produced for TWTAs
• High Power Capability (Watts), Low Voltage
• Development Milestones
• Oscillator Design (University of Utah)
• Field Emission Cathode Optimization (SRI)
• Prototype Production(SRI -- Star Microwave)
• General Utility
• Reliable EHF Communications Amplifiers (USAF, NASA)
• MM, Sub-MM Wave Amplifiers
FEATRON LOCAL OSCILLATOR FEATURES
Figure 2.5-3
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A flow plan (Figure 2.5-6) to develop and qualify LDR instruments was created by
MDAC for submillimeter imagers and spectrometers and far infrared spectrometers.
Bias
Supply
-;100-
1000V
"--------Anode
Structure
(or Wavegulde)
SiO2
Insulator
Structures
Gate
Electrode
Field Emitter
(Spindt) Cathode
Array
I Note: Oscillator Feedback JCavities Not Shown
R = 1A °
FIELD EFFECT OSCILLATOR (FEATRON) CONCEPT
Figure 2.5-4
The results of this task were useful in aiding to identify and appreciate instru-
ment interactions within the study of LDR system concepts. However, the definition
and development planning for the specific science instruments is being addressed
apart from this study by NASA's Science Coordination Group. As indicated in Para-
graph 2.3.1, the draft of the report of the Focal Plane Instruments Subcommittee,
dated 26 June 1984 was integrated into the baseline interface requirements for the
study.
The importance to LDR of the generic cooler for the instruments cannot be under-
stated. Technology issues with respect to the extreme cryogenic cooling needs of
LDR were pursued in the Thermal Considerations Task, discussed in Section 3.6.
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3.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND TRADES
3.1 OPTICAL CONFIGURATION TRADE
3.1.1 TaSk
Although considerable progress has been made in the Ames/OPL studies carried out to
date, itbecame clear at the first Asilomar meeting that due to hardware constraints
(weight and packaging limitations) further optical configuration definition was
required. The purpose of this task was to trade off several candidate
configurations.
3.1.2 Approach
Summarized in Table 3.1-I are the candidate optical systems which were evaluated in
this study.
TABLE 3.1-I
CANDIDATE OPTICAL CONFIGURATIONS
• CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE
• TRADITIONAL (CIRCULAR APERTURE)
• RADIALLY DEGRADED PERFORMANCE
• SLOT (ELONGATED APERTURE)
• OFF-AXIS VERSION
• SPHERICAL PRIMARY MIRROR TELESCOPE
Also reviewed in this study was an unfilled aperture option. In theory, the light
gathering capability is directly proportional to the square of the entrance pupil
diameters and the resolution is inversely proportional to the entrance pupil
diameter. Therefore, in this option (Figure 3.1-I) the unfilled aperture is utilized
to obtain a larger diameter for resolution purposes. Simultaneously it will have
less collecting area for light gathering.
3.1.3 D_scussion
Candidate configurations included the traditional Cassegrain telescope, the radially
degraded Cassegrain telescope which extends the aperture for observations in the
submillimeter wavelength region, the slot Cassegrain telescope which allows for an
elongated aperture in the Shuttle Orbiter bay, the off-axis Cassegrain which
minimizes obscuration, and a telescope with a spherical primary mirror which
transfers the complexity factor to the secondary mirror.
In a single mirror telescope, the degrees of freedom available are the radius and
conic shape of the mirror. The parabolic mirror has been the mainstay of astronomy
ever since the telescope was invented, because the paraboloid is the only conic shape
capable of rendering a perfect image definition "on-axis" for an object at infinity;
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Figure 3.1-I
however, there are not enough degrees of freedom to give any reasonable field of view
since there is only one mirror. With only one mirror, the configuration will also be
relatively long for a large focal length. Adding a secondary mirror increases the
degrees of freedom and the potential for wider fields of view, Astronomical
telescopes have evolved from the single mirror parabolic telescope to the two-mirror
Cassegrain telescope in which a convex hyperbolic secondary mirror is used with a
concave parabolic primary mirror. The true Cassegrain telescope theoretically is
corrected for only spherical aberration and is limited by coma.
Shown in Figure 3.1-2 are the zonal and meridional radii for an f/O.5 parabolic
mirror of a 20-meter diameter Cassegrain telescope. It is the difference in the
zonal and meridional radii at any point on the mirror that determines how well a
grinding or polishing tool matches the desired asphere. It must be emphasized that
this large difference in radii provides a major technical challenge. In comparison,
an f/O.8 parabolic mirror of 60-inch diameter was fabricated at Kodak
(state-of-the-art in fast aspheres). Alternate telescope designs with a spherical
primary mirror were investigated in this study. Obviously a large mirror with a
spherical radius (i.e., vertex radius of curvature, zonal radius of curvature and
meridional radius of curvature are one and the same) would greatly minimize the
manufacturing (fabrication and assembly) complexity and make active radius control an
attractive alternative.
3.1.3.1 on-AklS CasSe_rain Telescope (circular ApehtUre_ - Shown in Figure 3.1-3 is
an optical configuration for a "rotationally symmetric" Cassegrain telescope, The
secondary mirror, approximately 9.3 meters from the primary mirror magnifies the
primary mirror focal ratio of 0.5 into a system focal ratio of 10. The field of view
as specified is 3 arcminutes. Shown in Figure 3.1-4 are two options for locating the
scientific instrument entrance apertures onto the focal surface as presented by the
optics. The first option is a shared field approach. This arrangement is currently
being used on Space Telescope with five scientific instruments. In this approach two
or more scientific instruments can be used simultaneously (serpendipity mode). In
the second option a center folding mirror is indexed to one of the scientific
instruments. Only one scientific instrument can be used at a time in this approach.
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In order to implement the shared field option a wide field of view will be required.
The Space Telescope utilizes a Ritchey-Chretien version of the Cassegrain telescope.
It consists of hyperbolic primary and secondary mirrors. (Note: The "true"
Cassegrain utilizes a parabolic primary mirror and a hyperbolic secondary mirror.)
The conic shapes are chosen to simultaneously correct spherical aberration and coma.
The aberrations of astigmatism, field curvature, and distortion are present off-axis
in predictable amounts. Shown in Figure 3.1-5 is a comparison of a "true" Cassegrain
with a Ritchey-Chretien Cassegrain. For the field of view of 3 arcminutes and
utilizing a fold mirror, the "true" Cassegrain with its parabolic mirror is
sufficient to meet the requirements.
A smaller Cassegrain telescope is dictated for a single shuttle launch. The optical
configuration for this concept is shown in Figure 3.1-6.
In the "rotationally symmetric" Cassegrain the secondary mirror can be designed to be
on the order of 1 meter in diameter. This minimizes the central obstruction
(necessary from image quality and background noise standpoints). However, the strut
obstruction is not optimum. The scientific instruments are, however, symmetrically
located around the center line and the optical design is compact. Both these
features imply "good" pointing control capability. The "true" Cassegrain was
retained in the system concepts for these reasons.
3.1.3.2 Off-Axis Ca_se_ra_n - Shown in Figure 3.1.7 is an off-axis Cassegrain
telescope. In the verslon chosen here the off-axis primary mirror is a "cut" of a
much larger rotationally symmetric primary mirror. The secondary mirror to primary
mirror spacing is twice as long as the on-axis Cassegrain. Therefore, static
metering and dynamic damping will be more difficult. The central obstruction is
minimized. This implies improved performance (S/N; image quality). The scientific
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instruments are not symmetrically located around the center line. This implies
pointing control could be more difficult. The edge segments of the primary mirror
for the off-axis telescope will be more difficult to manufacture. The conventional
aspheric generation approach uses loose abrasive grinding. Progression of the
polishing task using spherical tools is at the point when the surface is within
approximately I micrometer of the desired asphere. In the polishing step, the sag
difference between the orthogonal radii extremes (zonal and meridional) determines
the amount that a spherical polishing tool will "rock" if it fits the shorter of the
two radii. The larger the tool diameter, the more the tool will obviously rock.
Figure 3.1-8 shows the approximate sag difference for the on-axis and off-axis
parabolic mirrors. This value should be less than i wave based on current processing
approaches. An additional metrology figure of merit is the aspheric departure with
respect to the best fit sphere (Figure 3.1-9). The aspheric departure goal is I000
micrometers. For the outer annulus of the on-axis paraboloid this value is 9,500
micrometers. For the outer annulus of the off-axis paraboloid this value is 15,400
micrometers. For the above reasons the on-axis Cassegrain is perferred over the
off-axis Cassegrain.
3.1.3.3 RadialIx De_haded Casse_rain - The radially degraded concept takes into
account the structural and performance differences imposed by the two distinct
wavelength regions. Shown in Figure 3.1-10 are two (of many) radially degraded
concepts. In both concepts shown, the outer annulus is optimized for the
submillimeter and potentially, since the tolerances are loose, this region might be
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Figure 3.1-10
assembled in space after deployment of the inner zone. It is the inner zone which
requires the tighter tolerances and therefore, would benefit from a more traditional
ground assembly and verification approach. In concept (a) the inner zone is the slot
configuration which could fill the Shuttle bay. In concept (b) the inner zone is
shown with partially filled circular apertures.
Shown in Figure 3.1-11 is an optical configuration for the radially degraded concept.
The segmented mirror is "layed out" as three annuli about a central mirror. The
segments are trapezoidal (Figure 3.1-12). A performance summary is shown in Table
3.1-2. The center mirror with inner annulus (D = 9.4 meters) would operate at
wavelengths as low as 50 micrometers. In the mirror region including the center
annulus (D = 14.8 meters), the minimum operational wavelength would be 70
micrometers. Using the total mirror (D = 20 meters) the minimum operational
wavelength would be 100 micrometers. Therefore, in order to see benefits in material
selection and in manufacturing/assembly tolerances the minimum operational wavelength
requirement must be relieved to greater than 30 micrometers. It should be noted that
the surface roughness required in the polishing step is the same for all segments
since the specularity value is set by the light bucket mode at a minimum operational
wavelength of 1 micrometer.
A two annuli radially degraded concept is shown in Figure 3.1-13. The center core
with the first annulus is stowed in the Orbiter bay and deployed (i.e., the resultant
five meter diameter mirror represents the high quality section). The outer annuli
segments are stowed in the ACC and assembled with EVA assistance.
3.1.3.4 Slot casse_rain - Shown in Figure 3.1-14 is a concept for folding a
Cassegrain telescope in the Orbiter bay. This concept takes into account that the
Shuttle bay length is 18 meters and the Shuttle bay width is 4 meters. By folding
the side mirrors with a "door hinge" by 90° in the bay a rectangular mirror with an
approximate size of 18 meters by 12 meters could be deployed. In this concept the
secondary mirror would be also deployed from a stowed position near the primary
mirror. The slot configuration is simply the case without the outer two panels
(Figure 3.1-15). This provides the potential that even though the primary mirror
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Figure 3.1-14
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Figure 3.1-15
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would be made up of segments, the total primary mirror could be assembled, tested,
and its performance verified before launch.
Shown in Figure 3.1-16 is an optical configuration for the slot Cassegrain. Three
options for the primary mirror are shown in Figure 3.1-17. The length of the primary
mirror must be shorter than the Orbiter bay length to allow for stowage of other
elements of the observatory and support equipment. Assuming these additional
elementsare launched separately, a longer slot could be deployed (approximately 20
meters x 4 meters) or a circular aperture could be deployed (aproximately 12 meters x
12 meters). Shown in Figure 3.1-18 is a slot configuration using a single Shuttle
with an ACC. The primary mirror segment assemblies are stowed in the ACC. Other
elements of observatory would be stowed in the Orbiter bay. Total observatory weight
limits the length to less than 28 meters for an equatorial orbit. Total observatory
weight is not compatible with Shuttle launch capability for polar orbit.
3.1.3.5 Te]esc6peWIth_$pSehical'Pr!mar_'MirFbP - A comparison of the features of a
telescope with a spherical primary mlrror against an aspherical primary mirror is
given in Table 3.1-3. The major advantage is in transferring the hardware complexity
from the large segmented primary mirror to the smaller monolithic secondary mirror.
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TABLE3.1-3
SPHERICALVERSUSASPHERICALPRIMARYMIRROR
SPHERE ASPHERE
• RADIUSOF CURVATURE
e MIRRORMANUFACTURE
e TOOLING
e RAPIDFABRICATION
• GROWTHPOTENTIAL
(LARGERDIAMETERS)
e ACTIVERADIUSCONTROL
THE RADIUSOF CURVATUREIS
THE S_E FOR ANY SEGMENT
SIMPLE
SAMEFOR ALL SEGMENTS
SIMPLEALTERNATIVES
ADDINGMORESPHERICAL
SEGMERTSDOESNOT INCREASE
COMPLEXITY
RELATIVELYSIMPLEDUE TO
SINGLERADIUSOF CURVATURE
THE RADIIOF CURVATURE
ARE VARIABLES
COMPLEX
VARIES
COK_LEXALTERNATIVES
MANUFACTURINGCOMPLEXITY
I_CREASES
RELATIVELYCOMPLEXDUE TO
VARYINGRADIIOF CURVATURE
Shown in Figure 3.1-19 is an optical configuration with a spherical primary mirror.
In this example, the secondary mirror assembly is composed of three mirror elements
similar to a Gregorian configuration. An alternate spherical primary configuration
is shown in Figure 3.1-20 (Reference 1). This configuration was evaluated by
Rodgers, Table 3.1-4 (Reference 2). In Concept (a) and Concept (b) an aspheric
surface with a 23rd degree power series on the secondary mirror still does not meet
the performance requirements. The performance requirements are met, however, in
Concept (c) and Concept (d) by the use of general aspheres on the secondary mirror
and tertiary mirror. Alternate spherical primary mirror telescopes are shown in
Figures 3.1-21 and 3.1-22 (References 3 and 4).
In all cases, the secondary mirror is large (on the order of 5 meters).
Consequently, both image quality and background noise level will be compromised
unless the secondary mirror elements are reduced to approximately i meter (Note:
considered probable). Also, the goal in this study was to retain the secondary
mirror at 125°K. The additional elements will also have to be cooled and their
alignment maintained.
Not
3.1.3.6 unfilled Aperture optlon - In this option an unfilled aperture is utilized
to obtain a larger d'iameter for resolution purposes. Simultaneously, it will have
less collecting area for light gathering. Shown in Table 3.1-5 is a comparison of
two filled apertures and a 20 meter diameter unfilled aperture. The annulus has been
sized with the same area as the 10 meter filled aperture. It was shown in the study
(Concept 3) that a 10 meter category telescope could be launched with a single
Shuttle/ACC. The mirrors for the filled aperture would be stowed in the ACC.
Therefore, potentially a 20 meter diameter unfilled aperture telescope could be
launched using a similar approach. Shown in Figure 3.1-23 is the effect of the large
hole in the mirror on the performance (radial energy distribution). This drastic
decrease will result in a major increase in the amplitude of the point spread
function side lobes.
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TABLE 3.1-5
APERTURE SIZE COMPARISON
APER'PJRE
TYPE/D I AMETER
i
Q IO-RETERFILLED
C 20-METER
FILLED
20-mETER
Q UNFILLED
(ANNULUS WI'|H
SAME AREA AS
IO-METER
FILLEn
APPROX.
AREA
78,5 m2
31q M2
78.5 m2
PERFORMANCE
LIMIT Of:
RESOLIITIOH
(a 30/._) LOgSIDELORES RELATIVESEt_ITIVITY
i
1.5 SEC YES 1/q
0.75 SEC YES 1
0.75 SEC HQ 1/_
(_"rain = 30_M)
D=20M
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3.1.4 Conclusi6ns
All five candidate configurations have good and bad features. The traditional
Cassegrain was selected for concept synthesis due to its small secondary mirror
obscuration and compactness. These features, coupled with symmetry of the scientific
instruments about the center line, imply potential for good pointing control.
Notes to Section:
I) Meinel, Meinel, Su and Wang, Applied Optics, Vol. 23, No. 17, 1 September 1984
2) Rodgers,"Nonstandard Representations of Aspheric Surfaces in a Telescope Design",
Applied Optics, Vol. 23, No. 4, 15 February 1984
3) Meinel & Meinel, "Large Deployable Reflector (LDR) Configuration Approaches", JPL
Contract No. 965017, June 1982
4) Korsch Optics Inc., "Highly Corrected Spherical - Primary Telescope Designs Final
Report" for George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, October 1984
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3.2 APERTURESlZE TRADE
3.2.1 Task
The scientific requirements for high resolution and high light gathering capability
with the hardware constraints of weight and packaging limitations strongly affect the
selection of an optimum LDR aperture. The purpose of this task was to evaluate
relative effect of aperture size on system performance, complexity, and cost.
3.2.2 App_6aah
Shown in Figure 3.2-1 is the effect of aperture diameter on image diameter
(resolution(:_I/aperture diameter). Shown in Figure 3.2-2 is the effect of aperture
diameter on light gathering power (throughput a (aperture diameter) 2 ). The
scientific need for larger diameters must be evaluated against hardware
considerations (i.e., manufacturing and operational constraints).
The option of significantly reducing the LDR aperture does not satisfy the
astronomical requirements in the IR to submillimeter wavelength region. Therefore,
the baseline LDR aperture size (20 meters) was retained as a goal. The system trade
study addressed the hardware considerations of weight and packaging to meet this
goal.
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3.2.3 DisCussion
The first major issue is packaging limitations. In the Shuttle era, the Orbiter Bay
imposes the basic payload size constraint. A circular mirror larger than four meters
in diameter would have to be segmented and folded to meet the width allocation of the
Shuttle Orbiter Bay.
The second major hardware constraint is payload weight. The end orbit as well as the
number of launches is affected by this basic parameter.
Shown in Figure 3.2-3 is a concept whereby the LDR primary mirror segment assemblies
are stowed in the Orbiter Bay. The arrangement of seven seven-mirror assemblies was
chosen for evaluation. In addition to the mirror assemblies the remaining elements
of the observatory (spacecraft, scientific instruments, thermal shroud, etc.) and
support equipment must also be stowed in the Orbiter Bay (Figure 3.2-4).
Shown in Figure 3.2-5 is a weight estimate for this concept. Such a graph can be
used to visualize aperture size effects. For example, from this graph three choices
are possible for a single STS equatorial launch (assuming packaging density is
compatible with STS volume allocation): (I) a 20-meter diameter primary mirror
assembly could be launched; (2) a 18-meter diameter optical subsystem could be
launched (primary mirror with secondary mirror); or (3) a 13-meter observatory could
be launched. Therefore, primary mirror segment assemblies stowed in Orbiter Bay
limits aperture diameter to approximately 13 meters. However, there is not enough
available space for all elements of the observatory (i.e., solar panels and shroud).
Shown in Figure 3.2-6 is a weight estimate for a single Shuttle polar orbit. It can
be seen from this figure that the total observatory weight is not compatible with
Shuttle launch capability for polar orbit.
(ERECTABLECONCEPT,III..1.5-_ETERSEGMENTS)
SEVENSEVEN-_IRROR
ASSEMBLIES
_-------I0 .-', I
LDR PRIMARY MIRROR SEGMENT ASSEMBLIES IN ORBITER BAY
Figure 3.2-3
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An approach utilizing a single Shuttle with ACC was also studied. The primary mirror
segments (Figure 3.2-7) would be stowed in the ACC (Figure 3.2-8). Shown in Figures
3.2-9 and 3.2-10 are the weight/diameter interrelationship graphs. The total
observatory diameter is limited to approximately 13 meters. The total observatory
weight is compatible with Shuttle launch capability for equatorial orbit. The
Orbiter Bay would be used for all other elements of the observatory (support
structure, spacecraft, scientific instruments, solar panels and shroud). The total
observatory weight is not compatible with Shuttle launch capability for polar orbit.
Shown in Figures 3.2-11 to 3.2-14 are the weight/diameter interrelationship graphs
for a dual Shuttle launch. A 20-meter diameter observatory weight allocation
"appears to be compatible" with two Shuttle loads. However, packing density will
force more than two Shuttle loads. (Goal: 20-meter diameter observatory in three
Shuttle loads).
3.2.4 Conclusioh
Shown in Table 3.2-1 and Table 3.2-2 is a summary of the aperture trade results for a
single Shuttle launch. The LDR observatory is limited to approximately 13 meters.
Multiple Shuttles (> 3) will be required for an LDR observatory of 20-meter aperture
diameter. Summarize-d in Table 3.2-3 are the relative effects of aperture size.
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GOAL:
TABLE 3.2-I
SINGLE SHUTTLE OPTIONS
TO GET TOTAL OBSERVATORY INTO ORBIT WITH SINGLE LAUNCH
TRADE PARN'IETERS
e WEIGHT
e DIAMETER
e VOLUME
CONCLUSION
CIRCULAR APERTURE
WITH SHUTTLE ONLY
O COMPATIBLE WITH EQUATORIAL
LAUNCH
O INCOMPATIBLE WITH POLAR
LAUNCH
O CLEAR APERTURE LIMITED TO
APPROXIMATELY 10 METERS
• ORBITER BAY
• NOT ENOUGH AVAILABLE SPACE
FOR ALL ELEMENTS OF
OBSERVATORY
i0 WILL REQUIRE SECOND SHUTTLE
EVEN FOR IO METERS
CIRCULAR APERTURE
WITH SHUTTLE AND ACC
• COMPATIBLE WITH EQUATORIAL
LAUNCH
e INCO_IPATIBLE WITH POLAR
LAUNCH
• e CLEAR APERTURE LIMITED TO
APPROXIMATELY 13 METERS
• ORBITER BAY WITH ACC (ADD'S
60Z VOLUME CAPABILITY)
ALL ELEMENTS OF OBSERVATORY
"MIGHT BE N LAUNCHED IN SINGLE
SHUTTLE
TABLE 3.2-2
SINGLE SHUTTLE OPTIONS
TRADE PARAMETERS
• WEI GHT
e DIAMETER
• VOLUME
CONCLUSION
RECTANGULAR APERTURE
(SLOT) WITH SHUTTLE ONLY
• COMPATIBLE WITH EQUATORIAL
LAUNCH
• INCOMPATIBLE WITH POLAR
LAUNCH
• APERTURE LENGTHS _L2 METERS
(STOWED)
e APERTURE LENGTHS 520 METERS
(DEPLOYED)
• ORBITER BAY
• NOT ENOUGH AVAILABLE SPACE
FOR ALL ELEMENTS OF
OBSERVATORY
• REQUIRES SECOND SHUTTLE
WHICH NE"GATES ADVANTAGE
OF SLOT
RECTANGULAR APERTURE (SLOT)
WITH SHUTTLE AND ACC
• COMPATIBLE WITH EQUATORIAL
LAUNCH
e INCO_IPATIBLE WITH POLAR
LAUNCH
e APERTURE LENGTHS <28 METERS
• ORBITER BAY WITH ACC (ADDS
60X VOLUME CAPABILITY)
• ALL ELEMENTS OF OBSERVATORY
mHIGHT BE= LAUNCHED IN SINGLE
SHUTTLE
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TABLE 3.2-3
RELATIVE EFFECTS OF APERTURE SIZE
APERTURE
SIZE
DIAMETER. M
I0
2O
30
40
(ASSUMEF/0,5 CASSEGRAIN,FIXEDMIRRORSEGMENTSIZE)
SYSTEMPERFORMANCE
iNTEGRATION
TIME
a D2
i/4
1
2 i/4
4
SPAT I AL
RESOLUT i ON
e&D
i illl
1/2
1
1 1/2
2
COMPLEXITY
e NUMBER OF MIRROR SE6MENTS,
STRUTS, ACTUATORS, JOINTS
• SUNSHIELD AREA
• CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
• DEPLOYMENT
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2 114
COST
• DEVELOPMENT
• DESIGN
e MANUFACTURE
• TEST
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3.3 REFLECTOR MATERIAL TRADE
3.3.1 TaSk
The purpose of this task was to compare potential LDR reflector materials based on
cost, replicability, complexity and performance in both the diffraction limited mode
and the light bucket mode.
3.3.2 Al p -oach
A glass material has been used for applications such as LDR because of its low CTE
and low CTE variability. For applications where the dimensional change can be
tolerated metals offer an attractive alternative. Therefore, in a concept such as
the radially degraded telescope, metals may have potential application in the sub-
millimeter region. Carbon/carbon materials offer the potential of a nearly zero
coefficient of thermal expansion as well as meeting the requirements for stiffness,
strength, freedom from outgassing, and relatively short cycle time production.
In this study three categories of materials (metals, glass/ceramics, and composites)
were evaluated and compared for the LDR primary mirror.
The properties of various candidate mirror materials are extremely important in
determining their applicability to the design of the LDR mirror (Table 3.3-I).
TABLE 3.3-I
MIRROR MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
e MANUFACTURABLETO DESIREDOPTICALFIGURE
e MINIMUMSTRESSESAND DEFORMATIONSIN "l-g"TESTING
e LAUNCHSURVIVAL
e MINIMUMTHERMALDISTORTIONSIN OPERATION
e LONG-TERMDIMENSIONALSTABILITY
e COMPATIBILITYWITHOPTICALCOATING
e COMPATIBILITYWITHMOUNTINGARRANGEMENT
e COMPATIBILITYWITHFIGUREAND/ORALIGNMENTCONTROL
ARRANGEMENT
A high degree of thermal stability is required to minimize figure changes due to
variations in thermal environment. High strength and low density are both important
in minimizing the mirror weight. This takes on increased importance in a large
aperture system such as the LDR. A high degree of long-term dimensional stability is
also a requirement, primarily for the same reasons as discussed for thermal
stability. The material must also allow for fabrication of components to design
specifications. A material having extremely attractive intrinsic properties is of
little value if it is unable to withstand the fabrication loads or cannot be
assembled with precision. The material must also have the capability of being
polished to required specifications of asphericity (low frequency error) and surface
roughness (high frequency error) with a sufficient level of adhesion to accept
optical coatings. In the design of a passive segment (assuming only piston and tilt
control) it will be required to have minimal deflections throughout the range of
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normal operating temperatures. A mirror substrate, such as the LDRprimary mirror,
must, therefore, have a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) as close to zero as
possible.
A list of candidate mirror materials and their associated properties are given in
Table 3.3-2.
_;i.ASSICERAMICS)
TABLE 3.3-2
REFLECTOR MATERIAL TRADE - MATERIAL PROPERTIES
e_KK WI_K [ D
19. 69. 2.7 213 920
8.2 *0.3 290. 2.4 159 1880
FUSED SILICA 0 _L'O.03 76. 2.2 1.4 740
(3% TtO 2)
ZEROOUM O. 16 _0.05 94. 2.5 1'.6 821
m(x 2.9 6s. 2.2 1.1 7s3
NFAALOY (oSIC) 3.9 (RT) i0.3 410, 3.1 125 1420
|C(MPO$ ITF$
GLASS/GRAPHITE I -0.1 tO. 1° 90. 2.0 27.3 837
TSC-I (0/90) .L 4,0 2.25
GRAPHITE MAGNESIUM 1.5 i0.5" 210 1.8 26 962
(0/90)
GRAPItI TEl EPOXY II O. 1 tO. 1" 100 2.0 23 9150
(GY7O/C0O[87) 2 8
FIIIII(S Of NES|T
,/0
EIp D • ,r/pc THEmML
SPEC. STIFF 01FFUSIVITY DISTORTION
25.6 0.094 202
121.0 0.035 233
34.5 8.6x10 "4 35
37.6 7.8x10 "4 256.
29.S tS.6xl0 "4 4395.
132 0.028 139. (RT)
45 0.016 6.2
0.0013 2975.
117 0.015 100
SO 0.012 8.4
Included are materials in categories such a metals, glasses, glass ceramics, and
composites. The properties listed are Young's Modulus (E), density (_), thermal
expansion coefficient (_.), conductivity (k), and heat capacity (c). Also shown in
the table are three "figures of merit".
The ability of a material to athermalize can be described by the second figure of
merit called thermal diffusivity: (conductivity/ (density x heat capacity)). A
material with a high diffusivity value will athermalize quickly. Most materials with
low CTE, such as glass, have low conductivity and low specific heat. These materials
athermalize (reach equilibrium) very slowly. This means that mirrors made of glass
or glass ceramic materials (operating above IO0°K) are more stable under thermal
transients or gradients; however, they will take a very long time to reach thermal
equilibrium. For applications where the dimensional change and thermal distortion
can be tolerated and rapid athermalization is required, a low CTE metal such as
beryllium should be considered.
Predicted mirror areal densities for lightweight glass mirrors are shown in Figures
3.3-I and 3.3-2.
Based on preliminary analyses of a simply supported, "unmounted" mirror design, the
technology associated with a segmented, frit bonded mirror is approaching a mirror
goal of 25 kg/m2 . 52
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In both cases the top curve shows a design optimized for visible light applications
with an aspect ratio of 7 to i and a rigidity of a few waves. The lower curve was
calculated for an aspect ratio of 20 to I, reducing the weight at the expense of the
inherent structural rigidity. The basic assumption is that larger deflections can be
tolerated at far infrared and submillimeter operational wavelengths.
A comparison of the total weight of the 20 meter primary mirror for fusion welding
and frit bonding is shown in Table 3.3-3.
Shown in Figure 3.3-3 is a comparison of candidate mirror material CTE's. There is
no "ideal" material for optical components that will perform over the entire range of
thermal environments because the CTE of all materials changes with temperature. In
general, all metal materials approach "zero expansion" properties at low cryogenic
temperatures. The low expansion glass materials (ULE, Zerodur, and Cervit) have
negligible thermal expansion near room temperature (300°K). Fused silica has a zero
coefficient at about 140°K. At very low cryogenic temperatures (50°K), metals also
approach low CTE values, particularly beryllium. The glass materials may no longer
have a thermal advantage because the metals have a low CTE and a high diffusivity at
these low temperatures.
Shown in Figure 3.3-4 is the instantaneous coefficient of expansion for Corning's
fused silica material. Corning's ULE material is fused silica doped with 7.5 percent
titanium dioxide. From the figure it can be seen that this biases the point where
the instantaneous CTE is zero at approximately 300°K (room temperature). From the
figure, if the LDR secondary mirror is retained at 125°K the instantaneous CTE is
closer to zero using basic fused silica with no doping. In a similar manner a new
ultra low expansion glass could be envisioned for the primary mirror at 200°K by
using fused silica with 3 percent doping. The next issue which must be addressed is
the temperature variation from the set point. Assuming the real material selected
does have the instantaneous CTE curve shown, a variation in the operating temperature
will result in an "optical power" error, which can be backed out by refocusing.
However, CTE inhomogeneities, which can occur in buildup of a lightweight mirror
blank, will result in higher order figure error.
Glass and glassy-ceramic materials have reached a level of maturity for space optical
mirrors. The ability to lightweight, polish to excellent optical quality, and retain
this figure has been demonstrated on progams such as Space Telescope.
Lightweight glass mirror blanks are currently manufactured for high reliability,
diffraction-limited optics using a high temperature, fusion welding process. A
"honeycomb" core, a faceplate, and a backplate are separately fabricated; the
faceplate is bonded to the plano-plano core, and the whole assembly is inverted and
slumped over a form to the desired curvature. In this process, distortions are
inevitably introduced into the faceplate, backplate, and core struts. Such
distortions can be reduced by preshaping the core and plates before fusion bonding.
Since the core and plates must be heated to the softening point, some distortion is
unavoidable. The mirror blank must be designed with the mirror blank manufacturing
contraints in mind.
The high temperature process to achieve plate-to-core bonding in the fusion-welded
mirror places a constraint on the mirror design and, in effect, limits the amount of
lightweighting than can be achieved. A manufacturing process called frit bonding
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avoids the high temperature, fusion-welding technique, thus relieving the mirror
blank manufacturing weight constraint. In frit bonding the glass mirror blank is
manufactured by using a glass adhesive system eliminating the high temperature fusion
step while retaining the balance of the conventional mirror manufacturing process.
Based on a preliminary analysis of a simply supported, unmountedmirror design, the
technology associated with a segmented, frit bonded mirror is approaching a mirrorgoal of 25 kg/m .
TABLE3.3-3
GLASSMIRRORFACEPLATEWEIGHTESTIMATE
OPTION I
FUSION WELDED FRIT BONDED
AREAL _ AREAL
DENSITY (KG/M L) NUMBER WEIGHT (KG) DENSITY (KG/M L) NUMBER WEIGHT (KG)
CENTERCORE 104 i 1,307 48 1 603
INNERANNULUS 134 4 6,73/ 56 4 2,816
RIDDLEANNULUS 125 8 12,570 54 8 5,430
OUTERANNULUS 120 12 _I_ 52 12 7_.__89_
TOTAL 123 25 38,715 53 25 16,693
OPTIONII
FUSION WELDED FRIT BONDED
AREAL
DENSITY (KG/M L)
AREAL
NUMBER WEIGHT (KG) DENSITY (KG/M c)
CENTERCORE 104 I 1,307 48
INNERANNULUS 94 8 4,723 45
MIDDLEANNULUS 85 16 8,541 44
OUTERANNULUS 80 24 12__0___E _42
TOTAL g5 4q 26,62q 143
NUMBER WEIGHT (KG)
i 603
8 2,261
16 4,421
24 _6,33O
49 13.615I
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Further lightweighting can be achieved by removing the back plate and contouring
the core.
Shown in Figure 3.3-5 is a weight comparison of glass mirrors. The technology for
a very flexible frit-bonded mirror is approaching 10 kg/m 2.
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Kodak is investigating advanced structural materials for high precision optics and
optical support structures in space applications. For example, Kodak with Corning is
investigating the use of glass matrix materials. When coupled with glass optics the
potential for extremely high metering performance is suggested. This is especially
important in a reaction structure where the mirror surface figure must be retained to
fractions of the wavelength of light. The state-of the art and goals for the mat-
erial are shown in Table 3.3-4. Note the anisotropic CTE which is currently a
problem with composite materials. This includes resin matrix composites (graphite/
epoxy) and metal matrix composites; (graphite/aluminum; graphite/magnesium). Other
inherent technology problems which have to be addressed for either a mirror substrate
or a support structure are structural joints and outgassing. The latter is extremely
important in a cooled telescope.
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The radius mismatch issue is the most difficult parameter in coherently phasing a
segmentedmirror. The inability to manufacture an optical element to a designed
meridional and zonal radii, directly affects the lens focal length and can contribute
to spherical aberration. For a monolithic aspheric mirror, the radius is manufac-
tured during the contour generation step and measuredto the final knownaccuracy in
an interferometric test configuration using a null corrector. An additional
metrology issue is imposed on a segmented, phased array telescope. A mismatch
between radii of the segments in the array and the design radius of the overall
mirror will also result in a wave front error.
In this study a radius mismatch requirement of 50 parts per million was established
for operation at wavelengths as low as 30 micrometers.
TABLE3.3-4
GLASSMATRIXMATERIAL
STATE-OF-THE-ART
• FIBER: CARBONORSILICONCARBIDE
e FIBERVOLUME: 25 PERCENTTO
50 PERCENT
I MODULUS: 20,000PSI TO 30,ODOPSI
• DENSITY: 0.07LBS/IN3 TO 0.09I.BS/
IN3
e CTE: -0.6IN/IN/°CTO 4.5 IN/IN/°C
(-200°C)TO 25°C)
e SHAPE: FLATSHEET
MATERIALGOALS
0 ELASTICMODULUS:30 x 106 PSI
(IN THEPLANEOF THELAMINATE)
• DENSITY: 0.07 LBS/IN3
e CTE: 0 ±0.1 x 10-s ]N/IN/°C
e ULTIMATESTRESS: 25,000 PSI
Anisotropic CTE is currently a problem with composite materials for mirrors. Shown
in Figure 3.3-6 is the allowable CTE variability as a function of minimum operational
wavelength. As can be seen from this figure there are four options. The first is
the utilization of smaller segments. The second is operation at longer minimum wave-
lengths. The third is the development of a composite material that meets CTE goal of
0_0.03x 10-6 per °K and low CTE variability, and the fourth is active radius control
to compensate for the inherent radius mismatch.
The first three options enable a passive (piston, tilt actuation only) segmented
mirror concept. The fourth option is an active (figure, piston and tilt actuation)
segmented mirror concept. If this latter concept is required the shape of the
primary mirror is of concern. In a telescope with a spherical primary mirror, active
radius control can be controlled with a single central linear actuator on the back of
the mirror (note: this changes optical power). In a telescope with an aspheric
primary mirror, active radius control is more complex. Shown in Figure 3.3-7 are the
radii on the f/O.5 parabolic primary mirror. Active figure control (note: higher
order aberration correction) will be required to maintain parabolic shape (match
meridional and zonal radii simultaneously).
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LDRwill be operated in two modes (diffraction limited and light bucket). Require-
ments on the mirror surface can be defined by three spatial frequency domains. The
low spatial frequency domain is quantified by the surface figure error. This value
was established at 1.5 micrometers rms and is set by the lowest operational wave-
length (30 micrometers) in the diffraction limited mode. The mid spatial frequency
domain is quantified by the autocorrelation length to pupil diameter ratio. For both
modesit has been set at a value of 0.125. The high spatial frequency domain is
quantified by the surface roughness. This specularity value was established at 250
angstroms rms and is set by the lowest operational wave length (I micrometer) in the
light bucket mode. Glass can readily be polished to this specularity requirement(the Space Telescope primary mirror was polished to 20 angstroms ms). Metals also
can be madehighly specular. Compositematerials due to the layup are not directly
polishable to the LDRrequirements. Oneoption is a top optical facesheet. Kodak is
experienced in an alternative in which ULE" is deposited on top of a carbon/carbon
substrate via a sputtering process, to accomplish this purpose. It has been shownto
be polishable to a specular surface with an rms surface roughness of 20 angstroms.
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3.3.4 Conclusi Ons
Three categories of materials were evaluated (metals, glass/ceramics and composites).
The results are summarized in Tables 3.3-5 through 3.3-9. Metals will not meet the
performance requirements at operational wavelengths as low as 30 micrometers.
Glass/ceramics should meet the performance requirements utilizing only rigid body
motion (piston and tilt) control of the mirror segments. Composite materials have
potential in a concept utilizing rigid body motion control with radius control of the
mirror segments.
TABLE 3.3-5
REFLECTOR MATERIAL TRADE
PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL
ALUMINUM/FOAM
BERYLLIUM
[GLASS/CERAMICJ
FUSED SILICA (3% TIO2)
ZERODUR
PYREX
HF_XALOY(o_SIC)
ICO_POSITESJ
GRAPHITE/GLASS
GRAPHITE/MAG)ESIUM
GRAPHITE/EPOXY
PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE
POTENIIAL DRAWBACKS BENEFITS
POOR
GOOD
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
FAIR
HIGH CTE, LOW E/0
U_!IFORMITY
LOW DIFFUSIVlTY
LOW DIFFUSIVlTY
UNIFnR_ITY, LOW
DIFFUSIVITY
UNIFORMITY
ISOTROPY
ISOTROPY, HYSTERISIS
ISOTROPY, HYGRO-
SCOPICITY
HIGH DIFFUSIVITY
HIGH E/p & DIFFUSIVITY
VERY LOW CTE, UNIFORMITY
VERY LOW CTE, UNIFORMITY
LOW CTE
HIGH E/m & DIFFUSIVITY
LOW CTE
HIC_ EYe
LOw CTE
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TABLE 3.3-6
REFLECTOR MATERIAL TRADE COMPLEXITY
BERYLLIUI_
CDFIPL£XI TY
LOW
HIGH
[GLASS/CERAMI CI
FUSED SILICA (3% TIO 2) IqEDIUM
ZERODUR PIEDi UM
PYREX MEDIUM
HEXALOY (_ SIC) HIGH
[COMPOSITES J
GRAPHITE/GLASS HIGH
GRAPHI"rE/lqAGNES1UM X1GH
GRAPHITE/EPOXY PIEDI UM
RATING SYSTEM: HIGH IMPLIES VERY COMPLEX
LOW IMPLIES NOT COMPLEX
lq_RTANT CONSIDERATIONS
ROOMTE'_'ERATURE FORqI_, BRAZING
HIEX FORMING PRESSURE, TOXICITY
HIGH TEMPEgATURE - GO0_ FORM COf_TP,nL
REDI UM TE,qiPERATURE- CERAMI PIG CAUSES D! STORTI ON
RE"DILII_TEflPERATU.qE - SOqE DISTCRTIOW
POOR FORMING CONTROL, VERY DIFFICULT TO G_IND
ISOTROPY CONTROL, CRY(_ CYCLE FOR STABILITY
ISOTROPY CONTROL, .CRYO CYCLE FOR STABILITY
ISOTROPY CONTROL, LOW TEMPERATURE CURE
S°
ALUM!NUM/FOAM
BERYLLIUM
TABLE 3.3-7
REFLECTOR MATERIALS TRADE REPLICABILITY
REPLICABILITY
,qATERIALIPROCESSI MG
ADVANTAGES
MEDIUM ROOM TEMP. FORMING
MEDIUM MEDIUM PROCESS TEMP
MATE R IAt/PROCESS ING
DISADVANTAGES
HIGH CTE, POOR UNIFORMITY
HIGH CTE, POOR UNIFORMITY
GLASS/CERAMIC]
FUSED SILICA (3% TIO 2) MEDIUM
ZERODUR LOW
PYREX MEDIUM
HEXALOY ({SIC) LOW
ICOMPOSITESl
GRAPPITE/GLASS MEDIUM
GRAPHITE/MAGNESIUM LOW
GRAPHITE/EPOXY MEDIUM
LOW CTE, UNIFORMITY
LOWCTE
MEDIUM PROCESS TEMP.
COLD PRESSING
LOW CTE
LOW CTE
LOW TEMP. PROCESSING
HIGH FORMING TEMPERATURE
CERAMING CYCLE DISTORTS
UNIFORMITY
HIGH PROCESS TEMPERATURE
ANISOTROPY
ANISOTRO_Y, HYSTERISIS
ANISOTRnPY, HYGROSCOPICITY
RATING SYSTEM: HIGH IMPLIES VERY REPLICARLE
LnW IMPLIES WOT REPLICABLE
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CnST
ALUMI NLIM/FOAM LOW
"" BERYLLIUM MEDIUM
[GLASS/CERAMICI
FUSED SILICA (5% TIO2) HIGH
ZERODUR HIGH
PYREX MEDIUM
HEXALOY ((X'SIC) MEDIUM
]COMPOSITESI
GRAPHITE/GLASS HIGH
GRAPHITEIMAG_IESIUM HIGH
GRAPHITE/EPOXY MEDIUM
RATING SYSTEM: HIGH IMPLIES HIGH COST
LOW IMPLIES L_ COST
TABLE 3.3-8
COST
CONS10ERATIONS
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
TOXICITY, MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURINGDEV. REQUIRED
HIGH COST MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING
HIGH COST MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING
LOW COST MATERIAL
LOW COST MATERIAL, MANUFACTURING DEV. REQUIRED
mEDIUM MATERIAL COSTS, MANUFACTURING DEV. REQUIRED
MEDIUM MATERIAL COSTS, MANUFACTURING DEV. REQUIRED
LOW MATERIAL COSTS, MANUFACTURING bEV. REQUIRED
TABLE 3.3-9
REFLECTOR MATERIAL TRADE SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE COMPLEXITY
e ALUM/_IM/FOAM Ln_ LOW
e BERYLLIUM mEDIUM HIGH
IGLASSlCERA ICSI
• FUSED SILICA HIGH MEDIUM
(3% T]O2)
• ZERODUR HIGH MEDIUm
• PYREX MEDIUM _ MEDIUfl
• HEXALOY (ocSIC)' MEDIUtl HIGH
Ico.PnSITESl
• GRAPHITE/GLASS MEDIUM HIGH
e GRAPHITE/MAGt_SIUM LOI'I HIGH
• GRAPHITE/EPOXY LnW MEDIU:I
DESIRED
4EPLICABILITY
MEDIU_I
MEDIUM
mEDIUM
LOW
MFDIUM
L_
MEDIL'M
LO_
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
TIFDI'Itl
HISV
HIGH
.., _IEDIUM
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CnST
Lnw
MFI)I_
HIGH
HIGH LOW HIGH LPw
3.4 SEGMENTED MIRROR CONCEPTS
3.4.1 Task
The purpose of this task was to evaluate alternate concepts for the primary mirror.
Parameters considered include mirror segment shape and segment control approach.
Alternative approaches to mirror manufacture were also evaluated.
3.4.2 AppPaaati
Shown in Figure 3.4-1 is the segmented mirror concept trade tree used in this study.
Trades were performed in three areas: mirror, mirror control, and mirror reaction
structure.
3.4.3 DiscOssioh
In manufacturing a coherently phased mirror made up of segments, the technical issues
can be divided into two types. The first involves the issues of fabricating the
mirror segments themselves, and the second involves assembly issues of initializing
in "l-g" and retaining in "O-g" an aggregate segmented mirror in which coherent
phasing between segments is required.
The diameter (aperture) of an optical system has two important limiting effects:
light-gathering capability and resolution. In a light-bucket mode using a segmented
mirror, no attempt is made to match the phases of the wave fronts reflected from the
individual elements. The size of the final image is governed by the size and quality
of the individual small segment apertures, while its intensity is equal to the sum of
the individual image intensities. In the other case, for coherently phased imaging
system, the size of the final image is governed by the size of the single large aper-
ture, while its intensity is equal to the sum of the individual image intensities.
In this study, concepts were evaluated for diffraction-limited performance at wave-
lengths as low as 30 micrometers and the potential of a light-bucket mode of opera-
tion at wavelengths as low as I micrometer.
Four possible concepts for coherent phasing are shown in Table 3.4-I. In this study
the last two types of mirrors were emphasized.
TABLE 3.4-I
COHERENTLY PHASED MIRRORS
TYPE
PASSIVE MONOLITHIC
CHARACTERISTICS
• NO ACTIVE FIGURE CONTROL
NO ACTIVE SEGMENT ALIGNMENT CONTROL
ACTIVE MONOLITHIC • ACTIVE FIGURE CONTROL
NO ACTIVE SEGMENT ALIGNMENT CONTROL
PASSIVE SEGMENTED • NO ACTIVE FIGURE CONTROL
ACTIVE SEGMENT ALIGNMENT CONTROL
ACTIVE SEGMENTED • ACTIVE FIGURE CONTROL
ACTIVE SEGMENT ALIGNMENT CONTROL
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In the change from manufacturing a one-piece monolithic mirror to a mirror madeup of
segments, the additional technical issues can be divided into two types. The first
involves the issues of manufacturing the mirror segmentsthemselves (coherent phasing
of a segment), and the second involves assembly issues of making an aggregate seg-
mented mirror in which coherent phasing between segments is required. The figuring
(polishing) of each segment should be addressed first since it affects the degree of
active figure control required during operation. Each point on an aspheric surface
has orthogonal radii (zonal and meridional) at any point on the surface. The sag
difference between the radii extremes is a measure of the amount that a spherical
tool will "rock" if it fits the shorter of the two radii. The sag difference between
the two orthogonal radii at the edge of the mirror surface is, therefore, related to
the "degree of difficulty" in the manufacture of the mirror surface.
The second figure of merit which represents a "metrology degree of difficulty" is the
aspheric departure from the best fit sphere. The aspheric departure value is the
starting point in the contour generation of the mirror surface.
The third figure of merit is the mirror segment surface error. It represents how
well each off-axis segment is in itself coherently phased.
Based on an optical tolerance budgeting approach in which manufacturing errors,
alignment errors, and assembly errors are allocated portions of a budget, the mirror
segment surface error becomes one of the contributors.
Shown in Figure 3.4-2 is the baseline wave front budget established in this study.
STATIC WAVZFRONT ERROR
OPI[it.A.TXONAL ENVIRONmeNT
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I
I
...,c  oRI I
(TEST ENVIRON_NT) [
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]
I
! I
TWO MIRROR SYSTEM SECONDARY MIRROR
MANUFAC'/'UR£D NISALXGNH£NT £UOR
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(_MIN = 30_xM; E = 84%; D = 20 M)
Figure 3.4-2
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A wave front error of 1.5 micrometers ms was set for the primary mirror assembly.
This budget assumes the "classic" definition of diffraction limit with 84% of the
energy in the central disk. In Figure 3.4-3 is shown the effect of reducing this en-
circled energy requirement.
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Figure 3.4-3
Shown in Figure 3.4-4 is a different budget which "loosens" the tolerances by
increasing the minimum operational wavelength and reducing the encircled energy in
the central disk. It should be noted that there can be many variations in the wave
front allocations. One version (see Section 3.5) reallocates the budget to maximize
the allowable secondary mirror misalignment error. Further refinements should be
evaluated before the budget is "frozen".
3.4.3.1 prima_ Mirror - The primary mirror trade tree is shown in Figure 3.4-5.
The obscuration effect on encircled energy is shown in Figure 3.4-6. The scientific
concerns for the best imaging resolution over the largest area possible and the
thermal emissivity of a large central obscuration dictate a filled aperture.
Two shapes were evaluated: trapezoidal and hexagonal. Trapezoidal segments are
"slightly" preferred over hexagonal segments. There are two reasons: (I) radial
symmetry minimizes the number of different processing tools and (2) more structural
options available, However, it is concluded it is still "too early" to make a shape
selection. The two shapes have been arbitrarily included in the system concepts to
insure alternative choices are given visibility.
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The selection of size of the segment and the number of segments was based on the
preferred area of the segment. The area of the segment impacts processing time,
handling/transportation and facility modifications. It also was concluded that a
circular central core was considered desirable for alignment. Shown in Figures 3.4-7
to 3.4-13 are alternative arrangements for trapezoidal segments. Based on the pre-
ferred area of the segment, a mirror made up of three annuli and a central mirror was
selected. This mirror arrangement is summarized in Table 3.4-2. Shown in Figure
3.4-14 are alternative arrangements for hexagonal segments. A mirror made up of a
seven segment center core and six seven-segment sets located in a single annulus was
selected (Concept b).
Shown in Figure 3.4-15 are the rigid body motions of concern in a Cassegrain tele-
scope with a segmented primary mirror. The sensitivity analysis establishes the
metering structure and the secondary mirror rigid body motion actuator requirements.
The additional rigid body motions of the mirror segments and radius matching between
segments are also of concern. Kodak, under IR&D, has developed a specialized wave
front propagation model for segmented mirror evaluation. Shown in Figure 3.4-16 is
the program flow for this software. The capability of the software is summarized in
Table 3.4-3.
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PRIMARY
TABLE 3.4-2
MIRROR WITH TRAPEZOIDAL
(DIAMETER = 20 METERS)
SEGMENTS
Number of Radinl Chord
_tion I Se[_'nts I_n_th (m) Length (m)
Center Core I 2.n
Inner Annulus 4 2.7 _.6
Middle Annulus R 2.7 _.7
Outer Annulus I2 2.7 5.2
I_TAL 25
Muter of Radiml Chord
_ I,en_th (m_ length (m)
Center Core I 2.n
Inner Ann. hl_ 8 2.7 _._
Middle Annulu_ I6 2.7 2.R5
Outer Annuh_ 24 2.7 2.6
T_TAI. 4q
(a) (bi (c)
2 m_ 32
l Sl_llllt C(ntfl (0_
$1C_q_1 £iml(n COP_ ? $(C_1;¢_ Cf_T_ (on( I Sf(,_! MIOOLI AII_L_
) 4c; )?
IIGN' T_I-
MInR,_
A$%LqLl[5
PRIMARY MIRROR WITH HEXAGONAL SEGMENTS
(20 METER DIAMETER)
Figure 3.4-14
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TABLE 3.4-3
WAVEFRONT PROPAGATION MODEL FOR A SEGMENTED MIRROR
• OPTIMUM OPTICAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
- Reflective Versus Refractive Elements
- Conic Surfaces or Rotationally Symmetric General Aspheres
- Elliptical or Multisided Apertures, Obscurations,
and Surface Boundaries
- Off-Axis Elements
• DEVELOP BUDGETS FROM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
- Segment Tilt
- Segment Piston
- Segment Radius of Curvature
- Segment Surface Figure
• OPTIMUM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
- Function of Primary Mirror F-Number
- Function of Alignment Accuracy
- Function of Surface Figure Manufacturing Accuracy
- Function of Edge Length Per Unit Area
• OPTIMUM SHAPE (TRAPEZOIDAL VERSUS HEXAGONAL)
- Far-Field Diffraction Pattern
- Edge Length Per Unit Area
- Aspheric Departure within Segment
The wave front propagation model can be used in the selection of important
parameters for LDR.
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Shownin Figures 3.4-17 and 3.4-18 are the wave front mapsfor the trapezoidal and
hexagonal segmentedprimary mirrors. The resultant radial energy distributions for
varying wave front errors is shownin Figure 3.4-19. Fromthis analysis the
requirements on the primary mirror segmentwere established (Table 3.4-4). The
primary mirror wave front error budget established in this study is shownin Figure
3.4-20.
TABLE3.4-4
PRIMARYMIRROR EQUIREMENTS
- SegmentSurface Quality
- Radius Mismatch
- Piston Error
- Tilt Error
0.45 Micrometer RMS
50 RPM
1.3 Micrometers
0.6 Microradian
With segment surface quality, radius matching, and rigid body motion requirements
known, two versions of a segmentedmirror can be addressed. If the surface quality
of the off-axis segmentand the radius matching requirement can be manufactured and
retained during on-the-ground testing, then we have a case in which only segment
alignment (that is, segment tilt and segment piston error) need be sensed and
controlled during operation in orbit. This case we call a passive segmented mirror.
However, if the quality and/or the radius matching requirements cannot be
manufactured and retained during on-ground testing, then the figure and/or radius
must be sensed and controlled during operation in orbit. In addition, the rigid body
motions of segment tilt and piston error must also be sensed and controlled. This
latter case is what we call an active segmented mirror.
Two candidate materials (glass and composite) are being considered for use in a
passive segmented mirror concept. For diffraction limited performance at wavelengths
as low as 30 micrometers and operation at 200 K a material with low CTE and
homogeneity is required. The technology development plan suggests investigating a
new glass for LDR. An early evaluation indicates fused silica doped with
approximately 3% titanium dioxide should meet the requirements. Anisotropic CTE is
currently a problem with composite materials for mirrors. Can a new composite
material be developed to maintain the surface figure quality passively? Shown in
Figure 3.4-21 is a preliminary concept for a passive segment using a composite
material. In Figure 3.4-22 is a similar concept for an active segment. A comparison
of the mirror segment designs is shown in Figure 3.4-23.
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3.4.3.2 Primary Mirror Control - The primary mirror control trade tree is shown in
Figure 3.4-24. Since the mirror segments "butt" together, it can be assumed two
translational degrees of freedom of segment centration and one rotational degree of
freedom are constrained by adjacent segments. The unconstrained degrees of freedom
of concern, are therefore, the two remaining rotations (segment tilt) and one
translation (segment piston error).
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PRIMARY MIRROR CONTROL TRADES
Figure 3.4-24
The rigid body misalignments, which must be sensed, are the unconstrained degrees of
freedom of segment tilt and segment piston error. Two choices are possible. The
first uses an external star source to monitor wave front error at system focus. The
right body misalignments have to be implied from the wave front error. The second
and preferred method is to monitor the rigid body motions directly using an internal
sensing concept.
A capacitive sensing concept using capacitance changes to imply small displacements
is currently preferred over concepts such as optical triangulation. The concept can
retain long-term stability, large dynamic range, and sensitivity to a few nanometers
under severe environmental conditions.
The three remaining "unconstrained" rigid body motions (two tilts and one piston)
would be retained within the budgeted allocation via three sets of bipods with linear
actuators. These bipods would be mounted to a delta frame reaction structure. These
three tiers (mirror, rigid body actuators and delta frame) form a segment assembly.
This concept is shown in Figure 3.4-25 for trapezoidal and hexagonal segments.
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BIPOD (3 SETS)
ASSEMBLY
MOUNT TO #___BACK
PLATE
REACTION STRUCTURE (6)
ACTUATOR (6)
MIRROR PLATE
MOUNT (})
CORE (SOUARE)
TRAPEZOIDAL FACEPLATE HEXAGONAL FACEPLATE
• 3 BIPOD MOUNTS
• DELTA FRAME REACTION
STRUCTURE
PASSIVE SEGMENT ASSEMBLY OPTIONS
Figure 3.4-25
Radius matching between segments imposes a critical requirement on a coherently
phased segmented mirror. If the radius matching requirement cannot be established
and retained during on-ground testing, then the radius must be sensed and controlled
during operation in orbit.
Representative of current technology is a concept derived from the SLCSAT program. A
linear actuator could be mounted on the central hub of the reaction structure on the
center of the mirror. This produces a change in the wave front error at the lowest
spatial frequency (i.e., optical power). This change in power is directly related to
a change in the radius of curvature.
Figure 3.4-26 illustrates a primary mirror control system representative of current
technology for an active segmented mirror. The primary mirror figure control sub-
system consists of push/pull or moment-type actuators on the primary mirror which are
used to reduce the manufactured mirror surface error to lie within the allocated
budget. In order to control the figure, the state of the figure is sensed via the
primary mirror wave front sensing system (either closed-loop or open-loop). A figure
sensor installed at the prime focus is, in practice, obstructed by the secondary
mirror. A wave front sensor installed at the Cassegrain focus will monitor the total
wave front error. In the active segmented case the total wave front error will be
due to the rigid body misalignments of the secondary mirror, rigid body misalignments
of the primary mirror segments, and the figure changes in the primary mirror.
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Figure 3.4-26
Shown in Figure 3.4-27 are concepts, established in this study, for a passive segment
assembly and an active segment assembly.
3.4.3.3 Primar#, Mirror Reaction Structure - The primary mirror reaction structure
trade tree is shown in Figure 3.4-28. The reaction structure must retain the mirror
surface figure to fractions of the operational wavelength. A "true" metering
structure philosophy allows the reaction structure to be the stable reference
platform for the entire observatory. Graphite/epoxy is the state-of-the-art material
for a "true" metering structure due to its excellent dimensional stability (CTE).
Potential trouble areas are: structural joints, built in stresses, assembly
variations, stress redistribution during repeat actuation, and outgassing. Metal
matrix has tremendous potential but is an immature material relative to
graph ite/epoxy.
Candidate LDR primary mirror lightweight support structure concepts based on current
technology are shown in Figure 3.4-29. Included are: a near isotropic tetrahedral
truss, a deep isogrid truss, rib/ring and a multi-level structure.
The tetrahedral truss was selected in this study. Trapezoidal aspect ratios near 1.0
yield the best truss geometry. Ground and orbital assembly operations will be
simplest if the truss forward face segments have sufficient flexural stiffness to
support the segments independent of the backup truss members. Shown in Figure 3.4-30
is a representative primary mirror assembly sequence. In this approach the
tetrahedral truss is installed after the segment assemblies (mirror, actuators and
delta frame).
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3.4.3.4 Mir_br Surface ProCesSin 9 - Alternate surface processing methods are
available in today's technology. The traditional method is in two steps: contour
generation and polishing. The conventional aspheric generation approach uses loose
abrasive grinding. Progression to the polishing task using spherical tools is at the
point when the surface is within approximately one micrometer of the desired asphere.
In the polishing step, the sag difference (Asag) between the orthogonal radii
extremes (zonal and meridional) determines the amount that a spherical polishing tool
will "rock" if it fits the shorter of the two radii. The larger the tool diameter,
the more the tool will obviously "rock".
The wave front error maps, generated interferoeetrically, are separated into
symmetrical and asymmetrical errors. Separate full aperture tools are fabricated
which address the symmetrical and the asymmetrical errors.
Many mirror segments must be produced for the LDR primary reflector. The large
aperture tooling approach at Kodak minimizes the mirror processing time (amount of
time the tool is actually on the mirror). This allows parallel processing of mirror
segments, thus reducing the need for a large number of machines. This will aid the
replicability issue for LDR and is an attractive approach.
An alternate approach could eliminate the need for polishing. This alternate
approach would extend the contour generation step past the traditional hand-off point
of one micrometer to as close to the final desired asphere as possible. This
maximizes the major material removal step (contour generation) and minimizes the
polishing step. If the contour generation step (grinding) could reach the desired
asphere, no formal polishing step would be required. The segment would require only
a "shine to remove the grey" to meet the specularity requirement. Kodak has
investigated and built a "proof-of-concept" contour generator under IR&D. It has
been used successfully to generate large optics to tolerances similar to those of
LDR. The two alternatives are shown in Figure 3.4-31.
3.4.4 Conclusions
There are minor advantages (process tooling and structural options) of trapezoidal
shaped segment over hexagonal shaped segment. To identify technology shortfalls,
both options have been included in the system concepts. Glass/ceramics materials
should meet the performance requirements utilizing only rigid body motion control of
the mirror segments. Composite materials have potential in a concept utilizing rigid
body motion control with radius/figure control of the mirror segments.
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3.5 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM CONCEPTS
3.5.1 Task
The fast primary mirror focal ratio (f/O.5) implies extremely tight tolerances of
secondary mirror metering. The purpose of this task was to evaluate options to meet
the performance requirements.
3.5.2 ApproaCh
In this study trade offs were evaluated in three areas affecting performance:
secondary mirror, secondary mirror control, and the secondary mirror support
structure. The optical subsystem concepts trade tree is shown in Figure 3.5.1.
3.5.3 Discussioh
Because of the high asphericity of the LDR primary mirror (f/O.5), the misalignments
of the secondary mirror must be controlled to accuracy levels consistent with the
allocated tolerances using rigid body actuators with a "true-metering" structure.
If the primary mirror can be coherently phased and isolated from mechanical and
thermal stresses during assembly, launch, and operation, it can be established as the
fixed reference for the telescope. Optical performance degradation will, therefore,
be due to rigid body misalignments of the passive monolithic secondary mirror and
rigid body misalignments of the focal plane structure relative to the focal surface.
Shown in Figure 3.5-2 is the baseline LDR wave front budget established in this
study. Highlighted is the wave front allocation for secondary mirror misalignment
(root sum square of the rms wave front errors due to tilt, decentration and despace
of the secondary mirror). The change in the secondary mirror-to-primary mirror
spacing imposes the tightest requirement. This is due to the fast aspheric secondary
mirror which magnifies the primary mirror focal ratio of 0.5 into a Cassegrain system
focal ratio of 10. This spacing change is magnified by the secondary mirror into a
large focus error at the scientific instrument detector surface. Shown in Figure
3.5-3 is a wave front budget reallocated to increase the allowable error for
secondary mirror misalignment. The minimum operational wavelength has been increased
from 30 micrometers to 50 micrometers. The allowable encircled energy in the central
disk of the point spread function has been reduced from 84% to 30%. The resultant
allowable physical despace error is shown in Figure 3.5-4. As can be seen in Figure
3.5-5 this stringent requirement can also be relieved by increasing the minimum
operational wavelength.
3.5.3.1 Secondar_ Mirror - The trade tree for the secondary mirror is shown in
Figure 3.5-6. The secondary mirror in the Cassegrain optical configuration has a
clear aperture of 1.3 meters. A monolithic (one-piece) mirror is an obvious choice
over a segmented mirror in this size domain. Shown in Figure 3.5-7 is the
instantaneous CTE of Corning fused silica materials. The CTE of fused silica
(without doping) is near zero at the secondary mirror operational temperature of
125°K. State-of-the-art lightweighting techniques (such as fusion welding and frit
bonding) can be readily applied to glass mirrors of this size. Therefore, a
frit-bonded, fused silica secondary was established as the baseline for LDR.
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0.i uM _:S
(0.003 ;)
LDR OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
(XMIN = 30.M; E = 84%: D = 20 M)
Figure 3.5-2
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STATIC WAVEFRONT ERROR
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
5.6 1aM RMS (0.11 X)
]
PRIMARY MIRROR ASSE._BLY
MANUFACTURED
WAVEFRONT ERROR
1.5 _M RHS (0.05 _)
I
STATIC WAVEFRONT ERROR
(TEST ENVIRONMENT)
5.0 _M RHS (0.10 x)
I
TWO MIRROR SYSTEM
MANUFACTURED
WAVEFRONT ERROR
1.7 _MRMS
(0.034 _)
I
I
SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY
MANUFACTURED
WAVEFRONT ERROR
0.8 uM RMS (0.027 _)
TWO MIRROR SYSTEH
THERMAL/STRUCTURAL
VARIATIONS
2.5 _M RMS (0.05 _)
I
SECONDARY MIRROR
MISALIGNHENT ERROR
4.8 _M RMS (0.096 _)
i
I
SECONDARY MIRROR
ASPHERIC MISmaTCH
0.I _M RMS
(0.003 >)
*WORST CASE (ASSUMES SM MISALIGNMENT ERROR GETS TOTAL INCREASE
LDR OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCEPREDICTION (REALLOCATED TO INCREASE
SECONDARY MIRROR MISALIGNMENT ALLOWABLE ERROR)*
(XMIN = 50 _M" E = 30%; D = 20 M)
Figure 3.5-3
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INSTANTANEOUS THERMAL EXPANSION OF FUSED SILICA
Figure 3.5-7
3.5.3.2 Secondary Mirror ContrOl - The trade tree for secondary mirror control is
shown in Figure 3.5-8. The baseline secondary mirror wave front error budget is
shown in Figure 3.5-9. The rigid body motions of concern are referenced to the
secondary mirror vertex (Figure 3.5-10).
The functions of the secondary mirror control subsystem are to:
(1) Sense the condition of secondary mirror optical axis to primary mirror optical
axis misalignment (_x' _y'T T ).X' y
(2) Sense the condition of focus (Sz).
(3) Define the relative positions of the focal surface(s) with respect to
reference mounting surfaces on the focal plane structure.
(4) Provide the means by which alignment and focus can be adjusted (between
operational sequences).
(5) Provide the means for chopping (during operational sequence). Alternate
locations are also being considered.
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SECONDARY MIRROR ASSY
I
ACTIVE ALIGNMENT
CONTROL ONLY
CONTROL I
ICONCEPT
I
OPTICAL SUPPORT I
STRUCTURE I
ACTIVE ALIGNMENT
CONTROL/CHOPPING
SECONDARY MIRROR CONTROL TRADES
Figure 3.5-8
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SECONDARY MIRROR
DECENTER ERROR
O.2,IXrms
"d'_6 "2so/x-
SECONDARY MIRROR
MISALIGNMENTERROR
0.6/.,.ms
I
SECONDARY MIRROR
TILT ERROR
O. 25 ,_.rms
1
SECONDARY MIRROR
DESPACE ERROR
O.S,fXrms
"d'_" s.s/,,.-
SECONDARY MIRROR WAVEFRONT ERROR BUDGET
(XMIN = 30pM; E = 84%)
Figure 3.5-9
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RIGID BODY MOTIONS OF CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE
Figure 3.5-10
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Shown in Figure 3.5-11 is a sketch of a breadboard control concept consisting of six
linear actuators to control secondary mirror misalignment with respect to the fixed
primary mirror (two decenters, two tilts, and despace). Only five linear actuators
are actually needed, but the sixth actuator would be provided for redundancy.
SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY WITH RIGID BODY MOTION CONTROL
Figure 3.5-11
Secondary mirror alignment and focus sensing options are summarized in Tables 3.5-1
and 3.5-2. The approach that directly monitors the rigid body motions of the
secondary mirror (bx, by, bz, Tx, 7y)is preferred in most cases for a space telescope,
since it can be conceptually demonstrated via on-ground measurement/verification
techniques that on-orbit alignment of the secondary mirror to the primary mirror axes
can be accomplished. The focal surface topography can also be determined on the
ground with a focal surface reference fixture (FSRF). Direct rigid body motion
monitoring, therefore, conceptually permits complete alignment to the designed
performance under simulated zero-g conditions. The telescope's secondary mirror
would be realigned and focused to the primary mirror after launch using the secondary
mirror control system to restore factory-level optical performance. After
initialization on-orbit, the telescope would not require focus or alignment
adjustments during extended operation. (NOTE: This assumes true-metering structure
philosophy with an active thermal control system.)
1O4
TABLE 3.5-I
SECONDARY MIRROR ALIGNMENT SENSING CONCEPTS
O INTERNALALIG#_IENTSENSING(SELF-ILLUMINATED)
-MEASUREMISALIGNMENTSDIRECTLYUSINGSEPARATETILT('_x."r'Y)ANDECENTER(6x,6v)
SENSORS
-CALCULATEOPTICALDEGRADATIONINDIRECTLY
-INTEGRALWITHTHE PRIMARYAND SECONDARYMIRRORS
-INDEPENDENTOFFOCUSCONDITION
| EXTERNALALIGNMENTSENSING(STARFIELD)
-_ASURE OPTICALDEGRADATIONDUETOMISALIGNMENTSDIRECTLYWITHWAVEFRONTSENSORS
-CALCULATEMAGNITUDEANDDIRECTIONOF TILTS ANDDECENTERSINDIRECTLY
-NOT INTEGRALWITtt THEPRIMARYANDSECONDARYMIRRORS
-HIGHLYDEPENDENTONFOCUSCONDITION
TABLE 3.5-2
SECONDARY MIRROR FOCUS SENSING CONCEPTS
INTERNALFOCUSSENSING(SELF- ILLUMINATED)
- LINEARRELATIONSHIp BETWEENCHANGEINMIRRORSPACING(_x) AND CHANGEINFOCAl
POSITION(Sxl)
- _ASURE CHANGEIN SPACINGVIA RANGINGDEVICE
- CALCULATECHANGEINFOCALPOSITIONINDIRECTLv
• EXTERNALFOCUSSENSING(STARFIELD)
UTILIZEIMAGINGPROPERTIES(POINTSPREADFUNCTION._DULATION TRANSFERFUNCTION.ETC.)
OF SCIENTIFICINSTRUMENTOR SEPARATEFOCUSSENSORTO DETERMINECHANGEINFOCAL
POSITIONDIRECTLY.
- THREEFOCUSSENSORSINFIELDCAN MONITOR_ISALIGNMENTSOr:THE FOCALPLANESI'PUCTURE
RELATIVETO THE FOCAL SURFACE.
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Figure 3.5-12 shows the locations of sensors for an internal decenter and tilt
sensing concept. The sources and detectors would be attached to the primary mirror
fixed reference. The amount of rigid body motion of secondary mirror misalignment
(tilt and decenter) would be measured directly.
IGOCATIOn Or .f_COII_RY NI'RI_OR
TILT $17f,_Ol_ I.Z)C4T.TOIIOF SEC"O#JI_R_"RrRROFDECL=WT_RSBII$OR
I_TION. OF SENSORS FOR AN INTERNAL DECENTER AND TILT SENSING CONCEPT
Figure 3.5-12
3.5.3.3 Sbcohdar_ Mii'roi-supp6rt'Si:i'bcture - The trade tree for the secondary mirror
support structure is shown in Figure 3.5-13. If mechanical and thermal stresses
during operation are small (i.e., true-metering structure with active thermal
control), then an open-loop versus a closed-loop optical sensing and control system
can be used between operations instead of during operations. Therefore, a "true"
metering structure philosophy should be a design goal since it allows for rigid body
motion control of wave front degradation between observational periods and chopping
during observations.
Key design requirements for the secondary mirror support structure are, therefore,
minimum obtainable structural distortion with long term environmental stability. The
three basic elements of this are: structural geometries which minimize deflection
components in critical directions; materials which have the necessary properties of
high specific stiffness, near zero CTE and high conductivity; and high levels of
internal material damping and/or damping devices.
Performance degradation produced by mechanical and thermal loading environments can
be minimized by the use of structural materials which possess high specific stiffness
and strength and self-damping characteristics. Dimensional stability of the LDR
structure will also be significantly enhanced by the use of materials with near zero
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and which possess high thermal conductivity in
order to minimize thermal gradients and stresses.
Beryllium is an excellent structural material. However, it rates low for use in a
highly stable metering structure due to its high CTE. Kodak adapted with Universal
Cyclops a low expansion version of Invar for use in metering structures with ULE
optics. However, it probably will be "too heavy" for LDR. Graphite/epoxy is
currently the "state-of-the-art" metering material due to its excellent CTE. A major
critical issue in the use of composite structures in a metering application is the
joint between subsections. The isotropic properties can affect the dimensional
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properties and, therefore, affect metering. Potential trouble areas include: built-
in stresses, assembly variations, stress redistribution during repeat actuation, and
material response to the operational environment (outgassing). The metal matrix
materials (graphite/aluminum and graphite/magnesium) offer tremendous potential as a
metering structure material; However, they are immature materials relative to
graphite/epoxy. Another attractive approach is a hybrid structure utilizing a
material such as glass for metering and an outer layer of a material such as aluminum
for strength. Such an approach has already been used by the United States Naval
Observatory in their astrometric telescope.
Shown in Figure 3.5-14 is a summary for selection of the secondary mirror metering
material. For despace requirements of less than 40 micrometers, it can be seen that
the preferred choice is graphite/epoxy.
i
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SELECTION OF SECONDARY MIRROR METERING MATERIAL
Figure 3.5-14
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Shown in Figure 3.5-15 are four metering structure concepts. The monocoque shel]
provides the best metering; however, since it is an enclosed cylinder, it is
relatively heavy. In this concept stray light control and metering are provtded by
the same structure. The shell was eliminated due to the hardware constraints of
weight and volume. The truss can provide excellent metering; however, a
nonstructural thermal shroud must be added. The other concepts shown (multi-pod and
"maypole") do not provide as good metering as the monocoque shell or truss. The
"maypole" has stiffness limitations. This affects the capability to point tn
operation and will interact with the launch dynamics.
MONOCOQUE SHELL
TRUSS
NULTI -POD "MAYPOLE"
METERING STRUCTURE CONCEPTS
Figure 3.5-15
The multi-pod was selected for its metering structure properties. A separate
non-structural shroud will also have to be used for thermal/straylight control. The
multi-pod selected in the study was a triple bipod; six struts in three triangulated
pairs. This imposes a relatively low obscuration. The struts can be tuned for first
mode frequency tailoring. The secondary mirror assembly (mirror with mounts) could
be preassembled to the struts on the ground. The primary mirror attachment points
would then be the only on-orbit assembly interfaces.
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3.5.4 Cb6(:lo_,| bhs
- The secondary mirror should be made from a high dimensionally stable material such
as glass.
- "Adequate" metering can be provided by a triple bipod support made from a material
such as graphite/epoxy.
- Five degrees of rigid body motion control are required (two tilts, two decenters,
and one despace) on the secondary mirror for wave front control between
observations.
- Modifying the "diffraction limited" performance requirement from 85% encircled
energy to 30% encircled energy Improves the despace tolerance. Nevertheless, an
"excellent" metering material such as graphite/epoxy coupled with 5 degrees of
rigid body motion control will still be required.
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3.6 THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
3,6.1 Task
The LDR thermal task involved an investigation and study for providing thermal
control to the telescope assembly and for providing cryogenic cooling to the science
instruments and the secondary mirror. The major thermal control requirements which
were specified for the LDR are listed in Table 3.6-1 for the telescope assembly and
are listed in Table 3.6-2 for the science instruments and secondary mirror. The 10
year life expectancy implies that all considered design approaches have the potential
for extremely high reliability.
A major objective for the telescope thermal control approach was to meet the
specified requirements on any given day, at all positions in the orbit, and to
simultaneously accept both the solar and earth heating loads over the entire range of
specified "earth/sun" telescope exclusion angles. The objective for furnishing
cryogenic cooling to the science instruments was to provide a system approach which
will not require servicing or replenishment more frequently than every three years.
TABLE 3.6-1
LDR TELESCOPE THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
ORBIT AND EARTH/SUN TELESCOPE EXCLUSION
ORBIT: 700 - 1,100 KM ALTITUDE; 28.5 ° INCLINATION
TELESCOPE EXCLUSION:_ 45° EARTH/ALBEDO; 60° - go ° SUN
TEMPERATURES
20M DIAMETER PRIMARY MIRROR: T_ 200 + leK
1.34M DIAMETER SECONDARY MIRROR: T_ 125 + I°K
OTHER
0.05 OVERALL SYSTEM EMITTANCE
REASONABLE COOL-DOWN TIMES
IO-YEAR LIFE
3-YEAR SERVICE INTERVAL
Considering the large size of LDR, it becomes important that all thermal control
concepts and designs be compatible to packaging within the space Shuttle and be
either capable of orbital deployment or of reasonable assembly, by astronauts, on the
Space Station.
All elements of the thermal control must be stable, in a space environment, and must
not outgas water and solvents, or generate particles, which will degrade thermal
control finishes and optical surfaces. Weight is also an important parameter and the
thermal design must consider means by which weight, particularly stored cryogens, can
be minimized.
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TABLE 3.6-2
LDR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT AND SECONDARY MIRROR COOLING THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
PROVIDE A CRVO-COOI.ING SYSTEM NAVII A THREE-YEAR LIFE |ETWEEN SERVICING INTERVAL
FOR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. THE "CONTINUOUS-BASIS-AVERAGE" /NSTRUNENT COOLING
LOADS, INCLUDING INSTRUMENT PARASITICS, ARE DEFINED AS"
2 WATTS AT 77°1C
I WATT AT 2_K
0.2S WATT AT _ K
CONSIDER MEANS FOR PROVIDING CRYO-COOLING TO O.]°K FOR SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS WITH SHALL (tSONW) COOLING LOAD DEMAND
PROVIDE A CRYO-COOLING SYSTEM HAVING A THREE-YEAR LIFE BETWEEN SERVICING INTERVAL
TO HOLD SECONDARY MIRROR AT A TENPERATURE OF 125 +I'K.
m
FIVE (S) WATT MAXINLIM HEAT GAIN OBTAINED FRON MIRROR TEMPERATURE CONTROL TASK
ANALYSIS.
Initial temperature control cool-down and stabilization must be factored into the
design; in the case of the very cold cryogenic temperatures of the science
instruments this involves a large cooling capacity.
While no limits were specified for operational electrical power the thermal control
considered this important and identified only concepts which will require reasonable
levels of electrical power; this conserves total LDR system weight and contributes to
improved reliability.
3.6.2 Approach
3.6.2.1 Telescope Thermal Control - A semi-passive thermal control concept has been
preliminarily analyzed for meeting the LDR telescope thermal control requirements.
The concept is shown in Figure 3.6-I.
To reduce solar and earth/albedo heat loads falling on the telescope mirrors and to
achieve fairly uniform environmental heating loads over the mirror surfaces a
step-baffled cylindrical shield will be placed around the telescope assembly. This
will enable the specified primary mirror base temperature, 200°K, to be achieved.
To fine-tune the mirror temperature and provide the specified +I°K "point-to-point"
lateral temperature control, the mirror temperature will be modulated by means of a
thermal control plate, equipped with trim heaters, that faces the rear surface of the
mirror. The temperature control plate, in turn, views a thermal control cavity, from
its backside, which is equipped with "space-viewing louvers". The louvers are opened
to discharge heat at times when excess thermal energy falls onto the mirror.
The system is described as semi-passive because it employs active but highly reliable
electrical trim heaters for temperature control. The reliability will be further
enhanced by using separate heaters and controls for each mirror segment. The moving
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louvers will use bi-metal control elements with over-riding electrical motor drives.
LDR MIRROR THERMAL CONTROL APPROACH SCHEMATIC
Figure 3.6-1
To achieve the colder, 125°K, secondary mirror temperature, this mirror will be
cooled with LN2 cryogen. A cryogen supply system can be either located at the
mirror or cryogen can be plumbed to the mirror from a remote LN 2 storage system;
this is an important design issue to be addressed in future studies.
A thermal model of the concept was prepared and analyzed using the NEVADA and SINDA
thermal analysis computer programs. Early thermal investigations involved with
selection of the primary mirror shield geometry and thermal finishes employed the
NEVADA and Kodak SATAN computer programs. Other individualized thermal analysis
studies were conducted using either hand calculations to solve the equations or
somewhat less sophisticated computer programs (e.g., simultaneous solutions of
multi-equation networks).
3.6.2.2 Science Instrument And Secondary Mirror Cooling - The cold temperatures
specified for all of the science instruments requires cryogenic cooling. The
temperature range from 41°K to 77°K can be provided with stored LHe, LH2, and LN2
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while superfluid Helium can achieve 2°K. Closed-cycle mechanical or chemical
absorption pumps can be reasonably built to reach temperatures over the range of
about ]O°K to 77°K and with added difficulty they can achieve about 4°K (e.g. with
Joule Thomson expansion). To obtain the lower temperatures specified, to O.I°K, will
require exotic active cryogenic refrigeration systems, Such systems are He3
evaporation, for 0.3°K, and Adiabatic Demagnetization (ADR) or He 3 -H4 Dilution
Refrigeration (difficult in zero-g) for achieving O.I°K.
A heat balance thermal model considering the initial cool-down heat loads, the
operational refrigeration loads, and the parasitic heat leakage into storage vessels,
piping, and instrument assemblies, was prepared in order to estimate the cryogenic
refrigeration demands at 4°K, 20°K, and 77°K over a three year period. The average
continuous operational loads used were 0.25W at 4°K, I watt at 20°K, and 7 watts (2W
instruments, 5W secondary mirror) at 77°K.
It was determined unlikely that an active mechanical or chemical pump could meet the
requirements alone, particularly for cool-down, and that the overall LDR system
reliability would be greatly compromised. Likewise, a system employing only stored
cryogens would be exceptionally large and impractical. This study indicated a
"hybrid system" consisting of stored cryogens together with active closed-cycle
mechanical or chemical refrigeration machines could meet the LDR science instrument
cooling, from 4°K-77:K, and provide a reliable practical system; systems such as He
evaporation and ADR are needed for temperatures below 2:K (superfluid Helium).
3.6.3 Discussion
3.6.3.1 Telescope Thermal Control - To provide the specified cold (200°K) primary
mirror and cold (_125°K) secondary mirror over the specified range of telescope
pointing requirements (600-90 ° to sun and >45 ° to the earth) it is necessary to
employ a thermal shield for reducing thermal loading into the mirrors; otherwise, the
heat gains would be enormous for a 20M diameter mirror and the +I°K temperature
uniformity, "point-to-point" over the entire surface, would be_me unachievable. The
thermal shielding technique also enables the passive thermal control approach to be
used which provides the needed high system reliability. Furthermore, active cooling
systems, even in conjunction with shields, would be very large, create vibrations,
require momentum compensation, consume large amounts of power which in turn requires
thermal cooling, are costly, difficult to test, and offer minimal flexibility to
design and system operational parameter changes.
Three types of thermal shielding geometry were considered: A cylindrical shield as
shown in Figure 3.6-2, a cylindrical/conical shield as shown in Figure 3.6-3, and a
step-baffled cylindrical shield as shown in Figure 3.6-4.
The cylindrical shield is the simplest design but results in the highest heating
loads. This is shown in Figure 3.6-5 for a short cylinder and in Figure 3.6-6 for a
long cylinder. The cylindrical/conical shield becomes very large, but significantly
reduces the mirror heat loads as shown in Figure 3.6-7. The maximum orbital average
temperature achievable with these two configurations is given in Figure 3.6-8 and
indicates the 200°K goal would likely not be reached with a straight cylindrical
shield. Also, as shown in Figure 3.6-9, these two configurations result in a very
non-uniform heat distribution over the primary mirror unless a thermally black shield
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...o_ SOLAR RAY
Ls_ = Dm_ ÷ D.__._Tan (90 - 0E)
2
L'r • Ls_ * L,,_ + LF
For: 0_= 60" Lm= = 1.5 m LF = 10 m
D,,_ = 1.7 m
L_ = 17.76 m 22.35 m For e= ,, 45"
Da. • 20 m
CYLINDRICAL SHIELD GEOMETRY
FOR
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MIRRORS
Figure 3.6-2
finish is employed and such a finish violates the 0.05 maximum system emittance
constraint. The results presented in these figures were derived by employing the
Turner Assoc. NEVADA and Kodak SATAN thermal model computer programs.
By examination of the results obtained for the cylindrical and cylindrical/conical
shield geometries it was determined that a step-baffled cylindrical shield geometry
could be tailored to meet the telescope thermal control requirements of LDR; the
selected configuration is shown in Figure 3.6-10. The thermal control finishes will
be specular with low solar absorption and high emittance on the top sides of the
steps and diffuse with high solar absorption and low emittance on the bottom sides of
the steps. This surface finish combination together with the step-geometry
configuration directly reflects a majority of the incoming solar and albedo energy
from the shield cavity. Next, it "scavenges" most of the internally bounced specular
solar wavelength energy and reduces the direct IR wavelength energy radiated to the
mirror from the underside shield surfaces viewing the mirror. In addition to the
shield thermal finishes, the surfaces of all optics (primary and secondary mirrors)
will be highly specular with low solar absorption and low emittance coatings
(polished silver).
Complementing the large step-baffled cylindrical shield a small polished silver
cylindrical shield will be incorporated at the backside of the secondary mirror.
This will further reduce the cooling load on the cryogens needed to cool the
secondary mirror to 125°K.
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8______ ___SOLAR RAY
SOLAR RAY
FOR: 6E=60° L,,2=1.5m LF=10m D,,_=20m D,,2=1.7m
L, = 6.56m LT= 17.76m
FOR 8_ = 45° (EARTH CASE) -- LT= 22.35m
STEP-BAFFLED CYLINDRICAL SHIELD GEOMETRY
FOR
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MIRRORS
Figure 3.6-4
INSIDE SHIELD INCIDENT
Os = 969 KW
O,, = 15.94 KW
EARTH
\
\
11.55m-_
SECONDARY
MIRROR AND /
CRYO-COOL ASS'Y
20m
_3'_ INSIDE SHIELD
/_0_ _' INCIDENT
Qs = 217.37 KW
f
7.76m PRIMARY MIRROR
S4JRFACE FINISH
es _ ¢K)LAR ] nl_
03 J 94 0 97 0
n_
SURFACE FINISH HEAT LOADS (KW)
EARTHSHINE
O_ Qt
90 0012
2.2 0 22
T_[ o, , SOLAR IR SOLAR
p ' .='. I." P,' O_ 0_'
A 1 8 72 le 16 04 75 9 10
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SHORT CYLINDRICAL MAXIMUM SHIELD HEATING LOADS AT SUB-SOLAR
Figure 3.6-5
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INSIDE SHIELD INCIDENT
Qz = 9.69 KW
Q^ = 15.94 KW
EARTH
\
N
11.55m 60 °
SECONDARY I /_1 "_
MIRROR AND
CRYO-COOL ASS'Y'_ ,_
.........
k :
I- 20m
J
8
120m
/
INSIDE SHIELD
INCIDENT
Qs = 217.37 KW
10m
I PRIMARY MIRROR I
SURFACE FINISH I
I I P, led I p, lp,, I
.o 1 ].. I oI.,,I o
SURFACE FINISH
P
tYPE ¢_ _ SOLAR IR
Ds PD #s #D
A .1 .8 .72 .18 .16i.04
B .15 05 .68 17 .761_19
C 80 .80 .02[.18 .02 18
HEAT LOADS (KW)
SOLAR ALBEDO EARTHSHINE
Q=i Qe Qs Qr Qs QP
107 8.0 8.2 0.54 9.5 0.004
135 6.5 10.2 0.43 3.1 0.21
203 0,13 15.0 0.01 9.5 0.004
COMMENT: FINISH "C" (BLACK PAINT) PROVIDES LOWEST HEAT LOAD TO MIRROR
BUT DEPARTS FROM 0.05 SYSTEM EMITTANCE SPECIFICATION.
LONG CYLINDRICAL MAXIMUM SHIELD HEATING LOADS AT SUB-SOLAR
Figure 3.6-6
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INSIDE SHIELD INCIDENT
_"Y'9/,,<,, QE = 36.97 KW^ 6 5
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\
SECONDARY /
MIRROR AND
CRYO-COOL ASS'Y
20m
INSIDE SHIELD
INCIDENT
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SURFACE FINISH
P
- as ( SOLAR IR
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SURFACE FINISH
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I P
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C 801 80 .02 .18 02 18
HEAT LOADS (KW)
SOLAR ALBEDO EARTHSHINE
Q_ Qr O_ Qr Q_ Op
124 0.70 9.3 0.12 32.1 0.004
181 0.61 13.6 0,11 2,7 0.041
763 0.088 57.6 0.013 32.1 0.004
COMMENT" THE FINISH "C" (BLACK PAINT) IS STILL BEST, BUT FINISH
"B" IS FAIRLY COMPARABLE TO FINISH "C" FOR A LONG CYLINDER
AND MEETS 0.05 SYSTEM EMITTANCE SPECIFICATION.
CONICAL SHIELD MAXIMUM HEATING LOADS AT SUB-SOLAR
Figure 3.6-7
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SUN
ORB,TTELESCOPEEXCLUS,O.POSmO._oOR,ENTAT,ONeE
0h°.,o.117 ' o
_U_ 270° 243"°360" 60 FROM SUN
180 ° 700KM ALTITUDE
SHIELD INSIDE AVERAGE MIRROR TEMPERATURE (=K)
SURFACE FINISH 30M 17.76M 30M
TYPE CYLINDRICAL CYLINDRICAL CONICAL/CYLIND'RL
A 230 233 146
B 222 225 156
C 213 211 204
PRIMARY MIRROR MAXIMUM ORBITAL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
WITH ADIABATIC SHIELD WALLS
Figure 3.6-8
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6 7 4 5
".-2:J
SHIELD p
INSIDE O= _ SOLAR IR
SURFACE
FINISH Ps _ ps pD
A .1 .8 !.72 .18 .16 .04
B .15 .05 .98 .17 .76 .lg
C .80 .80 .02 .18 .02 .18
POINT
HEAT LOAD IWAI-rS)
FINISH A FINISH B FINISH C
94 75 -- 6
124 102 -- 6
98 79 -- 6
41 33 -- 6
38 28 _ 6
74 61 _ 6
135 113 - 6
PRIMARY MIRROR SOLAR HEAT LOAD
DISTRIBUTION AT SUB-SOLAR FOR 30M LONG CYLINDRICAL SHIELD
Figure 3.6-9
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To analyze the telescope thermal control concept a thermal model was prepared which
described the step-baffle shield, primary mirror, and secondary mirror. The model
consisted of 61 nodes (including space and thermal control plate) as shown in
Figure 3.6-11. A 1,100 KM altitude, 28.5 ° inclined orbit and simultaneous heat
inputs from 60 ° sun and 45 ° earth/albedo was analyzed to obtain a worst-hot case;
this orbit placed the telescope in sunlight for 82% (maximum possible) of the orbit
period. The model considered both specular and diffuse radiation between a11 nodes
but conservatively no allowance was made for conduction between nodes in the mirror
material.
The analysis was conducted using the Turner Associates "NEVADA" computer program for
determining all specular and diffuse radiation exchange between nodes as well as
absorbed earth albedo and earth IR heat loads. The SINDA computer program was
employed to solve all heat balances and to compute the nodal temperatures based on
the NEVADA inputs; this program also calculated the needed trim-heater thermal
control power. An outline and description of the thermal modeling approach and the
major functions of the various computer programs employed in solving the model is
shown in Table 3.6-3.
Results from this analysis are shown in Figures 3.6-12 through 3.6-17. In Figures
3.6-12 and 3.6-13 primary mirror temperature is shown as a function of thermal
control plate termperature and thermal coupling between the mirror and the thermal
control plate. In Figure 3.6-14 the effect of mirror lateral temperature gradient is
shown as a function of thermal control plate temperature and thermal coupling between
the mirror and the thermal control plate. These figures indicate that a
11
711-712
701-702
.999 SPACE
N
12- 13
14 -15
.IN)0 THERMAL CONTROL PLATE
TOTAL NO. NODES = 61
11
<
11
LDR THERMAL MODEL
VIEW FACTOR/HEAT RATE SURFACE NODES
Figure 3.6-11
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TABLE 3.6-3
THERMAL MODELING APPROACH
• REPRESENT DESIGN CONCEPT BY APPROPRIATE NODES
• HAND COMPUTE NODE THERMAL CAPACITANCES
• HAND COMPUTE SOLID THERMAL CONDUCTION BETWEEN NODES
• EMPLOY "NEVADA" COMPUTER PROGRAM (7TH EDITION, 1980 TURNER ASSOC., BREA, CA)
- RENO SECTION:
(DETERMINES)
GEOMETRIC VIEW FACTORS (Fi_j)
RADIATION EXCHANGE (Bi.j) BOTH DIFFUSE AND SPECULAR
SCRIPT - "F" FACTOR (Bi.j ci) AND SURFACE AREA. NOTE: A
KODAK PROGRAM CONVERTS THIS NEVADA OUTPUT TO RADIATION
THERMAL TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE BETWEEN NODES (SCRIPT - "F" X
AREA)
- VEGAS SECTION: DIFFUSE PLUS SPECULAR EXTERNAL HEAT LOADS VERSUS ORBIT POSITION
(COMPUTES) (SOLAR AND SURFACE REFLECTION AND EMISSION.)
- SPLOT SECTION: CONSTRUCTS COMPUTER DRAWING OF BOTH CONFIGURATION AND ORBIT
GEOMETRY
• EMPLOY SINDA COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETAILED NODAL TEMPERATURE AND CONTROL POWER
ANALYSIS IN ORBIT
- SOLVES ALL HEAT BALANCES BETWEEN NODES WITH INPUT CAPACITANCES CONDUCTANCES
(SOLID PLUS RADIATION), BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES, EXTERNAL DIFFUSE PLUS SPECULAR
HEAT LOADS, AND OPERATIONAL POWER PROFILES.
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MAXIMUM MIRROR TEMPERATURE VERSUS
BACKSIDE THERMAL CONTROL PLATE TEMPERATURE
Figure 3,6-12
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Figure 3.6-13
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Figure 3.6-14
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THERMAL CONTROL PLATE HEAT FLOWS
FOR MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM
EARTH AND ALBEDO HEAT LOADS
Figure 3.6-17
"point-to-point" lateral temperature gradient of I°K can be maintained with a minimum
coupling of roughly 0.68 and with a thermal control plate temperature maintained at
Ig4°K - 198°K; under these conditions the maximum primary mirror temperature will
range from 197°K to 200°K. A separate radiation analysis showed that a coupling of
0.68 can be achieved when applying a thermal emittance of 0.95 to both the backside
of the mirror faceplate and to the thermal control plate in addition to providing 50%
open area in the mirror backplate for defining the radiation coupling between mirror
faceplate and thermal control plate; these parameters are obtainable. Relaxation of
the +I°K gradient to just +I.5°K will provide a much wider design margin and can
further lower the primary mirror temperature. For instance, a 0.5 coupling and 190°K
thermal control plate lowers the primary mirror temperature to 194°K with a maximum
lateral gradient of 1.5°K.
Figure 3.6-15 shows how the base temperature of the mirror is influenced by the solar
exclusion angle for a control plate temperature held at 198°K and a coupling of 0.8.
It indicates the mirror temperature will range between the stated 200°K at 60 ° solar
exclusion angle and 196.5°K at a 90° solar exclusion angle. If it were desired to
hold the mirror 200°K for the 90 ° solar exclusion angle about 600 watts of heater
power is needed as given by Figure 3.6-16. Further, as indicated by Figure 3.6-15
and Figure 3.6-16 when the altitude is lowered and the solar duty cycle (fraction of
orbit period pointing at the sun) decreases, some heater power will be needed if it
is desired to hold the primary mirror temperature at 200°K; however, the maximum
never exceeds about 600 watts. The results in Figure 3.6-16 also show the amount of
cooling load which must be dumped to space through the thermal control cavity louvers
as a function of solar angle and solar duty cycle. The influence on heating and
cooling loads from the earth/albedo loads is presented in Figure 3.6-17.
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To determine the sensitivity of the mirror temperature to heat flux and to its
thermal coupling with the shield a detailed nodal model of the mirror (faceplate,
care, backplate) was prepared as shown in Figure 3.6-18. Results from the solution
of this model are given in Table 3.6-4 and Table 3.6-5. This data indicates a change
in the mirror base temperature of only O.4°K with 50% of the expected maximum heat
flux, and only O.8°K for doubling the expected maximum heat flux. The data further
shows a mirror base temperature range of only -o.og°K to +0.42°K for +20% variations
in mirror-to-thermal shield coupling_ and only +0.21°K to +0.60°K for--+20%_variations
in mirror coupling to space. Again, these small temperature changes represent
changes to the average mirror base temperature and are not "point-to-point" lateral
temperature gradients along the mirror surface; thus, the mirror has a desired low
sensitivity to its thermal coupling with both the shield and to space.
An analysis was also conducted for the thermal control cavity and "space-view"
louvers. A nodal model describing the thermal control plate, the thermal control
cavity, the louvers, and space was written in terms of an Oppenheim Radiation Network
involving nine (9) equations. Heater control power as well as heat load from the
mirror to the thermal control plate was included in the model. A simultaneous
solution of the resulting equations showed that the maximum expected mirror heat load
of about 902 watts can be dumped to space through 27.87 M2 of louver area with an
emittance of 0.9 on all surfaces (control plate, cavity, louvers). The corresponding
system temperatures will be: 198°K control plate, 196.73°K cavity, and 165.32°K
exposed louver area. In addition, a heater control power of 164 watts is needed to
hold the control plate at 198°K. This analysis showed that the thermal control
SPACE
LIOONIRROR
SHIELD
i
e2
e3
e4
eS
06
e7
e8
MIRROR FAC(PLATE
RIRROR COR(
MIRROR 8ACKPLAT(
e9
COI(STANY T(NP(AATUR( • 10
TH(RMAL CONTROL PLA_!
THERMAL CONTROL SENSITIVITY OF LDR MIRROR
Figure 3.6-18
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TABLE 3.6-4
PRIMARY MIRROR SENSITIVITY TO SURFACE HEAT FLUX
AT 500 SUN ANGLE, 1150 EARTH AND At.BEDO ANGL[,
AND SCRIPT-F - 0.8
II-.'ETER DIAMETER CENTER SE6PIENT
FLUX (WATrS/M 2)
0.5
1.0 (EXPECTED
MAX)
2.0
HIRROR SURFACE TEqPITRATURE (OK)
FOR 19801( CONTROL PLATE
200.2
2.7-_TER SE_ENT AT mE
IMIRRORSURFACETEPIPERATURE(OK)
FLUX (WATrS/M 21 I FOR 198% CONTROL PLATE
0.25 I 198,01
0.5 (EXPECTED MAX_ 198,11
1.0 I l_J, 2
TABLE 3.6-5
PRIMARY MIRROR SENSITIVITY TO THERMAL COUPLING
SENSITIVITY OF LOR PRIMARY HIRROR SURFACE TEIqPERATURE TO THERMAL COUPLING
("SCRIPT-F') BETWEEN MIRROR SURFACE A_ SHIEI.9 AMI)BETWEE _ MIRROR SURFACE
AND SPACE-AT EXPECTED MAXIMUM HEAT FLUX ON EDGE SEGMENT
s CHANGE TN• Z CWANGE IN'_
MIRROR TO SHIELDSTEP MIRROR-TO-SHIELDSTEP % CHANGE IN _" MIRROR SURFACE
SURIrACEFACINGDOWN SURFACEFACINGUP MIRROR-TO-SPACE TEI,lPERATUR[{Vl(}
NOMINAL(N) N N ZO0.11l
•_Z01[ II N 200.52
-20% N N 200.09
N ÷20% N 200.42
N -20% N 200.41
N N 420_ 2DO,21
N N -20t 200.50
NOTE: THE THERMAL CONTROL PLATE TEMPERATURE WAS 200°K. FOR A 19B°K PLATE,
SUBTRACT 2°K FROM THE ABOVE MIRROR SURFACE TEMPERATURES. '"
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cavity and louvers will accommodate the highest expected heat loads with a practical
design. Other combinations of louver areas and temperatures will also work and
future design studies would optimize the system.
3.6.3.2 Science Instrument And Secondar_ Mirror Coolin_ - A study was conducted to
determine the merits of various cryogenic fluids. A summary of the properties and
achievable temperatures for a number of fluids is presented in Table 3.6-6; it was
decided to select LN2 at 77°K, LH2 at 20°K and LHe at 4.2°K for further
investigations. It also appears that some superfluid Helium at 2°K will be needed.
Another study was conducted to determine the current status and technology of active
mechanical or chemical closed-loop cryogenic refrigeration machines. The candidate
machines are listed in Table 3.6-7 and a current status and performance summary is
presented in Table 3.6-8.
Using the refrigeration load requirements listed in Table 3.6-2, and when considering
the needed system cool-down capacity it appeared unlikely that requirements can be
met with completely active refrigeration machines; also reliability is greatly
compromised. Further, to consider only the use of stored cryogens would also result
in a large, heavy, and impractical cryogen storage system. However, a combination,
or "hybrid system", of active refrigeration and stored cryogen appears attractive.
This is shown in Table 3.6-9. The table data indicates that a stored cryogen system
alone would require a concentric cascaded spherical vessel with an outer diameter of
5.86 meters and contain 43325 Kg of cryogens but that the requirements can be reduced
to a 3.00 meter diameter vessel containing only 7516 Kg of cryogen when used in
combination with active refrigeration of 0.67 watt at 4°K, 20 watts at 20°K, and 13.5
watts at 77°K. A system comprised of multiple units of the cascaded vessels is also
possible and may be more attractive for packaging and would improve reliability. The
1.50 meter diameter LHe vessel shown in this comparison is considered about minimum
since analysis indicates that the equivalent LHe volume in a 1.18 meter diameter
spherical vessel is needed for cool-down assuming all cool-down is furnished using
stored LHe cryogen. However, the necessary cool-down capacity can be better serviced
with somewhat smaller vessels if LN2 is first used to lower the temperature of the
LH2 equipment and if LN2 followed by LH2 is initially used to lower the temperature
of the LHe cooled equipment. A separate set of stored cryogens may also be more
attractive for the purpose of initial system cool-down. A study showed that a
cascaded (LHe, LH2, LN2) stored cryogen vessel with an outer diameter of about 1
meter can satisfy the needed cool-down refrigeration. This also fits the philosophy
of multi-unit storage vessels. Further, the parasitic heat leaks can be reduced by
employing space radiator cooled shields as indicated on the conceptual cascaded
cryo-fluid storage system sketch, Figure 3.6-19. An even more interesting and
attractive "hybrid system" comparison would result if larger mechanical pumps can be
developed and used to supplement cool-down. These are all trades which can be made
in future design studies.
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TABLE 3.6-6
INSTRUMENT COOLING CRYOGENIC-FLUID CANDIDATES
P T e lip
lip NEP LIQUID
GAS PriES 'rEm _NSITY
• F o _ (L$/rT 3)(PSIA)
Ike 14.7 -4S2.1 4.216 7.798
g/PER-FLUIO O.73 -4S5.8 2He
H2 14.7 -423.2 ?0.28 4.42
N2 14.7 -320.4 77.4 50.46
0z 14.7 -297.3 _O.lg 71.27
AIR 14:7 -317.8 78.67
-312.4 BI.67 54.56
Ar 14.7 -302.6 87.29 06.98
lie 14.7 -410.g Z7,16 70.30
CH4 14.7 -ZM.7 111.7 26.5
alivelip
LATtNTHEATOf
VAPOflIZATION
8TU/_e
8.72
rT3
FrO
0.01471
CQNqENT5
193 O.0011723
85.7 0.000?.31245
91.7 0.000103 POSSIBLESUBSTITUTI
FORLN2
POSSIBLESUBSTITUTE
M.2 0.00020781 FORLN2
POSSIBLESUBSTi11.ITI
70.2 0.00016377 FORLN
2
37 0.000301_9 USE IF' H:pVOL ISPm)BLEW-
219 0.0001723
TABLE 3.6-7
INSTRUMENT COOLING METHODS
0 CASCADED STORED CRYOGENIC FLUIDS BACKED WITH PASSIVE
RADIATOR-COOLER
- LN2 (77°K)
- LH2 (20°K)
LHe (_°K)
- SUPERFLUID LHe (2°K)
• MECHANICAL CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION RACHINES: STIRLING, DRAYTON,
ROTARY RECIPROCATING, VUILLEMIER
• CHEMICAL CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
- NEGATIVE HEATS OF ABSORPTION/DESORPTION
- JPL APPROACh EMPLOYING LoNIBHYDRIDE/HYI)ROGEN
8 HYBRID STORED CRYOGENIC/PIECHANICAL/CHE'?IICAL REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
8 JOULE THOMSON EXPANSION
0 VERY LOW TEMPERATURE TECHNIQUES
- ADIABATIC DEMAGNETIZATION
- HELILIPI DILUTION (DIFFICULT IN ZERO-G)
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TABLE 3.6-9
COMPARISON OF CRYOGENIC COOLING SYSTEMS FOR LDR
Basis: - 3 year life
- continuous operatlonal loads: 0.25 watt at 4°K (LHe)
1.00 watt at 20°K (LN.)
7.00 watts at 77°K (L_2)
- parasitic heat leakage for concentric spherical storage vessels and
0.08H vacuum/insulation Jackets on each vessel
- cool-down loads for lOKg at 4°K, 30Kg at 20°K, 78Kg at 77°K
STORED CRYOGEN
VESSEL INSIDE DIA (M)
LHe
CRYOGEN VOLUME (M 3)
LHe
CRYOGEN WEIGHT (Kg)
LHe
TOTAL CRYOGEN
ACTIVE MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION CAPACITY
NONE
3.74
4.64
5.86
27.39
21.25
47.46
3425
1506
38394
43325
0 W at 4°K
2.4 W at 20°K
14.0 W at 77°K
3.74
4.30
5.30
27.39
11.52
31.50
3425
816
25484
29725
0.67 W at 4°K
2.0 W at 20°K
13.5 W at 77°K
I.50
2.00
3.0O
1.77
1.7q
8._6
221
127
7168
7516
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RADIATOR SHUTTERS
RADIATOR
RADIATOR COOLED
SHIELD
CYRO-FLUID PLUMBING OR
HEAT PIPES
RADIATOR \
RADIATOR SHUTTERS_
RADIATOR COOLED
SHIELD _
MLI
HEAT PIPES
BLANKETS
_ INSTRUMENTS . I
I POSSIBLY
SHIELDS COOLED WITH
CYRO-FLUID VENT GAS
,__,.sT,o.E.TsPOSS,BL 
M! CRYO-FLUIDVENTGAS
_ISTORAGE VESSELS I_L....._ HEAT PIPES
___I_ MLI BLANKETS
INSTRUMENT COOLING
PASSIVE RADIATOR BACKED CASCADED CRYO-FLUID
COOLING CONCEPT
Figure 3.6-19
The stored cryogens3must also be employed to serve other functions in conjunction
with the ADR and He evaporation machines that are needed for temperatures between
O.I°K and O.3°K. In the case of ADR the cryo-fluids are needed to provide a desired
superconductivity in the machine magnet and to act as a heat sink during isothermal
magnetization of the paramagnetic salt. In the case of He3 evaporation a cryogenic
heat sink, below about 10°K, is needed during absorption of evaporated He3 (in the
absorption pump) and a heat sink, below 2°K, is needed to condense the returned He3
gas (in the cooling chamber) when it is desorbed from the absorption pump prior to
its re-evaporation in the cooling chamber to produce refrigeration at O.3°K.
3.6.4 Conclusions
3.6.4.1 Telescope Thermal Control - The described thermal control concept and its
preliminary analysis shows that the specified LDR telescope thermal requirements can
be met with a reliable, weight and power economical, and practical system.
The selected temperature control approach will provide a primary mirror temperature
range of 197 + I°K to 200 + 1°K and a secondary mirror temperature of 125_+ I°K.
When considerTng the average pointing orientation and the system thermal inertia, it
is expected that the primary mirror temperature will operate at an average of about
198 + I°K.
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The primary mirror design is semi-passive requiring only a shield around the front
face, and temperature control trim-heaters plus "space-viewing" active louvers at the
near face. For reliability, separate heaters will be used for each mirror segment
and the louvers will be operated with bi-metalic drives backed-up with electrical
drives.
The secondary mirror requires cryogen cooling to achieve a temperature of 125°K. The
cooling load is reasonable (worst-case max. is 5 watts; average is likely I watt or
less). Further effort is needed to determine the best technique for adapting cryogen
cooling to this mirror (e.g., stored cryogen system packaged at the mirror or cryogen
fluid plumbed to the mirror from remote storage).
The design approach entails no operating time constraints at any orbit position, and
will accommodate simultaneous sun and earth/albedo exposures at their maximum
specified heat load exclusion angles (60° sun, 45 ° earth).
Providing thermal finishes that are stable in a space environment over a 10 year
period is an important issue. The surface of the finishes must not be contaminated
with organics such as those generated by rocket propellants or by composite materials
outgassing. Further, the coatings must not be seriously eroded by meteorites and
accordingly, coated thin plastic membranes which meteorites can penetrate are judged
unacceptable.
The design must consider packaging within the space Shuttle in addition to means for
on-orbit deployment and/or assembly at the Space Station. The shield can also serve
as a work-tent to protect the telescope from Space Station contamination sources
during the LDR assembly period.
Areas of critical technology and the suggested technology effort to be completed by
1991 are addressed in the Technology Assessment Report, Volume II.
3.6.4.2 Science Instrument And Secondary Mirror Coolin_ - The described "hybrid"
cryo-fluid storage and active closed-loop refrigeration system will meet the
specified LDR instrument and secondary mirror cryo-cooling requirements and the
system will be reliable and weight economical. Redundant active refrigeration
machines are suggested and the system must be serviced and cryogens replenished at
three year intervals; refrigeration machine life should be aimed at 10 years but
module replacement, at three years, will not be impractical. Attention should be
given to multi-compartmentalized cryogen storage vessels or to multi-unit storage
vessels to guard against total cryogen leakage loss from causes such as wall
penetration by large meteorite impacts; meteorite guard walls should also be
considered.
Both mechanical and chemical absorption active refrigeration machines are potential
candidates with a likely preference toward using a chemical system (e.g., JPL
Lanthanum Pentanickel Hydride). Temperatures to 4°K will likely require
compressor/Joule Thomson expansion cycle machines and temperatures between O.I°K and
O.3°K will require Adiabatic Demagnetization and He3 Evaporation machines. A He 3 _
He4 Dilution Refrigeration system is another possible candidate but will require many
technology advances to enable it to operate in a zero-g space environment. Current
effort is underway for all of the needed active cryogenic cooling machines but
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considerably more effort is needed (particularly to 4°K and lower) to meet the needs
for LDR. For instance, just 0.10 watt of mechanical refrigeration at 4°K over a
three year period is equivalent to 3.74 cubic meters of stored LHe. Also, the volume
ratio of stored LHe to LN2 is nearly 64:1 for equal cooling capacity.
The refrigeration capacity needed for initial cool-down of LDR equipment cannot be
met using a practical sized active closed loop refrigeration machine. The cool-down
will demand a supply of stored cryogen, and this was included in the capacity
analysis of the suggested "hybrid" cryogenic cooling system; however, a separate
cool-down cryogen supply vessel may be more attractive. For example, a calculation
showed that a "hybrid" system employing a 2-meter outside diameter cascaded cryogen
vessel, containing 3270 Kg of stored cryogens, is possible without considering
initial cool-down, and another smaller vessel (about 1 meter diameter) would service
cool-down.
Servicing and replenishment of the "hybrid" cryogenic refrigeration system is needed
and will require currently non-existing on-orbit robotic implementation techniques.
It appears, both from the standpoint of cost and the risks of losing LDR, that it is
better to provide servicing for the cryogenic refrigeration system at the operational
orbit position of LDR rather than bringing LDR back to the Space Station for
servicing. Also, this will minimize contamination risks to the thermal and optical
surfaces on LDR.
To reduce vibration to a minimum, at the telescope and science instrument focal
planes, it may become necessary to consider split-cycle active refrigeration
machines; this will increase parasitic heat leakage and further complicate the system
design. The efficiency of active refrigeration machines must be increased. Work is
needed on designing highly efficient and compact (large area to volume ratio) heat
exchangers for use with these machines, and more effective thermal radiators are
needed to reject the mechanical power heat loads. An improvement is needed in the
implementation of cryogen-cooled thermal insulation shielding, using spent cryogen,
and to the recycle (i.e., recover) of this cryogen. The simultaneous and continuous
management of cryogen liquid and vapor within a common storage vessel, in a zero-g
environment, presents many engineering challenges.
Avoiding contamination of the instrument detector surfaces is a very critical design
issue since these surfaces must be maintained pristine clean to preserve the required
detector sensitivities. At those very low cryogenic temperatures almost all
materials can act as a source of contamination; very inert metals such as gold and
platinum may be needed immediately surrounding the detector assemblies. The
immediate optical path should be provided with vapor diffusion channels and
cold-stops and it may become necessary to employ shutters that are closed except
during the operation period.
Areas of critical technology and the suggested technology efforts to be completed by
1991 are addressed in the Technology Assessment Report, Volume II.
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3.7 POINTING AND CONTROL
3.7.1 TASK
The purpose of this task was:to evaluate alternate pointing control, fine guidance
sensing and chopping concepts.
3.7.z Ap , oa h
Movement of the large LDR observatory will induce line of sight errors into the LDR
telescope. Alternate control concepts (body pointing, separate telescope pointing,
additional smaller optics) and dynamic control via damping of high strain elements
were considered to minimize jitter.
Kodak recently completed a contract to NASA/MSFC to investigate Space Telescope fine
guidance sensing concepts with no moving parts. A similar concept for LDR was
investigated in this study. Chopping alternatives (secondary mirror, fold plano
mirror, and re-imaging optics) were also investigated.
3.7.3 D|s_b_si6h
The pointing and control concept will consist of sensors, control actuators and
control algorithms. The control elements of concern include deployment
stabilization; attitude reference acquisition; maneuvering; guide star acquisition;
fine pointing stability, and control to a passive attitude for servicing. Depending
upon operating modes, LDR attitude would be obtained from either sun sensor, star
tracker, magnetometer or fine guidance sensor information. Control torque commands
would be generated by processing sensor signals in the onboard processor according to
programmed momentum management, reaction wheel, and magnetic steering laws.
The pointing requirements imposed on the LDR are of two types, initialization and
dynamic. For initialization, the pointing accuracy is traditionally set at one-tenth
the Airy disk diameter.
For LDR initialization the calibration focal plane accuracy must be such that any
scientific instrument aperture can be positioned with respect to a guide star to 0.05
arcsecond.
For dynamic control, the pointing stability error is traditionally set at
one-thirtieth the Airy disk diameter. A slightly more lenient LDR requirement of
0.02 arcsecond was set at the 1982 Asilomar workshop. Under LDR operation
excitation during fine pointing (due to relative motion of LDR structure to
spacecraft or between optical elements), the relative dynamic displacement between
the LDR image and any scientific instrument aperture must therefore not exceed 0.02
arcsecond.
In its on-orbit state, LDR will have structural characteristics that could seriously
degrade the system's optical performance. The improper selection of a control
concept could increase the mechanical disturbances which produce pointing errors.
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In this study three passive pointing concepts were evaluated: (1) body pointing, (2)
separate telescope pointing, and (3) fine pointing. These concepts are shown in
Figure 3.7-1. In the body pointing concept the spacecraft (aft end); primary mirror
and secondary mirror are rigidly coupled. The roll, pitch and yaw of the vehicle are
slewed about the moment of inertia of the entire LDR observatory. In the second
concept the spacecraft is decoupled from the LDR optical subsystem (primary mirror
and secondary mirror). A three degree of freedom gimbal (pitch, roll and yaw) would
be provided at the interface. The LDR optical subsystem would be moved separately.
An alternative is the use of a tertiary mirror, which in addition to a base
stabilization system (body pointing) requires a vernier control system to achieve
fine pointing.
There is an interrelationship between the spacecraft control system and the telescope
control system (figure control and rigid body control). The degree of dynamic
structural control required influences the structural design approach.
BO_Y IK:)I NT II_,
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BODY POINTING WIT#_ F;NE POINTING
POINTING CONCEPTS
Figure 3.7-I
An all-deployable structure would have many joints which tend to introduce an unknown
degree of flexibility into the structure. The joints introduce an error into the
dynamic model because their stiffness characteristics are not well defined. This
error will result in a degradation of optical performance possibly to the extent that
an active control system could not compensate. A preloaded joint design may
eliminate this problem. An LDR will have high modal density which may aggravate the
pointing control task. Material degradation of structural members due to the space
environment may cause the structural frequencies to shift. The use of viscoelastic
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materials (VEM) may be of benefit for reducing optical error. Unfortunately, they
too are subject to degradation. Their structural characteristics are not well
defined and they are highly temperature-dependent. Realistic VEM hardware suitable
for LDR applications is just now being developed. The potential benefits of such
devices have been studied to some degree in the DARPA sponsored ACOSS (Active Control
of Space Structures) program. In their concept (two mirror Cassegrain telescope)
most of the strain energy was in the secondary mirror support struts below 20 Hz. If
damping is applied to these high strain members a reduction in the line of sight
error is achieved as shown in Figure 3.7-2. In addition, damping makes isolation
more effective as illustrated in Figure 3.7-3.
Effective isolation of vibratory equipment on the LDR will be necessary to obtain
adequate optical performance. Maintaining the dimensional stability of the support
structure will be essential. The distortions caused by vibratory equipment and
thermal cycling will have to be studied.
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Field of view scanning by chopping (possibily by oscillating the secondary mirror) is
an LDR requirement. Through this process, weak IR sources can be detected in a
region of comparable background IR radiation.
With respect to using the secondary mirror chopping technique, note that in a static
sense, misalignment of the secondary mirror optical axis with respect to the primary
mirror optical axis increases the telescope wave front error (mainly coma).
Shown in Figure 3.7-4 is a graph of wave front degradation introduced by misaligning
the secondary mirror axis. Obviously the scan FOV must be larger than the image
diameter. A scan FOV of 60 arcseconds is about five times the spot diameter at the
operational wavelength of 800 micrometers. At the longer wavelengths (greater than
approximately 100 micrometers), the coma due to secondary mirror misalignment has
negligible effect on telescope performance. However, the scan amplitude is so large
that at the lower operational wavelengths, misalignment coma is unacceptable if the
scan is accomplished by secondary mirror tilting.
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Oscillating the secondary mirror may excite intolerable resonances in the rest of the
structure. These vibrations could be controlled by isolating the disturbance sources
or by application of viscoelastic damping treatments.
Due to these hardware concerns, alternate approaches may be preferable. One appraoch
may be to oscillate a small tertiary mirror near the focal plane. This reflector
might also serve as a fast steering mirror for small pointing corrections.
3.7.3.1 Pointing Control - This study effort was based on the functional
requirements presented in Table 3.7-1.
TABLE 3.7-I
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Absolute Pointing
Jitter
Slew
Scan
Track
O. 05 sec
0.02 sec - within 1 minute after slew
20-50°/minute
1 ° x i ° - Linear scan at l°/minute
0.2°/hour (for comets > 25 o from sun)
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The first three specifications (pointing, jitter, and slew) present the most problems
using existing technology. Improvements in technology to meet these specifications
are discussed. In addition, trade-offs between mechanism weight, complexity,
availability, and desired fast slew rate may be necessary (although not addressed in
this study). A detailed targeting sequence profile study might determine that slower
slew rates could be accepted.
Figure 3.7-5 illustrates the optical configurations evaluated in this study.
looking both down the optical axis and perpendicular to the optical axis are
depicted.
Views
Configurations 1-4 have aspheric primaries and secondaries. Configuration 5 has a
spherical primary, but a compound secondary with potentially two or three aspheric
surfaces.
Figure 3.7-6 illustrates the pointing candidates. Fine pointing techniques (or image
motion compensation) were investigated using either a secondary mirror or tertiary
mirror. Either fine pointing method could be coupled to either coarse pointing
technique - body pointing or separate telescope pointing. Fine pointing utilizing
the secondary mirror concept requires a larger, more stable platform for the
secondary. Fine pointing using either method would be complicated if the same
technique were also used as the method for chopping (i.e., secondary mirror chopping
and secondary mirror fine pointing).
3.7.3.1.1 Momehts'0f Inertia - The basic assumptions used in moments of inertia
(M01) calculations were:
A. Thermal Shield - M01 standard equation for a hollow cylinder was used, with a
length 7.76m longer than the primary to secondary mirror spacing, constructed to
fit the shape of the primary mirror, and an areal density of 0.645 Kg/m .
B. Scientific Instruments Package - M01 standard equation for a solid cylinder was
used, with a 4.5m diameter by 4.0m long package, with a mass of 4500 kg.
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Spacecraft - MOI standard equation for a solid cylinder, 4.5m diameter by 4.0m
long, with a mass of 5000 kg.
Secondary Mirror Support - (Refer to Figure 3.7-7). The following approximation
was used:
a tripod having legs vith
Y • mass of 200kg each
I = 2I,L + _ mr 2
×
. +
BASIS FOR MOI CALCULATION
Figure 3.7-7
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E. Solar Cells - MOI for a solid rectangle, with two 5m wide by lOm long solar
panels of 500 kg mass each.
F.
Go
Primary Mirror Assembly - MOI depends upon configuration, with a 7400 kg mass for
Configuration I, and proportionally scaled to other configurations.
Primary Mirror Integrating System - 3000 kg mass for Configuration 1, and
proportionally scaled to other configurations.
H. Secondary Mirror Assembly - 250 kg mass for pointing Technique 1.
Al] five configurations were evaluated for each of the three pointing techniques.
3.7.3.1.1.1 B6a_ P61nt|6_ - The entire unit is considered to be rigid and the axis
of rotation is about the y-axis with the origin at the hole in the scientific
instrument package (Figure 3.7-8). Note the difference when comparing Configurations
I, 2, 3, and 5 to Configuration 4 (Figures 3.7-9 and 3.7-10).
Rotatlon About Thls Point
BODY POINTING
Figure 3.7-8
CONFIGURATIONS 1,2,3,5
BODY POINTING
Figure 3.7-9
CONFIGURATION 4
BODY POINTING
Figure 3.7-10
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The body pointing technique results are presented in Table 3.7-2.
TABLE 3.7-2
BODY POINTING TECHNIQUE SUMMARY
conFi rdJL4Tlm
Io.
OFF-AXIS
SPU(lllrJ_. FII IlMAY
m_m ar mu, IA c_ te4z_
x V Z
6M 9)0 J72
]172 4114 286
515 I_ 609
1,2_1 9f_ .2,0_
I,(=2 Ib'3
i
3.7.3.1.1.2 Separate Telescbpe Pointln_ - A gimbal is placed between the primary
mirror integrating structure and the sclentific instruments (Figure 3.7-11). This
permits movement about the axis at the same origin; however, when determining MOI,
the instruments and spacecraft are ignored.
Gimbal il Nev Pivot Point
SEPARATE TELESCOPE POINTING
Figure 3.7-11
Again, note the difference between Configuration 4 and the others:
and 3.7-13)
(Figures 3.7-12
SEPARATE TELESCOPE POINTING SEPARATE TELESCOPE POINTING
Figure 3.7-12 Figure 3.7-13
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For all configurations but 4, the MOI is less than for body pointing, since the
spacecraft and instrument package may be ignored. Configuration 4 is more because
the pivot point is no longer at the center of mass (around the vertex of the primary
mirror), but is located at the scientific instrument package so that as the package
subtends an angle with respect to the telescope, the range may just be pivoted about
the origin.
The results of this technique are presented in Table 3.7-3.
TABLE 3.7-3
SEPARATE TELESCOPE POINTING
CONFJ6URATION
ON-AXIS }RADIALLYDEGRADED
I°.SLOT b.
Ic.
OFF-AXIS
SPHERICALPRIMARY
MORENT OF INERTIA (103 kp-le'?)
X Y Z
412 412 623
59 87 86
91 91 131
2_ 4O6 _53
_,3zt6 q,316 731
510 510 613
3.7.3.1-.1.3 Bod_ Pointin 9 with Se_6fidar_ Mirror as a Fine Pointer - Same as
Configuration I, except the secondary mirror will be doing more functions; therefore,
its mass will be greater (340 kg). Also, the mass of the scientific instrument
package increases to 4750 kg to accommodate the increased mass of wiring and
electronics for the new secondary mirror assembly.
Table 3.7-4 summarizes the results of body pointing using the secondary mirror to
fine point.
TABLE 3.7-4
BODY POINTING WITH FINE POINTING USING SECONDARY MIRROR
CONF16URAT!ON
ON-AXIS }RADIALLYDEGRADED
I
O.
SLOT I b,
kc'
OFF-AXIS
SPHERICALPRIMARY
IqDRENTOF INERTIA (103 kg-m'?)
X Y Z
722 953 872
345 500
376 h39
525 708
1,331 1,083
803 1,035
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242
287
610
1,038
874
3.7.3.1.2 T6Fq_ePrbfile - Torque profiles (slew and scan) were determined using the
MOI calculations for the 15 combinations of configurations and pointing techniques.
Figures 3.7-14 to 3.7.16 show the slew torque profiles for the three pointing
techniques. Using the secondary mirror for fine pointing implies that a larger slew
torque is required (i.e., the secondary mirror assembly has a longer mass). Figures
3.7-17 to 3.7-19 show the scan torque profiles.
3.7.3.1.3 P6|n£|n_T_aes - A trade study of the optical configurations and the
pointing techniques was performed using the Jenko (Perado) approach. This approach
arrives at a numerical evaluation of the systems while removing subjective bias on
the part of the evaluator. The method consists of rating each contributing parameter
for each system, multiplying these ratings by a weighting system based on degree of
concern, and summing the results. The results were then normalized to arrive at a
relative rating system. Table 3.7-5 shows the rating for each influencing parameter
and the total score for each system. The normalized ratings are presented in Table
3.7-6. Data was unavailable on several of the contributing parameters, two of which
have high weights. Thus, this data could possibly change the order of the top five
rated configurations. It should also be noted that the same tabulated weights were
used for rating both the configurations and pointing techniques, when in reality,
different weights may be desired (e.g., moment-of-inertia and torque are the two
determining factors for pointing and should probably be rated high. However, the
order of rating would not change).
The following conclusions can be drawn from Tables 3.7-5 and 3.7-6. Even though the
tabulation is incomplete, the on-axis Cassegrain configuration should outrate the
radially degraded Cassegrain. (An anticipated A weighting in favor of Configuration
1 of 2 for optical quality and at least I for spec. would have to be balanced by at
least 4.3 in favor of Configuration 2 for cost - which is unlikely). Therefore,
there appears to be little reason to continue the radially degraded configuration.
By similar reasoning, the off-axis, spherical primary, and slot configuration of 20 x
4 m can be deleted. Thus, by a process of elimination, the on-axis Cassegrain and
the 12 x 4 m and 12 m dia slot configurations are the preferred choices. If the
program is transportation-limited (i.e., delivery to orbit), the slot configurations
would be preferred. Note, however, that the information gathering capability as
defined by the system aperture is in an inverse ratio when compared to the final
ratings of these three configurations.
Since there is no significant advantage between body pointing and separate telescope
pointing the preferred coarse pointing method is body pointing. In separate
telescope pointing a control gimbal would have to be installed between the telescope
and the spacecraft. This implies increased complexity and increased cost. Fine
pointing using the tertiary mirror concept is the preferred method; however, the
effect of using the same technique for fine pointing and chopping has not been
thoroughly evaluated, and may not be recommended.
The Space Telescope utilizes body pointing for both coarse pointing and fine
pointing. Reduction in CMG jitter may allow a similar philosophy for LDR, thereby
eliminating the need for a separate fine pointing subsystem.
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3.7.3.2 F|he GuiaanEeSehsih_ - A fine guidance sensor has several functions. In
the Space Telescope its primary function is to detect misaltgnment of the line of
sight (LOS) vector by measuring the positions of auxiliary or guide star images in
the telescope focal plane. (Note: To a pointing stability requirement of 0.007
arcsecond and to a pointing accuracy requirement of 0.01 arcsecond.) The measurement
is converted to an electrical error signal for use of the Support System Module (SSM)
in correcting the pointing direction. Depending on the application in some cases,
knowledge of the condition of focus of a telescope, as well as the value of the focal
length, can be determined from the fine guidance sensor.
The LDR must be designed so that the motion of target star images due to thermal/
mechanical effects in the LDR during observation periods will be less than 0.02
arcsecond, or approximately 19 micrometers in image space. The LDR stability
requirement, therefore, essentially defines the image motion of a target star
relative to an SI aperture during an observation, with ideal pointing and no
mechanical disturbances. For the above conditions, there are three primary image
motion error sources: motion of the target star image relative to the guide star
image; motion of the fine guidance sensor (FGS) effective aperture relative to the SI
mount; and motion of the SI aperture relative to the SI mount.
Even though the LDR pointing stability requirement (0.02 arcsecond) is approximately
three times the Space Telescope pointing stability requirement (0.007 arcsecond) it
is still difficult by today's standards. A value of 0.2 arcsecond can be achieved
with current technology and extreme care. The major hardware concern is dimensional
stability of the sensor itself. Optics and any moving mechanisms in the sensor can
produce large rather than small error contributions to the end result line of sight
error. Therefore, the pointing requirements, even though less stringent than those
imposed on Space Telescope, must be considered critical issues until further pointing
and control definition is established for LDR.
One option for implementing fine guidance sensing would be to utilize the LDR
telescope for fine guidance sensing (i.e., the Space Telescope approach). However,
visible fine guidance sensing is not compatible with the LDR operational wavelength
region from the far IR to the submillimeter region. Two alternate approaches were
evaluated in the study (Figure 3.7-20). The first approach utilizes a section(s) of
the LDR optical subsystem for fine guidance sensing. The visible quality section(s)
could be an inner annulus, an outer annulus, or patches. The concept has the
advantages of (I) the same line of sight and (2) the focal length of the fine
guidance sensor is the same as the focal length of LDR allowing relatively small
pointing errors to be sensed. It has the disadvantage of (I) fabricating and
maintaining visible quality on sections of a large segmented mirror and (2)
maintaining visible quality on section(s) of the secondary mirror.
The selected concept was to utilize a separate visible telescope for fine guidance
sensing.
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In order to first understand the fine guidance sensing problem (an angular error of
0.02 arcsecond is analagous to hitting a dime at 75 miles) a four quadrant system
engineering approach was utilized. In this approach all parameters are first
considered variables. Secondly, the fixed parameters are identified, thereby
identifying the "real" variables. It is these variables which establish the options
which can be used to solve the problem. Shown in Figure 3.7-21 is the first four
quadrant diagram. The parameters in the four quadrants are guide star area, visual
star magnitude, irradiance, aperture diameter, number of photons per second,
integration time and the number of photons. The fixed parameters are visual star
magnitude, aperture diameter and integration time. The "route-of-the arrow"
indicates the number of available photons. Shown in Figure 3.7-22 is the second four
quadrant diagram (eight quadrants were required to completely define all the
parameters). The parameters in the four quadrants are available photons, signal to
noise ratio, subimage resolution, system focal ratio, knowledge of image location,
system focal length and knowledge of line of sight error. The fixed parameters are
system focal ratio and system focal length. Starting with the number of available
photons from the previous four quadrant diagram the "route-of-the-arrow" indicates
the line of sight error that could be achieved under these conditions. Summarized in
Table 3.7-7 are the requirements imposed on the fine guidance sensor to meet the 0.02
arcsecond pointing stability requirement.
Solid State Sensors (CCD's, CID's, PDA's) have become increasingly attractive for
astronomical imaging. This is due to low readout noise, high quantum efficiency,
high dynamic range, linearity, and stability. The predominance of red stars near the
galactic pole (poorest star density region) when combined with a solid state sensor
leads to more available stars for a given threshold magnitude than with either the
eye or a photomultiplier tube as a detector. Technical improvements and availability
(yield) make solid state sensors ready for serious consideration in a Ig80's fine
guidance sensor.
In the concept reviewed in this study the visible telescope would have an aperture of
approximately I meter. The detectors would be installed directly onto the focal
surface presented by the optics. This would maximize throughput and minimize
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pointing stability error by not incorporating any additional optical elements. The
features of this fine guidance sensing configuration are summarized in Table 3.7-8.
TABLE 3.7-7
LDR FGS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
e SPACETELESCOPEFGS GUIDE STAR CATALOG
• THRESHOLDVISUAL MAGNITUDE
• PROBABILITYOF TWOOR MOREGUIDE STARSIN GUIDE
FIELD AREA
m GUIDE FIELD AREA
• INTEGRATIONTIME
• 33 SOUAREARCMINUTES
500MILLISECONDS
TABLE 3.7-8
FINE GUIDANCE SENSING CONFIGURATION
(OFF-SET POINTING)
OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM
e CATADIOPTRICCASSEGRAINTELESCOPE
- DIAMETER- 1.0 METERS
- FOCALLENGTH- 12.0 METERS
- SPOT SIZE - 60 MICROMETERS
DETECTORSUBSYSTEM
e CCD SOLID STATE SENSOR
- PIXEL SIZE - 30 MICROMETERS
- NO. OF PIXELS/ARRAY- 312 x 520
- NO. OF ARRAYS- 128
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3.7.3.3 Chopp|ng - The baseline requirements for chopping in the LDR system may be
summarized by stating that the system should be reactionless with a I hertz chop
frequency and a 1 arcminute chop throw. Selectability of chop axis is also
desirable. In addition, the chopping system must be capable of serving up to eight
separate science instrument packages, one at a time. Cryogenic cooling is required
in any chopping system, since in the LDR all "optical" elements except the primary
mirror require cooling. The chopping throw, coupled in the resolution and background
subtraction, must yield an image displacement equivalent to five times the diameter
of the Airy disk.
Chopping in an astronomical observation system is conceptually simple. It is
utilized when either the signal emitted by the astronomical object under observation
is very close in level to that of background sources, and the background
contributions to total signal must be removed, or when the detector system under use
exhibitF {atigue or decay characteristics in output when looking at a constant input
signal. "I" Chopping causes the detector to see two alternating fields in the sky.
The signal from the observed object is thus the difference in radiation detected in
the two orientations. Chopping permits removal of uniformly distributed background
and foreground radiation from the detector signal.
Chopping techniques can be separated into three main categories for LDR
considerations. First is the reimaging photometer technique, two forms of which are
shown in Figure 3.7-23. Next is tertiary or fold mirror chopping utilizing either a
rotating or vibrating mirror approach (Figure 3.7-24). Finally, is secondary mirror
chopping about either the vertex or the neutral (zero coma) points of the secondary
mirror (Figures 3.7-25 and 3.7-26).
The reimaging photometer essentially places another optical system behind a telescope
looking at its focus. "Optically," this approach would require at least two more
elements in the system past the secondary mirror, introducing another source of
background/instrument radiation into the detector as well as increasing the
complexity of the image forming system. Mechanical complexity would also greatly
increase, especially considering the two directions of rotation mandated by the
chopping itself and the selectable chopping orientation as well as the cooling
requirement placed on such a system. For these reasons, the reimaging photometer has
been tentatively eliminated from consideration as a viable chopping alternative.
A discussion of the two tertiary mirror chopping methods is presented in Table 3.7-9.
This summary of the relative advantages and disadvantages of each technique (1'2) led
to the tentative selection of the push/pull method for further consideration, if the
tertiary mirror approach were selected.
From a conceptual standpoint, chopping with the secondary mirror presents some
distinct advantages. This method would have the most commonality between ray paths,
since all portions of the path behind the secondary mirror would be identical.
Hence, all background/foreground contributed by the hardware beyond the secondary
mirror would also be the same. However, it is physically the largest of these
systems since the secondary is so large. Designing such a system must also allow for
rigid body control for both chopping and active alignment of the secondary mirror as
well as being cryogenically cooled. Mechanical implementation may be a major
problem.
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Figure 3.7-26
TABLE 3.7-9
ROTATING VERSUS PUSH-PULL TERTIARY CHOPPERS
I ROTATING i
_,f"[ PUSH-PULLI
D I SADVANTAGES
TWO MIRRORS MAY BE AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES
EDGES MAY REFLECT WARM OBJFCTS
HARDTO CHANGEPLANEOF ROTATION
BEAMS MAY _T FOLLOW EQUIVALENT
PATHS
MORE TIME REQUIRED BETWEEN
POSITIONS
MECHANI'CALVlBRATION
ADVANTAGFS
WI
UNIFORM MOTION EASIER TO SYN-
CHRONIZE AND CONTROL
iFSS WASTED TIME BETWEEN POSITIONS
SINGLE MIRROR-NO TEMPERATURE
DIFFERENTIAL
MINIMIZE EDGE EFFECTS
LOWER OFFSET
SMALLER MODULATION NOISE
EASIER TO ROTATE MIRROR PLANZ
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The satellite programs which do utilize chopping are, with respect to LDR, small
telescope systems. For example, SIRTF has a primary mirror approximately the same
size as the secondary for LDR. Chopping with the secondary is therefore well beyond
anything done or planned for space before. Also, few telescope systems have to
operate over the 30-I000_m wavelength range of LDR. Requirements which can be met
at the long wavelength end of this range may not be met at the short wavelength end.
There is an inadequate data base upon which to make a chopping method selection at
this time. There are some indicators, however; optical diffraction limited
performance traditionally means that 84% of the incident energy must be received
within the first Airy ring. Another possible criteria presented is that 30% of this
energy must be so enclosed. Both criteria are addressed in Table 3.7-10. Secondary
mirror chopping is addressed for both cases at the 3O_m and 1000_m end points of
LDR performance, for both vertex and neutral point chopping approaches. Since
chopping amplitude is required to be five times the diameter of the Airy disk, it can
be seen that the + 30 arcsecond (I arcminute) chopping requirement cannot be met over
the entire spectra-l range for either encircled energy value. If the chop amplitude
is restricted to three Airy disk diameters, and the 30% encircled energy value is
used, vertex chopping may be allowed but not otherwise.
Further comparisons can be made. Table 3.7-11 shows the control mechanisms,
stability, and advantages for the two chopping methods. Preliminary ray trace data
indicates that the tripod supported secondary mirror (for the on-axis Cassegrain
configuration) when decentered by 0.2 mm, will change the focal position by 4
micrometers. This is over 80% of the secondary mirror misalignment error budget.
The 0.2 mm decenter is an equivalent lateral shift at the secondary for the required
i arcminute chopping effect. This indicates that some form of focus adjustment is
required; no such effect occurs for the tertiary mirror. It is also interesting to
note that the jitter specification of 0.02 arcsecond equates to a decenter of the
secondary of < 0.05 mm. Hence, the stability control requirement for jitter is four
times more stTingent than that for the image quality focus budget.
Table 3.7-12 compares the effects of the two chopping methods of image quality. The
equations for image quality effects caused by secondary mirror perturbations were
obtained from a paper by A.B. and M.P. Meinel.(3) Note this data again shows that
neutral point chopping to be the preferred secondary mirror technique although it is
more difficult to mechanically implement.
f (4-7)The arguments about background noise rejection may prove to be the deciding actor.
It may be that the background elimination characteristics of the secondary and
tertiary chopping techniques prove to be the dominant decision criteria. However,
the mechanical (structural and vibratory) and cryogenic constraints coupled together
will still be major considerations. The possibility of using the secondary mirror
for both pointing and chopping also can increase the system complexity.
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It may be more advantageous to chop using one method, and fine point using the other.
The secondary mirror may be better suited to fine pointing, while the tertiary could
handle either function with far less complication than the secondary. This aspect of
fine pointing and chopping with the same element should be investigated in further
study. The decision about secondary or tertiary chopping should also be made after
further study. Each technique has a presently preferred configuration; tertiary
chopping a push/pull system and secondary chopping being a neutral point system.
3.7.4 CGnclu_|6_
Body pointing about system center of mass is the preferred pointing approach.
However, additional fine pointing may be required using a small optical element.
Off-set sensing with a separate visible telescope is the preferred fine guidance
sensing approach. Two chopping alternatives show promise for LDR: (1) neutral point
chopping of the secondary mirror and (2) push/pull chopping of the fold mirror. If
fine pointing is required it probably should not be implemented by the chopping
mirror.
TABLE 3.7-10
SECONDARY MIRROR CHOPPING
OPERATIONAL
WAVELENGTH(,,M)
NEUTRAL""
_RTEX " POINT
ENCIRCLED AIRY DI_( CHOPPING CHOPPI_G
ENERGY(%) DIA. (SEC) FOV (_C) FOV (SEC)
30
30
1000
1000
84 1 + 0.5 * 2
30 1 + 2.8 + 12
8_ 33 + 16 ¢ G_
30 33 + 100 + _00
o
• THE ± 30 SE"_CHOPPINGREQUIREMENTS_ANNOTBE MET OVERll_EENTIRE
SPECTRALRANGE,BASEDON EITHER8q% OR 30% ENCIRCLEDENERGYALLOCATION.
e RELIEFTO 30% ENCIRCLEDENERGYALLOCATIONWILLALLOWVERTEXCHOPPINGFOV OF
± 3 AIRYDISKDIAMETERS.
• HOW SMALL A CHOPPING FIELD OF VIEW IS ACCEPTABLE
{I. E., HOWMANY AIRY DISK DIAMETERS) AND STILL DO
NECESSARY BACKGROUNDSUBTRACTION?
° ALLOWABLETHROW LIMITED BY COMA
• " ALLOWABLE THROWLIMITED BY ASTIC.#IATISM (APPROXIMATE CALCULATION)
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TABLE 3.7-12
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CHOPPING NODE
ON SM AND TERTIARY MIRROR
A. Secondary Mirror*
- Comatic image dimensions when chopping by tilting around the vertex of SM
along chop direction = 21.5 arcseconds
across chop direction = 14.3 arcseconds
- Astigmatic image dimensions negligible in comparison to coma
- Chopping by pivoting the SM about its zero-coma point
along chop direction = 0.19 arcsecond
across chop direction = 0.14 arcsecond
- See Table A2-3 for relative pointing stability control
B. Tertiary Mirror (TM)
- Lateral or longitudinal shifts of TM produce a corresponding shift of the
beam at the focal plane but no wave front effect
- Tilts of the TM chop the scene but have no effect on wave front
- Pointing stability control to TM much easier to achieve than with SM
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3.8 TRANSPORTATION TO ORBIT (MDAC)
LDR could be transported to orbit by single or multiple shuttle launches, including
the ACC as an option, and could advantageously use an SDI/SDV launch vehicle if it
develops on a timely basis. The task highlights are summarized in Figure 3.8-1.
3.8.1 Task'Apj  'O,iCh
The approach to assessing capabilities, options, constraints, and future needs for
transporting LDR to orbit was to establish a limited set of objectives, identify the
critical issues and perform studies to resolve the issues. These are summarized in
Figure 3.8-2.
3.8.2 Requlre,_leh_s
Preliminary launch phase assessment identified the following lead-in requirements:
• Minimize total launch costs
• Constrain LDR transport packaging to Shuttle limitations with or without benefit
of ACC
• Provide a benign launch phase environment
• Provide a 100,000 class clean transport environment for all LDR critical
components.
3.8.3 Trade and option Studies
The trade and option studies listed in Table 3.8-1 and discussed below were performed
to accomplish the task objectives and resolve the critical issues. The general
conclusions are shown in Table 3.8-2.
3.8.3.1 Lauhch Vehicle'Perf6hmahce ahd'C6hstraifitS - The Space Shuttle System
Payload Accommodations document, JSC 07700, Vol. XIV, Rev. H, Change 48, dated 25
Oct. 1984 and its attachment ICD 2-19001 Shuttle Orbiter/Cargo Standard Interfaces,
were used to define the general performance, accommodations, interfaces and
constraints for packaging and transporting LDR to orbit. At the time this study was
underway, the Space Station proposal efforts were initiated and undocumented orbiter
constraints were defined to the proposal team by C. H. Lambert, Shuttle Payload
Integration Office in August of 1984. The LDR effort reviewed the data and concluded
it should be accounted for in the LDR studies. It now appears that some of these
constraints may not be as severe as stated. Thoseconstraints and policy positions
are summarized in Figure 3.8-3.
The STS assumptions for ACC and the accommodations it provides the payload are based
on the ACC Model 101 as defined in the Mid-Term Review Dec., 1983 "General Purpose
Aft Cargo Carrier Study" and the Final Review Nov., 1983 "Ground OPS Study - Advanced
Space Transportation System (ASIS)."
The Shuttle Derived Vehicles (SDV) which have been studied would provide a notable
increase in delivery performance over the orbiter and would offer additional options
to LDR. The advent of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) has made the
possibility of SDV configurations in the LDR time frame a consideration. These
studied vehicles and their potential FY85 concepts were examined for cost,
performance and payload accommodation and are summarized in Figures 3.8-4 and 3.8-5.
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SOW task (3.1.1): Investigate single and multiple shuttle launches and alternate
payload integration methods
Key Issues:
• Useful payload and operational constraints of single launch
• LDR assembly/deployment basing mode - orbiter/free flyer, space station
• Packaging and stowage in orbiter bay
• Launch/delivery environment acceptability - contamination protection
• Assembly/deployment aids
Major Conclusions:
• Filled aperture LDR in excess of 10 to 13-m diameter unlikely in a single shuttle
launch
• ACC Benefit is limited, and LDR may be only near-term customer
• Significant benefit of SDV options appear limited to advanced versions
• ASE and assembly/deployment aids will be a substantial effort
• Other than for single-launch concept, transportation does not drive design
• Orbiter deployment baaing may drive subsystem changes for orbiter
TRANSPORTATION TO ORBIT - TASK SUMMARY
Figure 3.8-I
Objectives: • Assess launch vehicle weight/volume performance
• Assess LDR packaging/integration options
• Determine LDR launch vehicle related requirements
• Determine ASE requirements
Key Issues Approach and Products
Launch Vehicle Options • Identified orbiter volumes and intrusions for EVA egress, EVA
equipment, HPA/PIDA equipment, RMS manipulation limitations, and
orbiter shadowing concerns
• Identified real orbiter payload weight constraints for structural landed
limits - shuttle PIe statements as given to MDAC space station
proposal team
• Identified ACC 101 characteristics
• Identified SDV characteristics as defined and as forecast for Fy85 study
LDR Packaging/ • Assessed:
Integration Options • Packaging integration techniques and potential reqs
• LV environments
• Packaging influence on LDR component sizing
• Companion payload options
Launch Vehicle Related • Assessed:
Requirements • Regimes where LV constraints may drive LDR
• Orbiter for deployment basing
ASE Requirements • Assessed:
• The need for pallets and the problems associated with them
• The need for subsystem interfaces with orbiter
• The manipulative problems and where equipment aids are likely,
• The impacts of EVA on LDR and LDR on EVA
TRANSPORTATION TO ORBIT - TASK APPROACH
Figure 3.8-2
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TABLE 3.8-I
TRANSPORTATION TRADE AND OPTIONS STUDIES
VHA378
Study Issue Concerns
• Launch vehicle (LV)
performance and
constraints
• Orbiter and ACC
environments
• Orbiter payload envelope
end center of gravity
• Orbiter interface loads
• Transporl contamination
control
• Transporter deployment
basing
mTransportation ASE
• What the realistic orbiter delivery performance may be
constrained to
a How the ACC could benefit LDR and whether LDR would
shire its funding/development
• Whether SDV configuration wouM benefit LDR and appear
on s timely basis
• Whether the ACC end Orbiter payload environments ere
el/ectivsiy the same
• Whether the OrbiterlACC environment is more of I design
driver than other LV options
• Whether the Orbiter envelope would drive the design of
LDR elements
• The extent that Orbiter center of gravity limits will
constrain LDR packaging
• The extent to which Orbiter interface load limits may
constrain LOR package size and in-bay locations
• The need and techniques for LDR contamination control in
the Orbiter bay
• Compatibility of LDR deployment time lind the available
Orbiter loiter time and EVA time
• The ability and desirability of Orbiter attitude control
during buildup and other means to accomplish it
• The methods for'achieving contamination free revisit
acquisition of LDR during interim construction phases
• The extent and identity of major transport, delivery.
transport-related manipulation aids, and
monitor/control/checkout equipment
TABLE 3.8-2
TRANSPORTATION TO ORBIT
- SUMMARY
VGY058
• STS orbiter should be planned for LV at this time.
• ACC can provide complexity/cost reduction for single launch concept if LDR is
not prime development source of ACC.
l Planning for SDV would be high risk unless SDI is given early go-ahead.
• Multilaunch LDR concepts do not appear to be driven by LV.
• Single-launch I.DR would be a severely limited, filled-aperture observatory of
less than 12 m or an unfilled aperture up to 20 m with severe constraints on
science instrument accommodations.
• Substantial LV Integration, deployment support, and assembly aids are
anticipated.
m Contamination will be the driving transportation environment.
• Orbiter deployment basing will require in-depth study of orbiter operating
constraints such as propulsion inhibits, attitude control with berthed LDR and
orbiter radiator shadowing, as well as investigation of effluent inhibiting
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Source: C. H. Lambert (Payload Integration Office)
Basis: Clarifications To MDAC Space Station Group, Aug, 1984
NASA Is Adamant About Payload Design Being Orbiter S/N
Independent
Baaed On Orbiter OV-0991-102 (Structural Limitation) Limits
Landed (Abort) Weight To 42k Ibs (Ref: S0k Ibs For OV.103/104)
If Shuttle Mods Were To Occur They Would Not Appear Before
Mid To Late lgg0s -- Mod Funding Is Not Listed In '85, '86, '87 OR '88
Budget
• If OV.10S Is Completed It Will Be The Same As OV-104
Revisit: S/S Wants A 90 Day Resupply -- PIO Cannot Agree To This
S/S Wants A 22 Day Rescue Notification -- PIO Feels Even 45 Days
Is Questionable, Currant Planned "Launch On Need" is 4
Months
Payload Envelope
Payload Lift Idt.
(LEO)
Pay|oad Support Node
Cost/FLT (Mtlltons)
|984 $
First Launch
Lead Tree"
Orbiter Concern: Shadowing By A Companion Berthed System
• Orbiter Cannot Go Dormant And Has Power Consumption
Requirements Which Translates Into Radiator Thermal
RaJeotlon Requirements.
LDR TRANSPORT TO ORBITER, ORBITER
PERFORMANCE AND CONSTRAINTS STATUS
Figure 3.8-3
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The merits of the orbiter and the ACC are compared in Figure 3.8-6 and the SDV in
Figure 3.8-7.
3.8.3.2 OPB|_er'a_a'ACC'£n_|P6hm_hts - The STS orbiter has a fundamentally more
benign payload environment than any launch vehicle to date. The question of the
anticipated ACC environment was assessed by comparing the orbiter data and the data
contained in "Design Requirements Document 809-3300, PAM Class/Aft Cargo Carrier"
dated 5 Nov. 1983 by Martin Marietta, Denver Aerospace, Michoud Div., which was
prepared for MDAC under contract. The comparison, as seen in Figure 3.8-8, indicates
that the ACC internal environment is essentially the same as the orbiter's.
3.8.3.30Pb|teP P_#16_'E_ve16p_'ina'C_te_'6f GPa_|_# - The orbiter payload
envelope and center-of-gravity limits were assessed _or impact on LDR transport
packaging. The orbiter payload envelope is essentially a 4.57m-diameter cylinder
18.27m long with minor intrusions along its length. An orbiter Cabin EVA
ingress/egress path and access/storage space for one or two MMUs may decrease the
usable length of the payload envelope to 16.8m. For orbiter construction basing a
work platform of some kind will be required and one similar to postulated HPA would
further reduce the usable payload envelope length to about 15m. The presence of an
ACC will add a volume approximately 7.62m diameter and 5 to 5.5m long. The ACC
volume is beneficial, especially in permitting the option of selected LDR components
to be transported in an uncompacted form. The penalty for ACC use is the loss of
that part of the payload in the event of an abort which will not achieve orbit.
When viewed in conjunction with weight limits, tlmeline scenarios and orbiter loiter
limits, the payload envelope does not appear to be more constraining than other
launch vehicle options.
The orbiter has center-of-gravity limits which are applicable to reentry return or
abort modes involving atmospheric flight with a payload. Various orbiter loading
arrangements of LDR packaged increments were examined for center-of-gravity
constraints. These included all LDR payloads and shared mission payloads with a
typical spacecraft delivery such as a PAM-DII payload. The assessment indicated the
major weight elements need to be in the aft third of the payload bay but no dramatic
constraints are identified. The worst potential situation, typified in Figure 3.8-9,
appears to be where part of the payload (such as a companion payload) cannot be
delivered and must be returned to earth. If it is inopportune, because of ASE
constraints or other reasons, to relocate the returned payload, center of gravity
limits may be violated. In general, meeting orbiter center-of-gravity limits does
not appear to be a challenge.
3.8.3.4 oP6|teb Intebfa_e L6_as - The orbiter provides an array of structural
interface options for payload elements. The allowable limit interface loads will
constrain payload integration options more often than the center-of-gravity limits.
The various LDR package arrangements were examined for this limitation, typified in
Figure 3.8-10. Since the spacecraft part of LDR or a palletized primary mirror group
may be a substantially large single element, the orbiter margin of safety was
examined for sensitivity variations, weight distribution and structural interface
location, shown in Figure 3.8-11. This assessment indicates that sufficient options
exist for LDR transport packaging to preclude other than normal program design
issues.
3.8.3.5 Transport Contamf_a_ibn'C6ntr61 - It was determined that much of LDR
includes either optical or thermal control surfaces and a need for lO0,O00-class
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t" _/IOrbiter Cargo Bay // //
p j, "- . ...........
• Any Perton_lnol _ Oft_er
I Will Require Multiple Launches For Mirror Diameters
Greater Than lS Meters
• MaSS Distribution Constraints
• Limited to 15 tl Oil Elements
• Design all LDR Elements to Orbiter Environment
• May Present Complex Contamination Control
• Multiple Launches May Provide Possible Orbiter
Payload Sharing
• Based on ACC Modal 101
• Requires High Perlormince Orbiter
• May Permit Single Launch Delivery
• Permits Payload Element - 25 fl Dis x 18 fl L
• LDR Segment Weights Less Constrained by
OrbtteriACC Load Limits
• ACC Segment May Have Lower Peak Acceleration Loads
• Requires More Manipulation Hardware
• Simpler Contamination Control
• Acoustic Environment Similar To Orbiter
• Thermal Environment Similar to Orbiter Bay
• ACC Payload LOll In Launch Aborl
• Possibility for Shared Payload
LDR TRANSPORTATION CONSIDERATIONS TRANSPORT TO ORBIT
Figure 3.8-6
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Shullle Derived Launch Vehicles (SDV)
• SDV Maturity Prior to End of 1990's Requires Early SDI Go-Ahead and
SDV Selection
• SDV Sizing Posture at This Time Is Generic
• Candidate Payload Envelopes Are 4.6, 7.6, and 15.3 m Diameters and
18.3-27.4 m Length
• Leo Delivery Weight Range: From Shuttle Capability to 175.000 Ibs for
In-Line Staging or 138,000 Ibs for Sidemounl Staging
• HLLV Delivery Is Stated at 300.000 Ibs to 1000 km Polar Orbit
LDR Implications
• Single Launch LDR Delivery Is Possible With Any of the Higher
Performance SDVs
• Single SDV Plus Advanced Orbiter Appears to Give Feasibility for LOR
Construction/Deployment Independent of Space Station
• Large Preassembled Segments Are Possible
• HLLV Would Permll a Single LDR Launch With Minimal On-Oribt Assembly
or Deployment (Polllble Automated Oeployment)
LDR TRANSPORT TO ORBIT SDV SUMMARY
Figure 3.8-7
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ENVIRONMENTS
Unusable Volume Due to
EVA Egress. MMU and HPA--
Total Payload
Maximum Cargo
Design Launch Weight
l'-@_ ',"o,,_---_i ,o..c..,,
60k LBS
50k
I 0 __ _
40k
/'
20k /'
/
2
e---'-
LDR TRANSPORT TO ORBIT
ORBITER PAYLOAD WEIGHT/CG LIMITS
Figure 3.8-9
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LDR TRANSPORT TO ORBIT
ORBITER VERTICAL (Z) LOAD LIMITS
Figure 3.8-10
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clean conditions identified. The orbiter, as with most launch vehicle
accommodations, is relatively "dirty" and schemes for contamination control of LDR
during boost are necessary. Previous MDAC studies for DoD spacecraft having second
surface mirror passive thermal control surfaces, IR optical systems and special
thermal control coatings were reviewed for contamination control concepts. Delta and
PAM programs were also reviewed for payload contamination control techniques. These
are typified in Figure 3.8-12.
The study/review concluded that contamination control containers for boost phase
environments are well within the state-or-the-art and present little penalty other
than weight and payload envelope diameter.
3.8.3.6 Trahsp661er'Deplb_n_eh('BaS|hl_ - For the option of deploying or constructing
LDR from the orbiter, the key issues are: orbiter time on station and available EVA
time, attitude control during deployment, and LDR/Shuttle interactive environments.
The basic deployment scenarios are to: deploy from orbiter only; deploy from orbiter
and ACC. Both cases have essentially the same work platform requirements and
concerns but the ACC case has three possible ways of deploying the ACC portion of the
LDR. These are: to maneuver the elements by EVA/MMU motive control; to utilize a
"new" orbiter RMS of extended reach and degrees of freedom; to eject the ACC payload
intact and then to do a rendezvous maneuver to grapple and stow that part of the
payload in an appropriate manner. The last two modes are illustrated in Figure
3.8-13.
The deployment/construction on the orbiter requires some kind of work platform for
the LDR, such as the proposed Handling and Positioning Adapter (HPA). The basic
buildup environment is illustrated in Figure 3.8-14. The key issues identified
previously were assessed within the above mode of operation.
The significant issues for orbiter deployment basing, whether for single or multiple
launches, is the amount of time the orbiter has on-station in direct support of the
deployment operation and the amount of available EVA crew time also available. The
orbiter has a nominal seven-day stay time capability. With no other mission
requirements, the bulk of the crew time is available for LDR deployment. A 200-plus
line item timeline was generated for a construction intensive LDR concept and is
shown in condensed form in Table 3.8-3. Not shown is the time for unplanned
contingencies or problems and the time necessary for LDR to temperature stabilize
prior to first mirror alignment. The indications are that delivery capability
(weight and volume) is more program constraining than the deployment scenario.
The two key issues of attitude control are for (I) the control mode of the
LDR/orbiter composite vehicle during deployment operations, and (2) attitude control
between orbiter visits. These were assessed and are summarized below.
The LDR at even intermediate deployment status is nearly as large as the orbiter in
terms of area and moment of inertia and will result in a common center of gravity
outside of the nominal orbiter control capability. Two basic options are available
to resolve this. The first is the use of a special ASE work platform structure which
contains sufficient CMG capacity to provide contamination-free control forces along
with an independent sense and control system or a means of interfacing the orbiter's
sense and control system. The second is to alter the orbiter software and if
necessary supplement the orbiter's own force system. There is also a third option
and that is to allow the total system to free drift in some sort of a gravity
gradient mode if there is a reasonable expectation of a near stable attitude.
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TABLE 3.8-3
LDR CONSTRUCTION TIME LINE ORBITER BASING
• Ascent Rendezvous 4-26 Hours
• Orbiter/Crew Preparations 4-8
• LDR S/C Status Check, Orbiter EVA/RMS Preparation, 5
Deploy HPA, Deploy S/C
• Crew Rest/Personal Care 12
• EVA Preparations 2
• Deploy Mirror Modules 9-30
• Inspect, Unstow Manipulate;Translate, Inspect Mounting,
Mount (0.7 hr/Module)
• Crew ResUPersonal Care/10 hr Shift 12-36
• Deploy Primary Mirror Truss Modules 6
• Inspect, Unstow, Manipulate, Expand Joint Inspect/Lock
(2 hr/Module)
• Install/Attach Truss to Primary 10-25
• EVA Travel, Inspect, Attach (0.1 hr/Attachment)
• Crew Rest/Personal Care/10 hr Shift 12-24
• Deploy Secondary Mirror Assembly 2
• Checkout, Unstow, Manipulate, Expand Spider Truss,
Attach
• Deploy Sunshleld 5-8
• Inspect, Unstow, Manipulate, Instalt (0.8 hr'Segment)
• Deploy Primary Mirror Truss Thermal Blanket
• Final Inspection
• Vehicle Checkout
Mirror AlignmentSpacecraft Initialization
• Spacecraft Release/OPS Checkout
100-200 Hours
Nominal Orbiter Limit ~ 170 Hours
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Between orbiter visits to LDR during buildup, the LDR must be maintained under
reasonable control (active or passive) and be a friendly target for orbiter
rendezvous docking or grappling. The issues with respect to the orbiter RCS plume
interaction for both forces and contaminates. The least interactive approach is for
the orbiter to perform a sortie rendezvous and then for the LDR to accomplish the
terminal maneuver with a cold gas system while the orbiter is in a thruster inhibit
condition.
The third key issue is the interactive LDR/orbiter environment. It includes
contamination control, which is discussed in 3.10, and thermal interaction. The two
aspects of the thermal issue are the impact on LDR of the orbiter as a source and the
degree to which the LDR may obscure the orbiter radiator heat rejection. An analysis
was not performed and it is not clear at this time that the orbiter heat load on LDR
during construction is unacceptable. There is real concern that the LDR will obscure
the orbiter's ability to reject its own heat through its radiators. Even with the
orbiter in a quiescent mode, there is a considerable parasitic power consumption base
and a comparable heat rejection requirement. This suggests a firm requirement that
LDR be constructed on a work platform which will place LDR essentially above and
forward of the cabin. This will require a fixture more substantial than the proposed
HPA.
3.8.3.7 Transportation ASE - Airborne Support Equipment (ASE) will be required to
support both the transporting of LDR to orbit and deployment/construction of LDR.
These include: carrier pallets, containment structures, manipulation devices, a work
platform, LDR-peculiar monitor/control/checkout equipment at least part of which will
be located at the orbiter's mission specialist station. The various phases in which
the orbiter will require associated or supplemental equipment were evaluated and the
major equipment needs are summarized below.
The LDR spacecraft body (instrument and housekeeping systems modules) can be
configured to be self-supporting in the orbiter payload bay. LDR-peculiar carrier
pallets specially configured to support, contain, and protect the other LDR
components will be required. These will incorporate the features to provide the
required level of environmental and contamination control. They may include loose
components to provide interstitial support between components in a package, either
for inertial loads or vibration loads.
For orbiter deployment basing, manipulative devices will be required for or related
to the orbiter. The orbiter rms will probably be adequate for general construction;
however, as previously noted, where an ACC is used in conjunction with the orbiter, a
new longer reach rms with more degrees of freedom (primarily rotation between the
shoulder and the elbow) would be required. As has been demonstrated by orbiter/EVA
retrieval of two satellites lastyear, EVA manipulation could be used. However,
unless great improvement in EVA bulk mobility and control is developed, the time
constraints for today's level of performance would be prohibitive.
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The various issues previously discussed point to a need for either an HPA or more
likely a substantially large work platform on which to construct the LDR at a
position above and sufficiently forward of the cabin to uncover the orbiter
radiators. This would also likely be necessary to provide a more effective reach
envelope for the baseline RMS. As in previous discussion, this platform may contain,
in addition to a rotatable berthing interface for LDR support, CMGs, a cold gas RCS
system, and a modicum of intelligent subsystems. For multiple orbiter mission
deployment, this platform would most effectively remain with LDR until final
completion of deployment/construction.
LDR-peculiar monitor/control/checkout equipment is an expected requirement throughout
the LDR deployment phase. The ultimate extent of this will determine whether it can
all be contained in the orbiter's mission specialist station or whether some must be
remotely located on a carrier pallet in the payload bay.
In summary, it appears that substantial ASE requirements peculiar to the LDR program
will evolve.
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3.9 STRUCTURES (/_AC)
This study examined a wide range of LDR construction and deployment structural
concepts, Orbiter and Space Station deployment basing, and the characteristics
affecting extreme dimensional stability in the support structure for the optical
elements as a basis for determining future technology needs for LDR. The task
highlights are summarized in Figure 3.9-1.
3.9.1 Task Approach
The approach to assessing acceptable structural characteristics was to examine
options to structural geometry, form and sizing; deployment/assembly mode influences;
dynamic parameters and processes; and material influences. These are summarized in
Figure 3.9-2.
3.9.2 Requirements
The initial structural requirements comprise both generic and specific goals
including:
• Structural dynamic dimensional stability to approximately 1 micron limit
• Short post-maneuver settling times
• Low jitter or vibration propagation
• Automated and/or constructed deployment
• Orbiter or Space Station deployment basing
Requirements that were derived from other systems and operations assessment include:
• Long-term dimensional stability
• Space environment damage tolerant structure
• Predominate ground testing
3.9.3 Trade and Option Studies
The trade, option and assessment studies listed in Table 3.9-I and discussed below
were performed to accomplish the task objectives and resolve the critical issues.
The general conclusions are shown in Figure 3.9-3. It should be noted that the study
level of effort did not support any analytical modeling or computer analyses. Hand
calculations were used for the geometry and structural parameters examined.
Unigraphics 3D point/line modeling was used to examine various truss arrangements.
3.9.3.1 Structural Geometr_ and Sizin_ - Structural concepts were examined at both
the observatory level and the individual mirror-support structure level.
The merits of the observatory structural arrangements shown in Figure 3.9-4 were
assessed and are summarized in Table 3.9-2. Concept D is probably the best
structurally in terms of minimizing disturbances to the optical system and isolating
probable subsystem vibration sources. However, Concept A was selected for the trade
studies reference or point of departure as a good compromise between disturbance
control and deployment/construction simplicity.
Structural concepts were examined for axisymmetric dishes and near rectangular slot
reflectors and for both hexagonal and trapezoidal mirror segments. These are
typified respectively in Figures 3.9-5, 3.9-6, 3.9-7, and 3.9-8. The general
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SOW Talk (3.1.4): investigate a range of construction concepts and configurations from totally
autonomous deployment to astronaut assembly, including space platform or
space station basing
Key Issues
• Observatory, component, and mirror segment sizing
• • Total available launch volume and weight
• Orbital assembly time constraints and equipment aids
• Observatory configuration and thermal-critical structural dimensions
• Deployment basing design options
Major Conclusions
• Single-launch concepts would be limited to >12 m for filled aperture, while up to 20
m unfilled may be fesslble for astronaut-assembled concepts
• Favorable primary mirror support structure proportions result best from mirror
esgmentl of near 1.0 Ilpact ratios and 2.5-m 2 to 5.0-m: area
• Trapezoidal mirror segments permit support structures with the fewest number of
differing parts- lowest development and recurring costs
• Extensive deployment automation would result in poor packaging density, high
risk levels of complexity, and expensive development test programs
• A thermally shielded structure will reduce the importance of the material CTE and
more readi|y achieve required thermodynamic distortion stability
LDR STRUCTURES - TASK SUMMARY
Figure 3.9-I
Objective to Assess:
Keylssues
MirrorSegmentSIze
and Shape.Influence
Secondary Mirror
Module Support
Sun-Shield Options
StructuraI-Thermat
Dynamic Stability
Deployment Basing
Impacts
• Primary mirror support structure and mirror segment
relationship
• Secondary mirror module support options
• Sun-shield design options
a Deployment basing impact on design
Approach and Product
a Defined structural geometry options for various-sized trapezoidal and
hexagonal candidates
• Assessed relative structural-thermal dynamic merits of options
• Assesssed packaging and assemboy concepts for options
• Assessed options for automation impacts
• Assessed options for manipulation and assembly impacts
• Assessed manufacturing merits of options
• Defined multipod, cylinder-beam and maypole concepts characteristics
of options
• Assessed relative optical field shadowing
• Defined sun-shield geometry, support, and construction for both
cylinder and cyllnder-cone options
• Assessed potentiat passive, active, and semiactive mechanizations
Including incorporation of spacecraft bulk heat-rejection radiators
• Considered Implications of use as contamination shroud
a Defined structural-thermal dynamic rationale for control design options
• Assessed complexity, risk, mechanization of options
• Defined deployment assembly scenarios for basing options
• Assessed design options for scenarios
• Assessed Interface impacts of ASEEVA aids or available basing equipment
a Assessed environments for design implications
LDR STRUCTURES - TASK APPROACH
Figure 3.9.2
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TABLE 3.9-I
STRUCTURES TRADE AND OPTIONS STUDIES
STORY ISSUE COMCERNS
| STRUCTURAL GEOMETRYAND
SIZING
| AUTOMAT(O O(PLOY(M(NT
O CONSTRUCT(O OEPLOYRENT
t D!MLNSIONALLY STABLE
£TWIrTU_ES
O OAMAG[ TOL(RANC(
| MIETHER MIRROR S(Ut(NT SiZE AIIEO rd[O_TRY
SIMIFICANTLY CONSTRAINS STIIUCTUIAL O(SlG/I
OPTiOIIS, |(PLOYM(NT MOORS, AUTOIMTION LEVELS
M ANALYTICAL NODEL1NG.
0 tdH(TH(R THE|( 1S AN OIIVIOUS PI(F(R(HC(
|(TMEEN NEUGONAL ANO TIAP()OIBAL S(GREWr
SHAPES FOIl STRUCTURES
e WHETHERA FULLY-AUTOIMTE| (SINGLE LAUNCH)
LOI OF IEASOIIABLE P(RFOItI_C( IS F(AS||L(
AND AT MMT SIZE.
0 MC(THER AUTONAT|ON IS BEg(FICIAL AT THE
SUIMSSF.mLY LEVEL.
0 WHAT THE EFFECT OF OIIBTER VS. SPACE STATIO#d
BASING M|LL SNO_ IN LOR OES|GN.
e THE EXTENT NAN'S INVOLVEMENT W|LL PROOUC( IN
LOR DESIGN FEATURES.
o WHAT KINOS OF AS( ANO TOOLS NAY B( REQUIRED.
| WHAT THE KEY STABILITY ISSUES ARE ANO WHETHER
OTHER SYSTEMS CAN ALLEVIATE TH( REQUIREMENT
l WHETHERTHE THERMALTRANSIENT RESPONSEHILL
ORIVE LOR TO EXOTIC MATERIALS OR PROCESSES.
| WHETHERPA$SIV( OR ACTIVE OARPING MOULD 6[
REQUIR(O FOR SHORT SETTLING TIMES.
0 WH(TflER ANALYTICAL MOO(LING. SIMULATIONS AND
TESTING TECHNIQUES ARE AO(OUAT(.
O THE EXTENT THAT NON-LINEAR FEATURES AFFECT
LOR.
I WHETHERLOR CAN INCLUOE A DAMAGE-TOLERANT
STRUCTURE AND WHAT 1S REQUIRED FOR ITS
DESIGN CRITERIA.
• Limited-capability, high-risk, fully automated, single-launch, - lO-m filled aperture
observatory may still be feasible
a Llmited-cepeblllty, low-risk, constructed, single-launch (with ACC) -20-m unfilled
dng mirror appears very achievable
• Full-capabll|ty, medium-risk, constructed, multilaunch, orbiter or space station
• based -20-m filled aperture appears very achievable
• For multllaunch concepts, launch vehicle payload weight and volume does not
appear to be • design ddver
• For parabolic primary mirror, trapezoidal mirror segments will show most optimal
support structures
• A fully containing thermal shroud should minimize importance of structural CTE
and result in broader material options
• Planned EVA consU1JctJon will provide complecity/cost benefits
• Extensive ASE will be both necessary and beneficial to design
• Space station basing will reduce concern for construction time, Interrupts, end
Intedm configuration ¢ontxollsblllty
• Assessment of Idructursl pine|siGn stability will require more extensive modeling
imdeMlysh; than that providedby this task-level of effort
LDR STRUCTURES - SUMMARY
Figure 3.9-3
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Concept A
i
Concept B
Concept C Concept D
OBSERVATORY STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
Figure 3.9-4
5.4 M" Segment 17.5 M' Segment
REACTION STRUCTURE DESIGN
HEXAGONAL MIRROR
SEGMENT INFLUENCE
Figure 3.9-5
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Rib/Ring Concept
i
REACTION STRUCTURE DESIGN
TRAPEZOIDAL MIRROR SEGMENT INFLUENCE
Figure 3.9-7
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Slot Configuration - Tetrahedral Truss
REACTION STRUCTURE DESIGN
TRAPEZOIDAL MIRROR SEGMENT
Figure 3,9-8
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conclusion was that there were no concept option related issues that would drive the
technology requirements or development.
3.9.3.2 Automated Deplo_ment - Observatory configurations were examined for the
possibility of a fully automated single-launch LDR. Concepts offered by previous
studies and authors were examined since there have been some ingenious suggestions.
New concepts were developed in the study. These were all examined with the following
general conclusions:
• Concepts should have the least number of field joints to be made at deployment.
• Concepts should minimize the use of segments which need to be translated rather
than hinged.
• Concepts should use segment folding schemes that minimize the number of connectors
and large angle folds to the wiring runs for mirror actuators and other electrical
equipment serviced across the primary mirror truss.
• The thermal shield will be limited to soft membrane structures.
A concept was developed that reflected these conclusions. Fan or umbrella style fold
methods fit the single launch constraints. It appears that with a 4 m diameter
6 m long spacecraft body the mirror diameter would be limited to about 13 m. This
concept is depicted in Figure 3.9-9 which shows the deployment.
3.9.3.3 Constructed Deployment - Observatory configurations were examined for a full
range of construction options and basings with the 20 m diameter primary mirror as
the size example. The assessment generally concluded:
• That a good compromise between stowage complexity and launch cost results in a
deployment with 3 Orbiter launches or more.
• That symmetry during buildup would be desirable for Orbiter basing but is
immaterial for Space Station basing.
• That the reach and manipulation envelopes would favor the assembly of the mirror/
reaction frame part of the dish first and then assembly of the truss to that.
e That structural designs need to reflect the requirements or accommodation of EVA
crew limitations.
The aspects of a constructed LDR are reflected by Figure 3.8-14.
3.9.3.4 Dimensionally Stable Structures - The single most significant structural
issue is to design, produce, test, and deploy/construct in orbit an optical system
support structure which will maintain the optical reflector elements to approximately
one micron deflection error budget from dynamic structural distortions during
observation periods which may occur two or more times per orbit. The generalized
issues which influence a super precision stable space structure may be seen in Figure
3.9-10. The typified structural model used for the various assessments is shown in
Figure 3.9-11. Some issues are discussed in other sections, but most are discussed
below. These issues are, in fact, interactive but were assessed somewhat
independently.
3.9.3.4.1 Dynamic Dimensional Stability - Two key dynamic issues assessed in this
study were vibration and thermal transient responses. Vibration includes two basic
issues: modal vibration from major disturbances such as targeting maneuvers and
higher frequency propagations from vibrating equipment such as CMG's or refrigerant
pumps. The main issue for the modal vibration is damping time which is discussed in
the following section. Equipment vibration isolation as an issue depends entirely on
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LARGE DEPLOYABLE SPACE OPTICS
Figure 3.9-9
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Figure 3.9-11
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the potential equipment vibration signatures and the extent to which design
configurations aid in physically separating it from the critical structure. In the
LDR case most equipment of concern can be located in a spacecraft module which can be
dynamically isolated by highly damped interfaces, which may include magnetic
suspensions. Further, the use of high damping interfaces in the structural
arrangement, i.e., Visco Elastic Materials (VEM), a candidate for modal damping, can
suppress the propagation of higher frequency vibrations through the structural
elements.
The principal dynamic concern examined in the trade study is thermal transient
responses. First, there is a tradeoff between the performance of structural thermal
control techniques and the inherent thermal strain stability of the structural
materials (the better the structural thermal control the less important is a near
zero CTE). Initially it was argued that the primary mirror would need an aft face
thermal shield which could also enclose its supporting structure. This would provide
essentially the same thermal load on the support structure as the reflector aft face.
Also initially, the target for the primary mirror was 200°K + I°K. If this were
maintained by common control in the structure then CTE's in the 10-5 to I0L6 range
might be acceptable. However, during the study it was argued that the nominal mirror
temperature could be allowed to range perhaps as much as + 20°K, although maintaining
the 1°K temperature dispersion.
With this possibility, a material would be needed which could exhibit a CTE in the
10-6 to 10-7 range or better. Examination of candidate materials resulted in a
preference for graphite fiber resin matrix material. It is rapidly becoming a well
understood material with a fair range of properties tailoring possible. The main
deficiency at this time appears not in designing a laminate of specific properties,
but in manufacturing, testing and demonstrating super precision properties on a
repeatable low rejection rate basis.
The same general rationale is applicable to the structure supporting the secondary
mirror module within the primary thermal shield. The configuration used for
assessment, however, adds the full radius dynamic deflections of the primary mirror
support structure to the deflections of the secondary mirror supports. Subject to a
precision analysis this was resolved by considering the use of metering rods between
the secondary mirror module and the primary mirror reference plane frame. These
would be the primary despace control. The material candidate considered for this was
graphite fiber/glass matrix tubes contained, with a visco elastic material interface,
within a graphite/epoxy tubular housing for a thin highly damped metering rod.
3.9.3.4.2 Low Jitter and Short Settling Time - The issue assessed here was the
maximization of observation times which are inherently limited by the need to avoid
exposure angle limits for the sun and the earth albedo. Target dwell times are
limited to about 35-40 minutes maximum. A settling time goal of 300 seconds was
considered. No dynamic modeling or analyses were performed for this task. Previous
efforts such as ACOSS, which used a somewhat similar size and arrangement structure,
was re-examined and that in conjunction with engineering judgement, indicated a
definite need for effective damping aids to the basic structure. Subject to a
precision analytical model analysis, a passive damping approach is targeted.
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Visco Elastic Material (VEM) devices show strong promise. There are state-of-the-art
techniques to incorporate them into structure; however, most tend to be excessively
heavy for LDR. Lightweight concepts are currently under study by AFOSR (MDAC is the
contractor). Continued development of this damping approach could provide the
necessary resolution for LDR.
3.9.3.4.3 D@hami6 Resp6hse Pred_ct_ve'P_e_isi6n - In order to commit to an LDR
program with its extreme dynamic deflection limits, there must be strong assurance
that the analytical techniques and processes will predict such precision accurately.
Without this confidence it would be necessary to build and flight test comparably
large prototype structures with the potential for numerous test flights to achieve
the required goals. The only valid way to assess these analytical processes is to
perform sample analyses with parametric sensitivities and demonstrate correlation
testing. This study supported neither. This was an introspective assessment only.
It was first concluded that the key analytical issues must be performed
interactively. This is reflected in condensed form in Figure 3.9-12. The process
appears to be adequate. The concerns are for the analytical program capacities (DOF,
etc.), the database precision (E, CTE, etc.), scaling, eigenvalue and other factors,
the modeling accuracy of nonlinear elements, the accuracy of nonlinear time domain
solutions, and correlation testing.
To reduce the modeling burden the design concepts should be simple, have the fewest
possible nodes and members, the highest possible component commonality and should
strive to minimize nonlinear features. In summary, for the predictive process, NASA
should continue to push the development of precision damping modeling, test data, and
design criteria; to evolve the analytical tools for super precision very large DOF
models having complex modal distributions, complex nonlinear features and
time-varying characteristics. There is a parallel need for testing and simulations
with environments of sufficient fidelity to provide the necessary confidence in the
analytical predictions.
3.9.3.4.4 St_O_tural Nonlinearitx - An integral part of the foregoing and one of the
more significant uncertainties is the issue of nonlinearity in various structural
members such as joints with hinges and other fasteners. Two areas assessed are
strongly influenced by this issue: the amount of comptuer intensive nonlinear
dynamic analyses; and the architectural concepts for the vehicle control system.
Extensive nonlinear model programs can be relatively expensive. Most classical
spacecraft control systems are based on the assumption of linear structural responses
and a spacecraft exhibiting appreciable nonlinear responses may require the
development of new control system concepts.
There is a need, then, to develop high fidelity analytical modeling techniques for
the joints and to develop design criteria to minimize nonlinear features by design.
3.9.3.5 Lon_-Term Dimensional Stabilit_ - The key issues include: changes to
material length through mass loss (i.e., water from resin matrix composites),
micro-cracking, creep, fatigue yield, changes to material properties (i.e., E modulus
and CTE).
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These were assessed from the standpoint of materials, space environments, and design
philosophies• Their control generally was considered to be near-term state-of-
the-art by: designing for low stresses; preconditioning materials; sealing or
protectively coating materials; use of environmental barrier or shield structures•
If resin matrix composites are selected, then development/demonstration of
pre-conditioning and coatings are advised.
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INTERACTIVE DESIGN/ANALYSIS PROCESS
Figure 3.9-12
3.9.3.6 Buman Factors influence - As part of the Human Factors influence discussion
in Volume It, the need to include design features in the constructed LDR concept
structure to accommodate and take advantage of the EVA role in deployment was
assessed•
The assessment established primary considerations including: structural bluntness
for crew safety; access paths of adequate size for all interfaces needing crew
contact or close proximity viewing; hand tools for manipulating, locating, preload
leveraging and fastening mechanical joints. Joint designs, attachment concepts,
electrical network interfaces, etc., should be based on demonstrated EVA simulations.
It can be noted that tetrahedral truss concepts work well for all of these
considerations.
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3.9,3.7 Damage Tolerance - The primary issue assessed in this study was with respect
to micrometeoroid and space debris object damage sources. A worst case probable
impact analysis was performed with the following assumptions.
e Component shielding of other components was not accounted for
• Average Profile Areas are based on random exposure direction and are the average of
minimum profile to maximum profile
• Use of 500 km altitude data
Due to the various uncertainties of the debris model its data suggests it rather than
the micrometeoroid environment will be the driving influence. Therefore, this
analysis was performed to reflect the probable importance of the impact damage issue
rather than to provide realistic values. As indicated in the analysis summary,
Figure 3.9-13, even the primary mirror support structure with its low effective
porosity at some view angles (a vulnerable area slightly less than the spacecraft)
may anticipate impact by particles up to 5 mm in diameter during the ten-year life of
LDR. It is vital then that damage modes and residual integrity of LDR specific
members be well understood in order to be able to predict the degree and manner of
impact survivability and the potential refurbishment requirements.
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3.10 CONTAMINATION CONTROL
3.10.1 Task
The purpose of this task was to evaluate contamination protection alternatives during
buildup, transportation to orbit, and during operation.
3.1o.z Api  oach
Contamination control was considered in all phases of the LDR buildup and end use; in
the design and selection of materials and coatings; in manufacture, assembly, and
testing by defining facility and hardware cleanliness requirements; and in subsequent
transportation, integration, prelaunch testing, deployment, and telescope operation.
A summary of contamination concerns and control methods for various transitional
phases from prelaunch to operation on orbit is shown in Table 3.10-i.
TABLE 3.10-I
CONTAMINATION CONCERNS AND CONTROLS
M/ssion Phase
Prelaunch
Boost/Delivery
As s embl y/Rev i sit
Boost to Operating
Orbit
Operations
Concern
Cleanliness Maintenance
During Handling, Installation
and Checkout
In-Bay/Out-Bay Deposition,
Outgas, Offgas, Vent,
RCS
Orbiter Effluents
Docking, Separation,
EVA
Transfer Phase Effluents
RCS Thrusters
Self-Contauntnation
Control Measures
• Protable Clean _M
• Protective Pkging
• Purging
• Protective Pkgin=
• Inhibited Orbiter
Vent and RCS OPS
• Docking Location
• Mirror/Detector
Covering Durzng
Assembly
• Fences
• Duty Cycle Control
• Selected Material
• Detector Parge
• Periodic Deteztor
Warmup
3.10.3 Discussion
The requirements for control of primary mirror contamination can best be stated in
terms of performance. When chopping a source, it is important to obtain a uniform
background signal. The presence of particulate contamination on the primary mirror
will produce scattered radiation, contributing to a reduction in ability to remove
background radiation.
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If molecular monolayers are deposited on the primary mirror, these may produce
unwanted spectral absorption lines which will produce unknown effects on the
radiometric performance of the instrument. In addition to these effects, the overall
throughput of the instrument will be reduced because of reduced mirror reflectance.
The presence of contamination may also alter the thermal performance of the optics by
changing the emissivity and absorptance.
In the later stages of program development (usually in Phase B or C), a contamination
control plan must be developed which will establish standards and requirements. The
plan must specify contamination control in the design by selection of materials and
coatings; in manufacture, assembly, and testing by defining facility and hardware
cleanliness requirements and testing procedures; and in subsequent transportation,
integration, prelaunch testing, deployment, and operation.
Material implications are given by the example of selecting a material for the
secondary mirror support structure. A stiff, lightweight, thermally insensitive
structure is required. The state-of-the-art mature metering structure material is
graphite-epoxy. Data has shown that untreated laminates using epoxy cause optically
significant changes: I) change in primary mirror to secondary mirror spacing results
in a wave front error, 2) water vapor deposits on the coolest surfaces--mirrors and
detector--severely degrading performance. Some attempts have been made to
encapsulate the material in a moisture barrier to minimize the dimensional
instability and outgassing; however, more work needs to be done.
Particle size distribution curves can be used to establish the "degree of
cleanliness" required in each step of LDR buildup. During the early stages of mirror
segment fabrication, a Class 100,000 environment is probably adequate.
However, once the mirror surface is coated, cleanliness becomes a major factor--Class
300 levels are typically required. In the later stages of LDR buildup, it will be
difficult to maintain these types of levels on the large primary mirror.
A summary of the particulate contamination concerns and control approaches for the
LDR primary mirrors during buildup and on-ground transportation is shown in Figure
3.10-I. Contamination control in these stages is implemented by the use of "clean"
rooms and packaging.
Major phases of later concern are the in-Orbiter prelaunch, boost, and on-orbit
deployment environment. Also of concern is the revisit maintenance phase in the
presence of the Orbiter or Space Station/Space Platform facility.
A major concern in the boost, deployment, operation, and revisit/maintenance phases
is contamination due to propulsion effluents. Basic propulsion capabilities are well
developed and divided into monopropellant and bipropellant systems. Spacecraft
contamination is a concern with both types. Payloads launched with the STS must
endure a contaminating environment which require contamination protection. Sensitive
surfaces which can be protected from the Shuttle environment should be able to use
the same protection for infrequent integral propulsion burns. If spacecraft
propulsion is required frequently, a contamination-free system will require
development; i.e., hydrogen-oxygen bipropellant or resister jets.
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Shown in Figure 3.10-2 are two particulate contamination control concepts which could
be used during in-orbit assembly and Shuttle revisit. In the first concept a
moveable panel can be reinserted at appropriate times to protect only the mirror. In
the second concept the shroud folds to protect the entire "front end" of the
observatory (primary mirror, secondary mirror and secondary mirror support
structure).
The range of control options, therefore, go from total LDR containment on one extreme
to specific patches, port covers, and local "baggies" on the other extreme. One
might expect LDR control to optimize in hybrid form; for instance, total containment
of the stacked mirror elements; removable/retractable, or blowoff port covers for the
scientific instruments and spacecraft and little or no control for various structural
packages. One potential control aid for the mirror surfaces is a strippable film.
Depending on the environments and surface sensitivities, such a film may be
beneficial not only for the transport mode but also for the environment of the
deployment/construction area. This would be expecially likely if the assembly
platform is the Orbiter. It may, however, prove to be very difficult to handle and
dispose of a strippable film in orbit.
Revisiting LDR by the Shuttle for refurbishment and maintenance is of major concern.
The collapsible sunshield concept is an attractive option, which could be closed
between telescope operations and during Orbiter rendezvous.
If LDR is assembled on the Space Station some type of LDR protection will be required
against the environment around the Space Station. This could be due to reaction
control system effluents from Shuttles, Space Station atmosphere leakage and a
variety of other contaminants from the Space Station and payloads. Also, independent
of the contamination issue, the incidence of sunlight on the LDR mirrors and
structures during construction may counter the high accuracy optical figure and
position measurements envisioned. Therefore, there may be a requirement for some
sort of environmental shielding, either fully or fractionally enclosing the LDR.
Such a "lightweight" covered structure is shown in Figure 3.10-3. In view of the
expense involved in such a unique accessory, a study of the needs of other
environmentally sensitive payloads or payload servicing functions should be analyzed
before a design is selected. In the traditional buildup of a Cassegrain telescope,
the secondary mirror is attached to the primary mirror and then the shroud is
installed. An interesting LDR unique variation could be to install the thermal
shroud first and build up the telescope. This would allow the thermal shroud to be
the construction "hanger".
3.10.4 C6h61uSi6fi
The cleanliness requirements for particulate contamination are set by the specularity
requirement in the light bucket mode. Contamination control during on-ground buildup
should be maintained by using "clean" rooms and packaging. During in-orbit assembly
the primary mirror and secondary mirror should be protected by a "strippable"
coating. Some type of collapsible shroud might be needed during Shuttle revisiting
for refurbishment and maintenance. Some type of clean room environment might also be
needed for Space Station assembly.
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3.11 ORBITALPARAMETERS(FSC)
3.11.1 Task
The objective of this task was to determine the orbital parameters for LDR in
order to permit the trade-off of various orbital parameters against conceptual
designs. Various orbit altitudes and inclinations were analyzed to establish
the orbit environment for LDR.
3.11.2 Approach
The work performed within this task required the utilization of orbital models,
atmospheric models, and development of models which factor in the sky
availability due to earth and sun avoidance requirements.
The factors considered in the analysis were:
a) Spacecraft lifetime as function of: altitude, drag characteristics, solar
activity, solar cycle.
b) Delta-velocity evaluation; fuel requirements
c) Rendezvous delta-velocity evaluation; phase and nodal error corrections
for Space Station servicing.
d) Solar and earth avoidance angles leading to spacecraft slew requirements.
3.11.3 Orbit Decay and Propulsion Requirements
3.11.3.1 Discussion - The orbit parameter evaluations were based initially on
the spacecraft parameters shown in Figure 3.11-1. The case of 550 square meters
effective drag area represents a case which requires cryo-refrigerator power,
resulting in an increase in deployed solar-array area.
In this series of analyses, lifetime evaluations were based on a +2 sigma sun
and do not reflect exact launch dates since the majority of the lifetime values
are large multiples of the nominal 11-year solar cycle.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figures 3.11-2 through 3.11-7.
Total delta-v required for round trip of LDR from a 300 km start altitude to a
variable fixed cruise altitude and thence to a 480 km rendezvous altitude is
presented in Figure 3.11-8. No drag makeup at cruise is assumed. This
translates to the propellant mass parameters shown in Figure 3.11-9, based on
specific impulse of 300 sec, typical of a bi-propellant system.
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This analysis assumes that a complete cycle is accomplished in a time period
short compared to the decay time of the LDR, as shown in Figures 3.11-2 through
3.11-7.
3.11.3.2 Conclusions
In order to avoid a need for drag makeup during a nominal three-year mission
cycle, operational altitude should be greater than 600 km. However, in order to
avoid excessive propel)ant requirements, operational altitude shou)d be less
than 800 to 1000 km.
An alternative mode of operations could be a boost-decay mode, as discussed
below.
3.11.4 Boost-Decay Operation
3.11.4.1 Discussion
In order to limit fuel consumption of LDR, a "boost-decay" operating mode may be
postulated. This is based on a prediction of solar activity for the next
operating period, e.g., three years. The spacecraft is boosted to that altitude
at which, according to the prediction, atmospheric drag would bring it back to
the standard Shuttle service altitude (assumed to be 482 km) at the end of the
period.
Figure 3.11-10 shows the currently predicted solar activity variation for the
period 1987 through 2010. Figure 3.11-11 illustrates a boost-decay operation
mode through three 3-year cycles, based on concept No. 1 with LDR length = 30
meters and mass = 42,000 kg.
A similar analysis is shown in Figure 3.11-12 for an unfilled aperture LDR
concept (No. 3), with the parameters as shown.
3.11.4.2 Conclusions
From the viewpoint of orbit decay parameters, the boost-decay mode of operation
results in a very modest propulsion requirement, if Shuttle servicing is
postulated. Since solar activity, and hence the rate of orbit decay, cannot be
predicted with certainty, a certain amount of flexibility w_]l be required of
mission operations: shutting down operations whenever the rendezvous altitude
is approached, and performing a_titude hold maneuvers while awaiting Shuttle
rendezvous. This mode may also lead to a requirement for dedicated service
flights since the observatory will have little ability to adjust its orbital
node or phase. For an observatory of LDR's size and importance, however, this
is likely to be the case in any event.
Since 482 km is also to be the nominal altitude of Space Station operation, a
similar cycle may be envisioned for servicing by the Space Station. This is
generally not feasible, however, as a result of the effect of differential nodal
regression experienced between a station at a relatively fixed altitude and a
co-orbiting platform at a varying altitude. The results of this constraint are
discussed below.
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3.11.5 Space Station Rendezvous Aspects
3.11.5.1 Discussion
LDR design concept No. 2 is based on Space Station servicing. A preliminary
orbital/rendezvous analysis for an LDR having a spherical primary mirror
configuration is based on the following assumptions:
1. Nominal 3 year mission cycles with the Space Station as service base
[Altitude = 482 km, Inclination = 28.45 degrees]
2. No propellant utilized during a 3 year mission cycle
3. Observatory Electrical Power = 10 kw
4. Observatory mass = 65,000 kg
5. Primary Reflector Diameter = 20 m
6. Operating Mode: inertial pointing
7. Propulsion System is refuelable
Outputs are parametric in nature. The detailed analysis, which is contained in
Appendix D.5, proceeds by a consideration of the following factors:
1. Drag area and ballistic coefficient
2. LDR orbital/rendezvous considerations
3. Orbital decay rates
4. Altitude/Nodal error sensitivity
5. Nodal errors due to solar activity excursions from nominal
+ 2- sigma value
6. Propellant requirements
7. Phase make-up
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3.11.5.2 Conclusions - From the analysis, the following conclusions can be
drawn :
I. Because of differential nodal regression, operating altitude will be a
strong determinant of possible service frequency. At 800 km operating
altitude, only one service period per annum is possible. Thus, some
provision for system survival for up to one year in the event of subsystem
failure should be considered. Even at I000 km altitude, service
opportunities will occur at only 9-to-lO month intervals.
2. For a nominal three-year mission interval, available altitudes become
quantized; e.g., 580, 684, 800 km, for l-to-3 rendezvous opportunities
respectively.
3. At 800 km, relative nodal regression is approximately I degree/day.
Thus, for an OMV-type of retrieval operation, a very brief window is
available to effect the round trip. For every day spent by an OMV at 800
km, approximately three days at 400 km will be required to correct for the
nodal shift introduced, before final rendezvous with the station at 480 km
may be effected.
4. To correct for a misprediction of solar activity, a slightly higher-than-
nominal altitude is recommended. Thus a nominal or higher-than-antici-
pated solar activity will result in a slightly earlier-than-anticipated
shutdown for service, while a less-active sun will not extend the mission
period excessively, thus avoiding the possible danger to the sensors which
could result form an extended period without cooling.
3.11.6 Observational Viewing Limits
3.11.6.1 Discussion - A limited analysis of viewing limits due to solar and earth
exclusion zones was performed. Figures 3.11-13, 14, 15 cover the near extremes
of solar latitude variation for an observatory at 28.5 degrees inclination and
for earth and sun avoidance angles of 45 and 60 degrees respectively.
3.11.6.2 Results - Maximum potential continual viewing of a single target is
seen to occur over 140 degrees of observatory orbital motion, or 38.3 minutes of
time. Total time between target observations, which is comprised of slew time
and settling time, should be minimized. Because LDR's line of sight is roughly
on the target during the settling time, some of the potential viewing time (38.3
minutes) must be lost if the exclusion limits are to be considered inviolate.
(Image motion compensation in LDR could reduce or eliminate this loss.)
This result is used to determine the slewing requirement for the observatory
(see Spacecraft Functions, Section 3.13.).
3.12 ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT (FSC)
3.12.1 Task
The objective of this task was to define the orbital environment of interest to
LDR; in particular, the South Atlantic anomaly was included.
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3.12.2 Approach
The work performed under this task established the radiation and micrometeoroid
environment, based on a literature survey for a range of orbits provided under
the Orbital Parameters task.
The tools used included existing radiation models and micrometeorite models.
The output of this task were the environmental models for LDR design criteria,
and an estimate of solar array degradation over 10 years at the various
altitudes and inclinations of interest.
3.12.3 Radiation Environment
3.12.3.1 Discussion - There are two belts of geomagnetically trapped radiation
around the Earth (the Van Allen Belts). The Earth's magnetic field constitutes
a trap for high energy electrons and protons - the geomagnetic field ensures
such an interaction. The directionality of the electrons and protons is related
to the orientation of the Earth's magnetic field. Because the orientation of a
spacecraft or a Space Station varies with respect to the Earth's magnetic field
during the course of a mission, particle fluxes are usually considered to be
isotropic. Because of different trapped particle flux and energy character-
istics there are, as previously noted, two radiation belts: an inner belt at
1.2 to 3.2 Earth radii, and an outer belt at 3 to 7 Earth radii, as shown in
Figure 3.12-I. High energy electrons and protons are contained in the inner
belt, whereas high energy electrons and lower energy protons are found in the
outer belt. The relatively high fluxes and energies associated with these
trapped particles make them the primary source of radiation damage for space-
craft or platforms operating in orbits all the way from 200 km to geosynchronous
orbit.
The Van Allen radiation belts are not entirely symmetrical, however. In the
South Atlantic anomaly, extending from O to 60 degrees west longitude and 20 to
50 degrees south latitude, the trapped proton intensity for energies more than
30 MeV is the equivalent at an altitude of 100 to 200 miles, to that at 800
miles altitude elsewhere. This is due to a perturbation of the Earth's geomag-
netic field. For flight paths of LEO space platforms of 30 degrees or greater
inclinations there will be approximately five traverses through this anomalous
area each day. Experience with orbital missions shows that a major portion of
the accumulative radiation has been attributable to passage through this
geomagnetic anomaly.
In South Atlantic anomaly region, the magnetic flux lines reach to a low point
at about 30 degrees latitude, which manifests itself as a dip in the inner
radiation belt. Figure 3.12-2 shows the altitude variation of field strength
(flux density) in the SAA. The consequence of this field anomaly is an
anomalously high flux of energy particles at low altitudes in the SAA region.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.12-3 which shows for an altitude of 240n mi that
proton fluxes are two orders of magnitude higher at the center of the anomaly
than, for example, a location only 20 degrees to the south at the same
longitude.
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3.12.3.2 Results
3.12.3.2.1 Radiation Dose
Charged particle radiation dosages, including the South Atlantic Anomaly, for a
spacecraft in various orbits for 15-year missions for 50 mil Aluminum (Al)
shielding and 200 mil AI shielding are given in Table 3.12-I.
TABLE 3.12-I
RADIATION - 15 YEAR DOSE (KRADS}
SHIELD THICKNESS
ORBIT 50 mil Al. I00 mil Al.
400 km @ 28.5 degrees
500 km @ 28.5 degrees
600 km @ 28.5 degrees
33.0 - 67.5 21.0 - 33.0
57.0 - 228.5 37.5 - 58.5
112.5 - 234.0 73.5 117.0
Note: Data for South Atlantic Anomaly for altitudes of 500 km and 600 km is not
available. However, as the tendancy is to increase in the magnitude of dose as
the altitude increases, an assumption is made that the dose at 500 km will be
two times and the dose at 600 km will be four times the dose at 400 km. The
ranges result from inherent uncertainties in the method of estimation utilized.
The method in arriving at this estimate is as follows: First a measure of the
radiation level that would exist at the outside surface of a spacecraft in this
orbit was estimated. Formally, this step should be accomplished by models which
utilize measured instantaneous proton and electron fluences _in particles/cm/
sec) at each position in an orbit. Secondly, these spectra are then utilized as
inputs to a second model which calculates the amount of this energy that would
be deposited in various thicknesses of the shield. The amount of the incident
charged particle energy over the mission lifetime that is not deposited in the
shield, i.e., that which penetrates, is then reported as the charged particle
radiation dose.
Historically, models for two shield geometries have been developed. One
computes the radiation penetrating to the center of a spherical shell of
thickness t. The second computes the radiation which penetrates a semi-infinite
slab (i.e., incident radiation only from one side) of the same thickness. The
slab geometry, obviously, predicts dosages several times lower than the
spherical shell geometry.
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This information is approximated, using attached Figures 2.5-6 and 2.5-7 from
Reference (I) (See end of this Section for reference). The ordinates are the
doses deposited in solar cell glass cover slides of 0.15 mm in rads/year. From
these curves one obtains radiation doses for one year for the above mentioned
orbits for electrons and protons. The relative dose at this depth in aluminum
to that penetrating thicker shields can be estimated _rom the data plotted from
Table I (attached) from Reference (2). For example, a shield thickness of 130
mil reduces approximately 97% of the dose transmitted to the 5.9 mil depth.
Figure 2.5-6 gives dose in fused silica glass. However, silicon and aluminum
are almost identical absorbers of fast charged particles, as they are adjacent
on the periodic table. (A reference for this is Solar Cell Radiation Handbook,
Third Edition, NASA/JPL, Nov. I, 1982, P. 3-3).
This method must be used with caution, however. Actual energy absorptions in
aluminum depend on the details of the incident fluence-energy spectrum, which in
turn are orbit specific. Data gathered from several sources (3), (4), (5) and
summarized in Table II indicate that aluminum slabs may absorb between 95 and
99% of incident energy at a 100 mil thickness and 97-99% of incident energy at
250 mil thickness.
Taking these variabilities into account and scaling up to a lO-year mission, the
radiation dose inside aluminum slabs of the thickness indicated would fall into
the ranges as given in Table 3.12-I.
These results are tied to the use of the slab geometry. This geometry is
utilized because the baseline data from Figure 2.5-6 of Reference (I), are for
cover slides effectively receiving radiation from only one side (2-pi
steradians) and because the slab geometry is probably closer to the actual
geometry of a practical spacecraft.
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TABLEII
ALUMINUM ABSORPTION OF ORBITAL CHARGED PARTICLES
ENERGIES FROM SELECTED REFERENCES
M3S
Uuspec-
l/Led
3 :rear
LEO Orbit
lqLss/on
_0
130-
2224
in,
circulsr
GPS
(190200
kn, 63 °
circ_a:)
ZNFO_',.G'ION
S0U]ICE
m_ (s)
_w (6)
AI SKIN
_-dzc_ss (_)
IO0
150
I00
150
100
130
F._qT2KATED PEI_CENTA_/[:
P.EDUCTIONS OF Z.qCZDENT
ILADZLTION
SPH]_ZCAL
Cl[O_rTl_T
g8.8Z
SLAB
G'J[:O_'T]LT
94.0Z
99.9Z 97.22
99.2Z 96.0
99.7:: 98.2
99.4 96.9
99.8 99.1
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References:
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Solar Array Design Handbook, Vol. I, Oct. 1976, P. 2.5-9.
NASA Environmental Engineering Standards for STS Payload, Part IV Charged
Particle Radiation, NASA, Oct. 14, 1981.
Data acquired from a curve of three year radiation doses in the M3S orbit
Isupplied by customer.
Environmental Specification, Design and Test Requirements for GRO
Component A, Assemblies and Models, GR0-82-235, Jan. 1982, P. 14.
From Fairchild Technical Note prepared from raw data supplied by Grumman
Aerospace Company, August 1982.
E. G. Stasslinopoulos, "World Maps of Constant B, L, and Flux Contours".
NASA-SP-3054, 1970.
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3.12.3.2.2 Solar Cell Degradation - Based on the radiation environment noted,
the predicted solar cell degradation is shown in Table 3.12-2 for the assumption
noted. The substantial penalty for operations at higher altitudes are noted.
This can be ameliorated by an increase in cover glass and backside shielding
thickness, at the penalty of increased system mass.
TABLE 3.12-2
SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION OVER 10 YEARS
(RADIATION ONLY)
ORBIT
600 km @ 28.5 degrees
800 km @ 28.5 degrees
1000 km @ 28.5 degrees
700 km @ 98 degrees
900 km @ 98 degrees
DEGRADATION FACTOR
0.84
0.755
0.665
0.80
0.735
Assumptions
Silicon solar cells
10 ohm-cm, 8 mils thick
back surface field (BSF)
dual anti-reflection (DAR)coating
back surface reflector (BSR)
backside shielding: 30 mils equivalent
6 mils, fused silica cover glass
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3.12.4 Micrometeoroid Environment and Collision Probability
3.12.4.1 Discussion As a result of the increasing numbers of orbiting
objects, the probability of in-orbit collision with LDR must be considered.
These questions are pertinent:
I. What is the probability of impact with a man-made orbiting body?
2. What is the probability of impact with meteroids?
3. What is the effect of such collisions?
Question 3 is not addressed here. However, a set of pertinent references is
included, for its potential value, in the references list. Questions I and 2
are discussed in the following two sections.
3.12.4.1.1 Collisions with Man-Made Objects - Although evaluation of in-orbit
collisions for specific satellites with the present known population is possible
using known characteristics of individuals in that population, changes in the
population make appropriate the estimation of future collisions by probability
methods.
Reference (I), (see end of this section) provides such a method by assuming a
uniform volumetric distribution of orbiting objects at any one altitude. The
probability of impact of any single satellite with those objects during any time
interval is determined by calculating the probability that any part of any
orbiting objects will lie within the volume swept out during that time interval
by the single satellite of interest.
The question equivalent to that statement is:
dl/dt=S*V*A (I)
Where
S is the spatial (volumetric) density of the orbiting population at the
altitude of the object of interest, V is the mean velocity of the object
of interest relative to the neighboring orbiting population, A is the
possible collision area.
The spatial density has increased rapidly since the initial orbiting of man-made
objects. Figures 3.12-4 and 3.12-5 are indicative of the change (primarily
maintenance of relative density) as a function of altitude. Estimates of future
densities are speculative at best. In the late 1960's, the rate of increase was
about 15% per year; in the 1970's the rate of increase was about 10% per year.
Equation (I) shows that the rates of importance in collision estimation are
collisional area rates.
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Radar measurements were used by Reference (I) to determine the 1976 distribution
of areas (greater than 0.001 square meter) shown in Figure 3.12-6. No dis-
tribution of areal distribution with altitude is indicated; we assume, as does
Reference (I), the distribution is independent of altitude and invariant with
time, even though the advent of the Space Shuttle will almost undoubtedly mean
the launching of relatively larger satellites in the future than in the past.
Here, we present predictions based upon geometric annual rates (5%, 10%, 15%) of
increase of total area as well as arithmetic increases or multiples (1X, 2X, 3X)
of Shuttle Bay cross-sectional area (15 ftx 60 ft). Twenty Shuttle launches
per year are postulated.
Based upon the observed persistance of the relative density with altitude, we
assume future persistance and use Figure 3.12-5 as the prototype relation.
Collisional areas may be estimated by assuming all bodies as spherical, thereby
obtaining collision when the distance between centers of the two bodies is less
than the sum of their radii.
Evaluation of mean relative velocity V was made by Reference (I) by averaging
the results obtained using a random sample of the 1976 population. V was
evaluated to be 7 Km/sec. Also obtained was the mean collisional velocity
which, at 10 Km/sec differs from, and is higher than, the mean relative velocity
because objects with higher velocities sweep out more volume per unit time and
are, therefore, more likely to collide with the resident population than a body
with the mean relative velocity.
Evaluation of expected total impacts as a function of future dates has been made
by integrating equation (1) and using the conditions of April 1976: total
objects (with significant areas) in orbit, 3866; total area in orbit, 5480
square meters. The altitude of the LDR will be in the range of 600 to 1000 km,
the region of maximum spatial density. For calculational purposes, 800 km
altitude was assumed, although the results would apply to any altitude in the
600-to-I000 km range.
With geometric and arithmetic rates of increse per year as parameters, Figure
3.12-7 indicates projected area in space and Figures 3.12-8a, b indicate impacts
expected by the LDR over time. Figure 3.12-8a assumes that the total spacecraft
area is dominated by the primary reflector area. Figure 3.12-8b assumes a solar
array of equivalent size, as could occur if spacecraft orbit average power is in
the range of 15 kilowatts.
It should be explicitly noted that extremely large areas are projected: IOE6
meters is equivalent to a square more than one-half mile on a side. Twenty
Shuttle flights a year, each delivering 900 square feet, increase the area by
more than 1600 square meters each year.
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The calculations yielding Figures 3.12-7 and 3.12-8, the area and impact curves, do
not take into account area increases due to impacts between any two bodies already
in space. Such impacts often result in bodies with smaller linear dimensions than
the parent bodies. Ground testing to date has primarily been concerned with the
hypervelocity impact of small bodies with large solids, either metals or rock. Im-
pact under these conditions can result in a large number of smaller bodies; resul-
tant areas have not been a concern in these experiments. Impacts between orbiting
bodies with large areas are more likely to be impacts between "thin" surfaces such
as solar arrays rather than between "solid" bodies with all dimensions large. If
the surface thickness is near the smallest linear dimension of the resultant
bodies, hardly any increase in area will occur. Even the break-up of a sphere into
N spheres results at most in increasing the area by a factor of the cube root of N
over the original area. But the total area permitting collision has increased with
N because the collisional area depends upon the dimensions of both impacting areas
and the total number of areas available for impact. As an example, consider the
collisional area for two spheres, one with radius Ro, the other with radius RI.
The collisional area isTT(Ro + RI )2. Let the sphere with radius Ro be broken into
N equal spheres, each with radius Ro/N 1/3.
The total collisional area of the intact and split sphere's parts is now
NTT(R 1 + Ro/NI/3) 2. RI is small compared to Ro, the new collisional area is
approximately 7T Ro2 NI/3 modest increase; if R1 is large compared to Ro,
the new collisional area is approximately N TF R1 2, a large increase. Thus,
although it can be expected that the areal increase of the impactable bodies will
not be large, nor will the total impacting bodies be involved in the collision,
there will be a large increase in the total collisional area due to the large in-
crease in the number of particles.
3.12.4.1.2 Collisions With Meteoroids - The meteoroid environment for LDR is noted
in Reference (6) and is repeated here in Table 3.12-3. For convenience, Reference
(6)'s penetration formulas for high velocity particles are reproduced in Figure
3.12-9.
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TABLE 3.12-3
METEROID ENVIRONMENT
Units Design Value
g/cm 0.59
km/sec 20.0
Particle Density
Particle Velocity
Notes:
I. Flux mass models: for 10E-6 < M < tOE 0
Log Nt = 14.37 - 1.213 Log N.- -
for IOE-12 < M < IOE-6
Log Nt = 14-/399---1.584 Log M - 0.63 (Log M)2
2. M = mass in grams
3. Nt = number of particles of mass M per meter squared per second
Meteoroid velocities range from about 10 Km/sec to about 70 Km/sec; Reference
(6) uses 20 Km/sec as its design value. With this velocity assumed, Figure
3.12-10 shows the comulative impacts on LDR per year over the range of meteorite
masses (hence kinetic energies).
3.12.4.1.3 Conclusions - With these considerations and uncertainties in mind it
may reasonalbly be concluded that for radar-observable particles, within
twenty-five years after a 1995 launch, there will be about a one-in-ten chance
of collision involving a 300 m2 LDR with a man-made orbiting object and a one in
seven chance for a 600 m2 LDR with a man-made orbiting object. Radical changes
in number of particles at the altitude of LDR due to collision of other in-orbit
bodies could increase these estimates sharply. Estimates of on-orbit areas as
illustrated in Figure 3.12-7 over much longer periods are so unreliable as to be
worthless.
Impacts with micrometeoroids of low mass will be frequent and essentially
continuous. However, there will be a high probability of one impact per year
with a particle of energy greater than 100 joules for an LDR of deployed area =
2
600 m .
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Three formulas were found for high velocity particle depth of penetration; one
from JPL based on the Brinell hardness of the material being penetrated and the
others from NASA based on the penetrated material percent elongation or the
meteroid mass. They are as follows:
JPL
t (cm): 2.48 x Pm I/2 Vm 2/3 Dm1.06
ptll 6 Htl/4
Dm : meteoroid diameter, cm
Pm : meteoroid density, g/cc
Pt = sheet density, g/cc
Ht = sheet BrinelI Hardness
V = relative velocity in Km/sec
NASA E
t (cm)
Et
= 0.65 (Pm/Pt) I/2 Vm7/8 Dm19/18/Et I/8
= sheet % elongation
NASA M
t (cm)
t (cm)
= K Mm0"351 Pm 1/6 Vm2/3 infinite solid
= K Mm0"352 Pm I/8 Vm0"875 thin ductile plate
Al
0.42
0.57
Sst
0.25
0.38
Mm = Meteoroid mass, grams
PENETRATION FORMULAS
Figure 3.12-9
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3.13 SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS (FSC)
3.13.1 Task
The objective of this task was to first define the current envelope of
spacecraft performance that is available for LDR; then to assess which elements
can be reasonably expected to be improved or could be improved at a reasonable
cost in order to enable LDR system options.
3.13.2 Approach
Based on inputs in terms of overall optical system design, size, and power
requirements, the basic requirements on spacecraft subsystems were derived.
Straightforward analytical tools of Newtonian mechanics were applied for the
derivation of attitude control and propulsion requirements.
Spacecraft power requirements were estimated from the derived attitude control
requirements, from the input payload power requirements, and from the estimated
return-link data transmission requirement. Other subsystem power requirements
were estimated from experience with similar systems.
Spacecraft data system requirements were assumed to be satisfied by the NASA
standard telemetry command and communications (STACC) components, as embodied in
the NASA standard Communication and Data Handling (C&DH) module, with power
added to accommodate a maximum data return link rate of 3 Mbps.
3.13.3 Attitude Control; Momentum Storage and Torquing
3.13.3.1 Discussion Angular momentum storage magnitude requirements are set
by the requirements to store the integrated torques of the external environment
and/or the slew torques. Torque capability must be adequate to counter external
torques and, for slew, be large enough to utilize the requisite angular momentum
in times short compared to the total slew times.
For the purpose of establishing the basic order of magnitude of the
requirements, the following input information for observatory moments of inertia
was used:
I = 6 x 10 (5) kg-m (2) = (4.43 x 10 (5) slug ft. (2))
boresight axis
I = 8 x 10 (5) kg-m (2) = (5.90 x 10 (5) slug-ft. (2))
lateral axes
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3.13.3.1.1 Inertial Hold; Storage and Torque Requirements - At the operational
altitudes of interest (700 km and higher) aerodynamic torques are small and
gravity gradient torques dominate over all other environmental torques. For
inertially fixed orientation spacecraft the maximum gravity gradient torques
(Tmax), maximum cyclic accumulated angular momentum (Hmaxcyc) and angular
momentum accumulation (Hmaxacc) over a single orbit are:
TMax
Hmaxcyc
Hmaxacc
: 3/2 Wo (_Imax Wo)
: 3/4 (AImax Wo)
: (3/2)?T (_I max Wo)
where Wo
_._max
: orbital rate
: maximum principal axis moment of inertia
(M01) difference
Therefore, for the assumed moments of inertia, at 700 km where Wo = 1.06 x 10
(-2) rad/sec:
Tmax
Hmaxcyc
Hmaxacc
= 0.25 ft-lb
= 117 ft-lb-sec
= 734 ft-lb-sec
The accumulating angular momentum must be unloaded -- propellant expulsion and
magnetic torquing against the earth's field are the usual techniques. Assuming
only the latter is acceptable, storage for approximately half an orbit's
accumulation may be accomplished by torquer bars with per axis dipole magnitudes
of 85,000 Am (2). Torquer bars of this magnitude may be readily implemented.
3.13.3.1.2 Slew Requirements - Observatory slew is required between target
viewings to acquire new targets and to avoid regions of exclusion for heating or
brightness reasons. Figures 3.13-I,-2,-3, indicate potential boundaries of sun
and earth exclusion regions. Maximum potential continuous viewing of a single
target is shown as occurring over 140 degrees of Observatory orbital motion or
38.3 minutes of time. Total time between target observations, which is
comprised of slew time and settling time, should be minimized. Because LDR's
line of sight is roughly on the target during the settling _ime, some of the
potential viewing time (38.3 minutes) must be lost if the exclusion limits are
to be considered inviolate. (Image motion compensation in LDR will reduce or
eliminate this loss).
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Figure 3.13-4 shows the relation between slew torque and time, with control
angular momentum as parameter. The slew is achieved by maximum torque for
acceleration. If maximum rate is reached, drift at maximum speed follows.
Then, deceleration at maximum torque follows until the rate is nulled. The
reductions in slew times achievable by raising the torque level above 100 ft-lb
are small, so that 100 ft-lb appears to be a reasonable maximum torque
requirement. Angular momentum availability should be as large as possible,
possibly in the range of 5000 to 6000 ft-lb-sec.
3.13.3.2 Results
3.13.3.2.1 Requirements - The results for 180-degree slews are illustrated in
Figure 3.12-5. Total requirements are summarized below:
MODE
Slew
Gravity
Gradient
Total
ANGULAR MOMENTUM (ft-lb-sec 1
3000 - 6000
370
TORQUE (ft-l b)
100
0.25
3370 -6370 100"
* Resolution on torque depends upon the control scheme; a control capability
of levels below 0.01 ft-lb would be desirable.
3.13.3.2.2 Alternative Angular Momentum Configurations - Two generic
configurations may be considered: those using double-gimballed control moment
gyros (DCMG) and those using single-gimballed control moment gyros (SCMG).
DCMG Configurations
Figure 3.13-6 depicts the three DCMG configuration used on Skylab. All units
are alike: two DCMGs are adequate for the torquing function and the third is a
redundant unit. Using two DCMGs over 3000 ft-lb-sec of angular momentum,
capability is available for slew about all axes. LDR requirements are primarily
about axes normal to the boresight so that increased capability can be obtained
by some rearrangement of the DCMGs. Characteristics of the Skylab DCMG are
given in Table 3.13-I.
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TABLE 3.13-I
CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE CONTROL MOMENT GYROS
(SOURCE: BENDIX CORPORATION)
MODEL
BENDIX DOUBLE
GIMBAL MA.20(X)
B_NDIX DOUBLE
GIMBAL MA-2300
FOR SKYLAB
BENDIX SINGLE
GIMBAL MA.50_ AC
BENDIx SINGLE
GIMBAL MA.5.100.I
WEIGHT
(KG)
66
17
ROTOR
SPEED
(mPM)
9,000
7.850
8,_
ANGULAR
MOMENTUM
(KG M2_)
340-_00O
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT
TORQUE
M)
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165
680
140
GIMB&L
FREEDOM
(OEO)
UNLIMITED
,t!: 80
_" 175
: 170
UNLIMITED
MAXIMUM
GIMBAL
RATE
(DEGtSEC)
S
30
57.3
1146
i
APPROX-
IMATE
SIZE
1.1M DIA.
SPHERE
1.0 M DIA.
SPHERE
'CYLINDER
0,51 M DIAM X
0.81 M LONG
CYLINDER
0,25 M DIAM x
0.25 M LONG
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SCMG. Configuration
Figure 3.13-7 depicts a four SCMG configuration, all units alike, which may be
used by LDR. The control law for this approach is simple but there is no
redundancy unless three SCMGs are adequate for slew (3000 ft-lb-sec), i.e., each
SCMG with about 1200 ft-lb-sec.
Redundancy, with smaller SCMG size, can be obtained by using arrangements with
six SCMGs similar to that of Figure 3.13-7. One arrangement would place one
additional SCMG's gimbal axis along the Z axis and one additional SCMG's gimbal
axis along the X axis and one additional SCMG's gimbal axis along the Y axis.
An alternate arrangement has gimbal axes of all six SCMGs with orientations
normal to the non-base sides of a six-similar-sided pyramid with hexagonal base.
750 ft-lb-sec SCMGs would probably be adequate with either of these six unit
configurations.
3.13.4 Spacecraft Power
3.13.4.1 Discussion - Overall spacecraft power requirements were estimated
based on the early estimate of payload power requirements summarized in Table
3.13-2.
TABLE 3.13-2
PAYLOAD POWER REQUIREMENTS
Cryo System 1500W
Thermal 250W
Mechanisms IOOW
Control IOOW
Instrumentation 50W
Scientific Inst. 300W
Deployment Mechs. 500W
(In't Load)
Total
Based on this requirement, a Leasecraft platform with three power modules
(NASA-Standard Module Power Subsystems) was postulated.
The two conditions of interest are: slewing periods, and periods of data
acquisition. For the latter, continuous operation of the 20-watt RF amplifier
was assumed. This provides adequate link margin for a 3 Mbps transmission rate
through TDRSS, assuming a 4-foot diameter antenna on the spacecraft.
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XCONFIGURATION OF SINGLE GIMBAL CMGs
Figure 3.13-7
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In order to estimate the slew power requirement for the two gimbal/CMG
configurations discussed above, the following conditions apply:
I. Double-Gimbal CMG (Based on Bendix unit MA 23001
Quiescent power = 80 w/unit
Incremental power when both gimbals deliver 122 ft-lb = 170w
LDR requirement = 200/3 ft-lb (torquing)
+ 40 ft-lb (for bucking WxH)
= 110 ft-lb (max s/c rate = 0.52 rad/sec)
Estimated gimbal power = 110/122 x 170 = 153 w
Total power/CMG when slew torquing = 80 + 153 = 223 w
Total set power when slew torquing = 3(223) = 669 W
Estimated control power/CMG = 20 w
Total set power during normal operations = 3(80 + 20) = 300 w
2. Sin_le-Gimbal CMG
IBased on Sperry Unit M1300)
Quiescent power = 50 w/unit
Power at max torque (2200 ft-lb) = 700 w
Peak gimbal rate (estimated) = I/4 rad/sec
Resultant peak torque = I/4 x 1300 = 325 ft-lb
Estimated power/unit = 325/2200 x 700 = 103 w
Total set power when slewing = 6 x 103 = 618w
Total set power during normal operations = 6 x 50 = 300w
(Power increment above quiescent for normal operations : 0.)
Thus, the power estimates for the two approaches are quite close, since the
Bendix units are the relatively inefficient AC-driven Skylab units. The
Sperry units are DC-driven and are of more recent vintage.
3.13.4.2 Results - The overall results are summarized in Table 3.13-3.
Additional payload power may be produced in increments of roughly 1600 watts by
adding power modules and 400 square-foot solar array sections.
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3.13.5 Spacecraft Configuration
Figure 3.13-8 depicts a spacecraft configuration which is consistent with the
power and data requirements estimated in the previous section. It carries the
following complement of NASA-standard modules:
1- Communications and Data Handling (C&DH)
2 - Modular Power Subsystem (MPS)
3 - Modular Attitude Control Subsystem (MACS)
The last-mentioned is intended to represent the equivalent mass and power of the
CMG complement required for LDR.
The mass properties of this configuration are shown in Table 3.13-4.
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TABLE3.13-4
MASSPROPERTIES
MassProperties Program 10-19-84 Full Fuel, 1200 S/A Stow,No P/L
SUMMARYOFMASSPROPERTIES
Weight 16039.90 LBS. 7275.58 KG.
CGX 61.48 IN. 156.16 CM.
CGY 1.53 IN. 3.89 CM.
CGZ -27.79 IN. -70.59 CM.
KXX 54.63 IN. 138.77 CM.
KYY 66.70 IN. 169.41CM.
KZZ 68.06 IN. 172.88 CM.
IXX
IYY
IZZ
PXY
PXZ
PYZ
**'111
10333.58 SLUG-FT2
15401.02 SLUG-FT2
16037.75 SLUG-FT2
-370.84 SLUG-FT2
-114.39 SLUG-FT2
178.90 SLUG-FT2
14010.45 KG-M2
20880.97 KG-M2
21744.27 KG-M2
-502.79 KG-M2
-155.09 KG-M2
242.55 KG-M2
1428.67 K-M-S2
2129.27 K-M-S2
2217.30 K-M-S2
-51.27 K-M-S2
-15.82 K-M-S2
24.73 K-M-S2
PRINCIPALINERTIASANDAXES(STRUCTURALCOORD.SYSTEM)
10304.80 SLUG-FT2 13971.44 KG-M2 1424.69 K-M-S2
ALONG UNIT VECTOR (0.99725, 0.07195, 0.01765)
WHICH MAKES 4.24842 DEGREES WITH X-AXIS
85.87411 DEGREES WITH Y-AXIS
88.98849 DEGREES WITH Z-AXIS
**'122
**'133
15375.52 SLUG-FT2 20846.40 KG-M2 2125.74 K-M-S2
ALONG NIT VECTOR (-0.06451, 0.96052, -0.27062)
16092.03 SLUG-FT2
WHICH MAKES
21817.85 KG-M2
93.69860 DEGREES WITH X-AXIS
16.15291 DEGREES WITH Y-AXIS
105.70114 DEGREES WITH Z-AXIS
2224.80 K-M-S2
ALONG UNIT VECTOR (-0.03643, 0.26874, 0.96252)
WHICH MAKES 92.08758 DEGREES WITH X-AXIS
74.41087 DEGREES WITH Y-AXIS
15.73538 DEGREES WITH Z-AXIS
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4.0 SELECTED SYSTEM CONCEPTS
The concept selection methodology, selection criteria, concept descriptions, cost
implications, and analysis tools are presented.
4.1 CONCEPT SYNTHESIS APPROACH
Generation of the two or more system concepts (required by the study) was an
interactive process.
There were at least five broad "trade spaces" that lent themselves to developing
"trade trees" and thus establishing system concepts. These are shown schematically
in Figure 4.1-1. These top-level "trade spaces" are:
I. Science Instruments Requirements
2. Observatory Configuration/Design Concepts
3. Transportation to Orbit and Deployment/Assembly Modes
4. Mission/Operations Concepts
5. Replenishment/Refurbishment Concepts
Since science issues are being examined outside of this study, "Trade Space" I was
limited to addressing a number of basic considerations (number of SI's, their weight,
space, power, refrigeration needs, etc.) and picking a scientific package compatible
with each scenario.
Also, since this is not a Phase A study, the candidate system concepts were not
optimized. The purpose of specifying the system concepts was to help guide the
technology development plans to be delivered at the end of the study.
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Candidate system concepts were proposed at the start of the study and capsule
descriptions documented in the System Numerical Summary study guide. Figure 4.1-2
presents four such preliminary system concepts. These were selected on the basis of
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emphasizing a range of differences in science return, technology impact,
transportation-to-orbit impact, and life cycle cost.
_I:pIOATE SY_TBq COIWCEPTS
I. SINGLE LAUNCH CANDIDATE
This approach features a 4m by 20m slot optics] configuration (rectangular section of on-axis Cassegrain)
and assumes use of both The ACC and Shuttle payload bay of one launch to deploy the LDR observatory
(telescope, Sl's, Spacecraft, thermal shield, etc.). A major goal is minimum astronaut involvement to
assemble the primary mirror. Observational limitations may be impacted by aperture size, number of
scientific instruments, rotation of system to obtain high resolution in orthogon&l directions, long pri,ury
mirror reaction structure stiffness, and others.
2. DUAL SHUTTLE LAUNCH, ASTRONAUT ASSEMBLY CANDIDATE
In this concept, a 20m on-axis Cassegrain telescope is carried aloft in one Shuttle leunch and remaining
subsystem elements in a second Shuttle. The segmented primary mirror, made of high quelity glass is
assembled in low earth orbit. The observatory is boosted to operational altitude by a dedicated S/C.
The S/l complement is maximized and allows for changeout on future visits. A heavy-duty, long duration
cryogenic support unit is included. This concept is selected to satisfy all the study baseline requirements
and emphasizes modularity aspects to ease EVA time for essembly/deploylment and checkout.
3. EVOLUTIONARY, GROWTH CANDIDATE
In this concept, a complete telescope featuring a reduced-sized central core primary mirror of high quality
is carried to orbit in a single Shuttle/ACC launch. The deployed system is designed to be gainfully used
for scientific observation (but at reduced spatial resolution) for an interim period. The diameter can
later be increased by adding addltiona] rlng(s) of panels, in-orbit by astronaut, or by returning it to
Earth. A so-called "radially-degraded" design is a possibility. The mirror panels could be replaced by
higher surface quality panels. As better detectors evolve or scientific interests change, they can be
accomDodated by the evolutionary design,
4. SPACE STATION CANDIDATE
An LDR compatible with manned Space Station assemb]y requirements is the driving consideration in this
system concept. Am aperture greater than 20 meters diameter can be considered as baseline (or a planned
perfo_ance improvement) since on-orbit asseabl)' time becomes much less constrained than with Shuttle-based
astronaut assemb]y. Thus, this concept features increased spatial resolution opportunity, provision for
ease of servicing at operating orbit from the Space Statlon, and excellent instrument change out/modulates>
aspects.
EARLY SYSTEM CONCEPT CANDIDATES
Figure 4.1-2
As the analysis phase evolved, the slot optical configuration was found to have
serious deficiencies with respect to science return, operational limitations, and
pointing control impact; therefore, it was dropped. The dual Shuttle launch was
found to be too optimistic for 20-meter aperture and evolved into a multiple Shuttle
assembled concept (Concept 1 of the final three selected).
The evolutionary, growth candidate was eliminated based on cost benefit considera-
tions. Design compatibility requirements imposed on the initial sub-scale primary
mirror (in order to accommodate an eventual 20-meter aperture) were expensive when
compared to starting with a 20-meter design at the outset. On-orbit conversion to
larger aperture is particularly complicated by thermal control (sun shield) needs and
efforts to upgrade the spacecraft pointing and control. On-orbit reassembly, deemed
potentially possible with a manned Space Station, would, nevertheless, require a
great deal of planning and be relatively expensive. Return-to-earth for upgrading
and reassembly also appears to be cost inefficient.
The early Space Station candidate evolved into the final selected Concept 2, with
20-meter aperture based on cost to satisfy, but not exceed, the baseline aperture
size requirement.
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Results of the 13 system analysis tasks were reviewed and several additional concepts
considered.
Three system concepts were then synthesized (based on the criteria discussed in
Paragraph 4.2 following) and presented to the NASA review team at Technical Progress
Review No. 2 in August 1984. Two of these were extensively modified, based on review
inputs. The three final, selected concepts are:
Concept 1 - Multiple Shuttle Assembled 20-Meter Cassegrain
Concept 2 - Space Station Assembled 20-Meter Cassegrain
Concept 3 - Single Shuttle/ACC Assembled 13-Meter Cassegrain.
These are detailed in Paragraphs 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 respectively.
4.2 SELECTION CRITERIA
Selection factors included considerations of cost, complexity, system performance,
and relative risk associated with the required technology development.
The selection of three concepts was driven by the objective of developing
representative (but unoptimized) LDR systems that would enable the various candidate
subsystem technologies to be given visibility. Using this approach, it was thought
that the technology development plan, the final output of the study, would have broad
end-use potential.
Consequently, three system concepts were selected for presentation at the Technical
ProgressReview No. 2. These somewhat were arbitrarily configured with respect to
subsystem elements. The three were:
Concept I - Multiple Shuttle Assembled 20-Meter Cassegrain
Concept 2 - Space Station Assembled 20-Meter Optical System Having a Spherical
Primary
Concept 3 - Single Shuttle/ACC Assembled 20-Meter Diameter Ring Mirror
Configuration
The second concept, featuring a spherical primary mirror and comprising four-mirror
elements, was deleted because of its very large diameter secondary and highly
aspheric surfaces on the tertiary and quaternary mirrors. The same Cassegrain
optical design of Concept I was adopted for the final Concept 2. The unfilled,
20-meter aperture ring mirror concept was eliminated. This concept had only the
light-gathering capability of a 10-meter filled aperture, and exhibited high side
lobes. It was coupled to a single Shuttle/ACC transportation-to-orbit mode. At the
request of the review team, this concept was deleted, and an alternate approach
taken: a configuration having the largest filled aperture Cassegrain that could be
fitted into a single Shuttle/ACC was developed for Concept 3. This gave rise to the
13-meter aperture concept described in Section 4.5.
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4.3 CONCEPT I: MULTIPLE SHUTTLE ASSEMBLY
4.3.1 Configuration
Concept 1 incorporates an assembly concept utilizing the Shuttle orbiter only (Figure
4.3-I). The goal is to get the LDR up in three Shuttle loads. However, as many as
three additional Shuttles for astronaut assembly may be required. In this concept,
EVA time must be minimized. This could be accomplished by: (i) maximizing and
testing on the ground, (2) complete LDR observatory checkout on the ground, (3)
transporting to orbit finished assemblies where possible, (4) utilizing RMS device(s)
with EVA assist and (5) utilizing "simple" latching mechanisms. The LDR observatory
concept (Figure 4.3-2) is a "true" Cassegrain telescope with trapezoidal primary
mirror segments. Chopping would be performed with the secondary mirror.
4.3.2 S_stem And Subsystem Designs
Shown in Figure 4.3-3 are the features of the primary mirror assembly. The elements
of the primary mirror assembly are the mirror, control sensing mechanisms and the re-
action structure. The primary mirror is glass. The coefficient of thermal expansion
has been set at zero for operation at 200°K. Preliminary analysis indicates that
fused silica doped with 3% titanium dioxide will have this feature as well as ex-
cellent homogeniety. This should enable a passive segmented mirror concept to be
implemented. The mirror substrate is assumed to be frit bonded. The aspect ratio
(segment diameter/thickness) was set at 20 to I. This reduces the weight at the
expense of the inherent structural rigidity. The basic assumption is that larger
deflections can be tolerated at far infrared and submillimeter operational wave-
lengths.
The mirror is made up of three annuli of trapezoidal segments about a central core
mirror. The central core mirror is necessary for alignment reference purposes.
Three annuli were selected to optimize the segment area. This approach is preferred
from processing and handling/transportation standpoints. Since there is a radial
symmetry with a trapezoidal shape, the number of processing tools is minimized.
CONCEPT I: MULTIPLE SHUTTLE ASSEMBLY
Figure 4.3-I
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Figure 4,3-2
There are also more structural options. To implement the passive segmented mirror
concept three linear actuated bipods are mounted on the back of each segment.
This controls the three degrees of unconstrained motion (2 orthogonal tilts, and I
translational piston).
The secondary mirror assembly is shown in Figure 4.3-4. The secondary mirror is
glass. The CTE of fused silica (undoped) is approximately zero at the operational
temperature of 125°K. Due to the large magnification the tightest tolerance is the
allowable spacing change between the primary mirror and the secondary mirror. To
minimize obstruction (image quality and background noise concerns) the secondary
mirror is metered with six struts in three triangular pairs. The secondary mirror
has six linear actuators for wave front error control. With a "true" metering
structure philosophy this control system would be used infrequently between
observations. A linear actuator would be used for chopping at 2 hertz. This device
is used for background noise subtraction during observations. Two secondary mirror
chopping concepts were evaluated (vertex and neutral point). In this system concept
neutral point chopping was chosen to allow a greater chopping t_row without
compromising wave front error. The thermal shroud concept is a step sunshield in
which geometry and surface finishes are used to control the primary mirror
uniformity.
Since more than one Shuttle launch is needed the spacecraft will provide the space
platform capability throughout the LDR observatory assembly period.
4.3.3 Orbital Parameters
LDR will be assembled in orbit using Shuttle launches from KSC. For assembly an
inclination of 28.5 ° and an altitude of 300 km has been assumed. The LDR spacecraft
would insert LDR into its operational orbit with an inclination of 28.5 ° and an
altitude greater than 600 km. Natural orbit decay to a lower orbit would then occur.
Enough propulsion would be provided for a Shuttle revisit in three years.
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4.3.4 Assembly Methods And Sequence
The goal is to get the LDR up in three Shuttle loads. Shown in Figure 4.3-5 to 4.3-7
is the sequence for each of the three Shuttle launches. The assembly sequence is
summarized in Figure 4.3-8. As can be seen there is a lot to do in each Shuttle
launch. Due to the time limitations in orbit (approximately I week), as many as
three additional Shuttles for astronaut assembly may be required.
4.3.5 Launch Vehicle Integration
Payload weight and packing density will be prime configuration drivers for LDR. The
Orbiter bay is assumed capable of carrying a cylindrical payload with a maximum
diameter of 4.6 meters (Figure 4.3-9). The length of the cylinder is 18.3 meters.
This implies an allowable Orbiter bay volume of 304 cubic meters.
Distributed payloads3u p to 29,484_kg (65,000 pounds), without CG limits, have a
density of 96.9 kg/m (6.6 Ibs/fto). However, strict adherence of cargo CG limits
for a given orbit and inclination wilIRvary payloa_ dimensional characteristics and
the density from approximately 3 Ib/ft _ to 8 Ib/ft _. NASA believes it can achieve
the 65,000-pound payload capability for the Space Shuttle from Kennedy Space Center
by early 1986 when lightweight tank, lighter and improved solid rocket booster, and
109 percent engine power will be available. Polar orbiting payload capabilities from
Vandenberg AFB, California, are calculated at 22,000 pounds in the Orbiter Columbia
and 28,000 pounds in Challenger and Discovery (AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY,
May 23,1983). A polar orbit was excluded for LDR due to this weight limitation.
In addition to "prime" LDR hardware stowed in the Orbiter bay, space must be
allocated for support equipment. For example, shown in Figure 4.3-10 is the Orbiter
berthing module, which would be stowed close to the aft flight deck.
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FIRST SHUTTLE LOAD
], DEPLOY CORE MODULE WITH RMS
2 -_g DEPLOY MIRROR SEGMENT ASSEMBLY WITH RMS AND LATCH (EVA ASSIST) TO
ADAPTER ON CORE MODULE
SECOND SHUTTLE LOAD
1 -_40 DEPLOY MIRROR SEGMENT ASSEMBLY WITH RMS AND LATCH (EVA ASSIST) TO
INNER ANNULUS
41 DEPLOY AND INSTALL REACTION STRUCTURE (TRUSS)
THIRD SHUTTLE LOAD (*?)
I. DEPLOY AND INSTALL THERMAL SHROUD
2. DEPLOY SECONDARY MIRROR MODULE (WITH TRIPLE BIPOD ALREADY ON) AND LATCH TO
PRIMARY MIRROR
3. DEPLOY FINE GUIDANCE SENSOR AND LATCH TO REACTION STRUCTURE
4. CHECK-OUT CASSEGRAIN WITH TEST MODULE IN CORE MODULE (CONTROLLED FROM SHUTTLE)
5, REMOVE SPACECRAFT MODULE NO. 1 AND TEST MODULE FROM CORE ADAPTER
6, DEPLOY AND INSTALL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT UNIT TO CORE ADAPTER
7, DEPLOY AND INSTALL SPACECRAFT MODULE NO. 2 TO SPACECRAFT MODULE NO. I
8, REMOVE TEST MODULE
_, INSTALL UPRATED SPACECRAFT MODULE TO SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT UNIT
ASSEMBLY/TEST SEQUENCE
Figure 4.3-8
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4.3.6 Spate Environmental Factors
The LDR mirrors are sensitive to particulate and gas film deposition, therefore some
protection will be required against the Shuttle reaction control system effluents. A
"strippable" coating on the primary mirror and secondary mirror has been suggested as
a possible means for minimizing this problem. The coating would be removed after LDR
buildup.
4.3.7 Station Keeping
Assembly, checkout and launch of the LDR into its final operational orbit will
require many months. As many as three Shuttle loads will be required to transport
the LDR elements to orbit. As many as three additional Shuttles may be required
for assembly support. During the periods between Shuttle visits the spacecraft will
provide space platform capability. Station keeping during these "down" periods
should be by JSC. During Shuttle visits a combined station keeping philosophy between
the Shuttle and JSC may be required. Complete handoff to JSC should occur after
final assembly but before insertion into operational orbit.
4.3.8 Attitude Control And Pointin_ Requirements
The system concept utilizes body pointing about the center of mass for coarse
pointing. Two options for fine pointing are suggested. The first utilizes the fold
mirror. The secondary mirror is not recommended since chopping is performed here.
The second option and the one shown in this concept is body pointing to the fine
pointing level. This will require improvement in the level of CMG noise. The
sensing concept is a separate visual telescope. The information from this sensor
would be fed directly back to the CMG's if the second option is implemented. In
order to coboresight this telescope to the LDR line of sight the primary mirror
reaction structure is assumed to be the stable reference platform.
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4.3.9 DatalHandlin_
Within the proposed science instrument complement, some instruments have the poten-
tial for requiring autonomous science data handling and storage. The requirement for
high rate data and readout is driven by heavy government and commercial interest and
is unlikely to be impacted directly by LDR.
4.3.10 RepleniShment of Expendibles
The total life requirements for LDR are at least i0 years with a goal of 15 years.
The large demand for cryogenic cooling over this long period becomes unmanageable in
terms of stored cryogens, and the reliability demands on active closed-cycle
mechanical cryogenic refrigeration equipment would be totally unrealistic. Studies
shown that a "hybrid" system composed of stored cryogen and active closed-cycle
mechanical or chemical absorption refrigeration systems are possible and practical
over a three year life period. Accordingly, it will be necessary to reservice the
cryogenic cooling systems from three to four times over the lifetime of LDR. Two
approaches are possible: return the LDR to the Shuttle or conduct a robotic
controlled service operation (OMV) at the operational orbit position of LDR. The
first option is probably preferred since refurbishment will also be required. (See
Section 4.3.11) At the refurbishment times cryogens and spacecraft propellants would
be replenished.
4.3.11 Refurbishment
The LDR subsystems and science instruments should be designed for on-orbit replace-
ment at the Shuttle. The first step will be to bring back LDR to the Shuttle orbit
using the LDR spacecraft. The modules would be designed to interface using "simple"
latching mechanisms. This would allow removal of the entire unit and reinstallation
of a different unit. For example this could be a new scientific instrument. Since
this approach requires a change in the LDR orbit, careful schedule planning of the
Shuttle launch is required.
4.3.12 Typical Instrument Interfaces
The science instrument unit consists of eight scientific instruments (SI's) in a
single module. A fold mirror indexes to one of the eight instruments. There is no
serendipity mode (simultaneous operation). Access would be provided to remove an SI.
The design philosophy of the scientific instrument should be to introduce the least
possible degradation to the image provided by the Cassegrain telescope. Ideally, all
of the scientific instruments would be designed with their detector surfaces at the
LDR surface. However there are three basic reasons for optics in the scientific
instrument. The first is to correct the coma and astigmatism in the field. LDR has
a relatively small field of view (approximately 3 arcminutes). Therefore, this
should not be a problem. The second reason is to change the system focal ratio
(f/lO). This will change the angular resolution and the field of view. The third
reason is to relay the image to a different location for ease of access.
The scientific instruments will be mounted to the focal plane structure and
initialized to tight alignment tolerances using shims and then latched. In order to
remove and reinstall a scientific instrument "simple" latching mechanisms meeting
precision tolerances will be required. Due to the stringent temperature control
requirements "cool down" before installation may be required.
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4.3.13 Mission Anal_ses
Because no science scenario was provided no mission analyses were performed.
4.3.14 Development Risks
The prel!minary list of development risks is shown in Table 4.3-I.
latchingmechanisms have been included in the LDR technology plan.
limitations in orbit "simple" latching mechanisms will be required.
definition this is considered an engineering problem and not a technology problem.
TABLE 4.3-I
TECHNOLOGY RISKS
o OFF-AXISPARABOLICPRIMARYMIRRORSEGrIENTS
o THER_IALSHROUD('STEPSHIELD")
• CRYO-FLUIDSTORAGEAND ACTIVEREFRIGERATIONSYSTEMFOR SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTSAND SECONDARYMIRROR
e SECONDARYMIRRORCHOPPINGMECHANISM
• "SIMPLE"LATCHINGMECHANISMS
o REACTIONSTRUCTUREJOINTS
e STRIPPABLECOATING
o RIGIDBODYCONTROLMECHANISMS
All items except
Due to the time
Until further
4.4 CONCEPT 2: SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY
4.4.1 Configuration
Concept 2 is a space station assembly concept utilizing three Shuttles to transport
the observatory components and the support equipment (Figure 4.4-I). The [DR
observatory concept (Figure 4.4-2) is a "true" Cassegrain telescope with hexagonal
primary mirror segments. Chopping would be performed with the secondary mirror.
4.4.2 .System And Subsystem Designs
Shown in Figure 4.4-3 are the features of the primary mirror assembly. The elements
of the primary mirror assembly are the mirror, control/sensing mechanisms and the
reaction structure. The primary mirror is glass. The coefficient of thermal expan-
sion has been set at zero for operation at 200°K. Preliminary analysis indicates
that fused silica doped with 3% titanium dioxide will have this feature as well as
excellent CTE homogeneity. This should enable a passive segmented mirror concept to
be implemented. The aspect ratio (segment diameter/thickness) was set at 20 to I.
This reduces the weight at the expense of the inherent structural rigidity. The
basic assumption is that large deflections can be tolerated at far infrared and sub-
millimeter operational wavelengths. The mirror is made of six seven-segment hexa-
gonal assemblies in a single annulus about a central seven segment hexagonal assem-
bly. This central core assembly is necessary for alignment reference purposes. To
implement the passive segmented mirror concept three linear actuated bipods are
mounted on the back of each segment. This provides the necessary control for the
three degrees of unconstrained motion (two orthogonal tilts, and one translational
piston).
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The selection of a passive or active mirror will determine the degree of figure
control required and the approach for coherent phasing of a segment and radius
matching between segments. The "true" Cassegrain telescope utilizes a parabolic
mirror. This aspheric shape can be defined by orthogonal meridional and zonal radii.
If the mirror cannot be coherently phased using a passive segmented concept, active
figure control will be required to maintain these orthogonal radii. Concepts
utilizing a spherical primary mirror were investigated in this study. Shown in
Figure 4.4-4 is one of these concepts as envisioned for Space Station assembly.
CONCEPT 2: SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY
Figure 4.4-I
• .= _/_'! I!,
$C?,p,- "_
LDR OBSERVATORY
Figure 4.4-2
Since the primary mirror is spherical the physical radii are the same at all loca-
tions on the mirror surface. Active figure control could be implemented by changing
optical power only (called active radius control). This concept has been used
successfully using a central linear actuator. However the spherical primary mirror
concept was rejected early in this study due to the other optical elements. They are
large (image quality and background noise concerns) and must be maintained to tight
alignment tolerances and cooled. It should also be noted that the thermal shroud
would be about twice as long as the shroud used on the Cassegrain telescope.
4.4.3 Orbital Parameters
LDR will be assembled in orbit on the Space Station. The LDR spacecraft would insert
LDR into its operational orbit with an inclination of 28.5 ° and an altitude greater
than 600 km. Natural orbit decay to a lower orbit would then occur. Enough propul-
sion would be provided for a Space Station revisit in three years.
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4.4.4 Assembly Methods AndSequence
The LDR flight system elements will be delivered to the Space Station for assembly in
three or four Shuttle cargo loads. The first load will consist of the LDR space-
craft, the science instrument unit and the core mirror segments pre-assembled as a
set into their flight configuration (Figure 4.4-5). This pre-assembled set will be
extracted from the Shuttle cargo bay and moved along the Space Station keel structure
(9 foot x 9 foot truss work) with a movable remote mainipulator and installed on a
two tier cube truss which features a rotating tilt-table head.
The LDR assembly control and checkout equipment will be delivered inside of the Space
Station logistics module (which is delivered/replaced every go days). That interior
LDR equipment will be transferred by the crew through the Space Station hatch at one
end of the habitation module, and finally installed in the vertical racks of Lab
Module #I where astrophysics activities are broadly assigned.
Individual mirror segments will be transported to orbit in a special stowage rack in
the Orbiter cargo bay, and shrouded in same fashion to prevent contamination.
At the Station the rack of mirrors will be removed from the cargo bay, transferred to
and installed in a position near the assembly location accessible to the assembly
manipulator (Figure 4.4-6). Here, the contamination shroud will be removed and the
mirrors extracted and assembled edge-to-edge at their support frames. Each mirror is
actually mounted on three "piston and tilt positioning actuators" which are mounted
on the support frame.
The movable remote manipulator is controlled by one EVA astronaut, while another
assists in the actual latching or perhaps even bolting together of the mirror support
frames.
Portable, temporary fixtures are used to support progressive checks and adjustments
of the mirror positions and inter-mirror relationships.
FIRST SHUTTLE LOAD (CENTER SEVEN-SEGMENT ASSEMBLY AND SPACECRAFT)
Figure 4.4-5
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SEGMENTASSEMBLYINTEGRATION
Figure 4.4-6
A complex trusswork provides the reaction structure for the mirror assemblage. This
20 meter diameter structure is divided into numerousorbit-assemblable segments for
compaction and delivery in the Shuttle cargo bay. Its struts (which number in the
hundreds) are graphite-epoxy tubes connected by a variety of simple and complexjoints.
The trusswork segmentsare "bundled" and stored in a carrier-cradle during Shuttle
transport, and on orbit, the cradle is transferred to a location accessible to the
assembly area/manipulator (Figure 4.4-7). Here it maybe necessary to provide an
auxiliary platform or fixture for intermediate truss deployment/rigidization prior to
attaching each truss segment to the back of the mirror sets.
EVAsupport will probably be required for (I) the interim truss deployment/rigidi-
zation function as well as (2) the truss-to-mirror-set attachment, which maybe a
simple bolting function for optimum high-load/low-cost joining. Structural dynamics
requirements call for high-load joints which are difficult to achieve with reason-
able-cost, automated latch mechanisms.
Oncethe primary mirror segmentsare all assembled and a peripheral structural ring
is added, assembly/erection of the sunshield and secondary mirror can begin.
The sunshield will probably consist of around 20 vertical sections of multi-layer
insulation stretched between solid or deployable verticals, each erected individu-
ally. Another peripheral stiffening ring may have to be installed at the forward end
(opening) of sunshield to suppress dynamics. This ring, as well as a lower one,
would bebrought to orbit in sections, in an orbiter bay cradle.
The secondary mirror unit and its supporting tripod would be assembled before or
during the sunshield assembly, Figure 4.4-8. This unit is a complex assemblage of
movable optics, a cryogenic dewar, electronics and thermal control. The tripod would
be delivered folded or disassembled. The complexity of LDR and other mirror assembly
jobs may call for an operations monitoring cab as shown for various on-site support
functions.
The preliminary assembly approach is summarized in Figure 4.4-9.
4.4.5 Launch Vehicle Integration
The flight system may require three or four Shuttle cargo loads to orbit the total
assemblage.
The LDR flight system will be assembled at a particular position on the back of the
lower keel of the Space Station (Figure 4.4-10). This exterior position is assigned
for large structure assembly in general and suits the LDR in particular.
LDR specialists as well as asembly control and checkout equipment will be located in
one of the LAB modules at the lower portion of the Space Station.
_ SUNSHIELD ASSEMBLY
Figure 4.4-8
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LDR specialists as well as assembly control and checkout equipment will be located
in one of the LAB modules at the lower portion of the Space Station.
Two LAB modules and two HAB, or habitation modules, make up the IOC pressurized
modules. In addition to Astrophysics activities in the LAB modules, there will be
Life Science, Earth Science, Materials Processing, Spacecraft Servicing, Vehicle
Launching, Technology Development Test and a variety of other activities in a
constantly changing customer scenario throughout the life of the Space Station.
Shuttle visits to the Station are planned to be every 90 days.
LDR elements will be delivered by the Shuttle and integrated with Space Station in a
variety of ways. LDR flight system elements will be packaged (and in some cases,
protected against contamination) in the Shuttle cargo bay and removed and stowed on
the Station by the combined use of the Shuttle and Station remote manipulator. LDR
equipment which ends up installed in the LAB module is delivered in the Space Station
logistics module and crew-transferred through one end of the habitat modules to its
destination in LAB #I. Construction viewing is provided by a combination of Station
TV coverage, EVA astronaut on-site witnessing and LAB #I window utilization.
Logistics of the entire LDR operation, covering all parts and procedures, will
utilize the Space Station logistics system which begins with pre-launch ground
preparations, tracks al] orbit transfer/stowage/disposition and ends with return to
earth of any LDR elements.
4.4.6 Spice Environmental Factors
The LDR mirrors are sensitive to particulate and gas-film deposition; therefore, some
LDR protection will be required against the environment around the Space Station due
to visiting Shuttle reaction control system effluents, Station atmosphere leakage and
a variety of other contaminants from Space Station and payloads.
Also, the incidence of sunlight on the LDR mirrors and structures during construction
may counter the high-accuracy optical figure and element position measurements
envisioned.
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Therefore, there may be a requirement for some sort of environmental shielding,
either fully or fractionally enclosing the LDR (Figure 4.4-11). In view of the
expense involved in such a unique accessory, a study of the needs of other
environmentally sensitive payloads or payload servicing functions should be analyzed
before a design is selected.
PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION CONTROL (SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY CONCEPT)
Figure 4.4-11
4.4.7 station Keepin 9
Assembly checkout and launch of the LDR on Space Station will be complex and perhaps
long in duration (weeks, maybe months). The on-site control, monitoring, diagnosis
and corrective action (when required) will be concentrated in LDR specialists and
equipment located inside of LAB #I on the Space Station.
The LDR _pecialists and equipment will have been involved in LDR pre-flight testing
on earth as will certain of the Space Station crew members who are assigned and
trained specifically to support LDR activities.
The interior equipment (delivered in the Space Station Logistics module) is used to
activate, control, plus record and diagnose data related to the entire LDR activity
on Space Station.
Since the LDR will be brought up in "pieces," the checkout functions will involve a
long series of progressively integrated steps. Some will involve temporarily
"rigged" checkout fixtures, some fraction of subsystems, and finally an "all-up"
integrated test, countdown and launch. This spectrum of activities is envisioned to
require approximately the family of interior support equipment shown in Figure
4.4-12.
LDR INTERIOR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
Figure 4.4-12
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4.4.8 Attitude Control And Pointin_ Requirements
The system concept utilizes body pointing about the center of mass for course
pointing. Two options for fine pointing are suggested. The first utilizes the fold
mirror. The secondary mirror is not recommended since chopping is performed here.
The second option and the one shown in this concept is body pointing to the fine
pointing level. This will require improvement in the level of CMG noise. The
sensing concept is a separate visual telescope. The information from the sensor
would be fed directly back to the CMG's if Option 2 is implemented. In order to
coboresight this telescope to the LDR line of light the primary mirror reaction
structure is assumed to be the stable reference platform.
4.4.9 Data Handling
Within the proposed science instrument complement, some instruments have the
potential for requiring autonomous science data handling and storage. In the area of
data management a major effort at developing fault tolerant software and a more
autonomous operating system is planned for Space Station. LDR is unlikely to require
greater capability in these areas. The requirement for high rate data storage and
readout is driven by heavy government and commercial interest and is unlikely to be
impacted directly by LDR.
4.4.10 Replenishment of Expendables
The total life requirements for LDR are at least 10 years with a goal of 15 years.
The large demand for cryogenic cooling over this long period, becomes unmanageable in
terms of stored cryogens, and the reliablility demands on active closed-cycle
mechanical cryogenic refrigeration equipment would be totally unrealistic. Studies
show that a "hybrid" system composed of stored cryogen and active closed-cycle
mechanical or chemical absorption refrigeration systems are possible and practical
over a three year life period. Accordingly, it will be necessary to reservice the
cryogenic cooling systems from three to four times over the lifetime of LDR. Two
approaches are possible: return LDR to the Space Station or conduct a robotic
controlled service operation (OMV) at the operational orbit position of LDR. The
best technical judgement indicates servicing the cryogenic systems at the on-orbit
location of LDR is feasible and that this approach will be the most economical and
cost effective. Also, protection of the LDR optical telescope system from
contamination at all times is mandatory, and this can be more realistically
accomplished by OMV cryogenic system servicing.
4.4.11 Refurbishment
The LDR subsystems and science instruments should be designed for on-orbit
replacement, either remotely via OMV, or under a major service need situation, back
at the Space Station. The latter return to Space Station is only planned for a
six-year cycle for major refubishment/overhaul/update and also replenishment. In
that cycle length, it is anticipated the technology of detectors and science
interests will have advanced to a degree which merits science instrument replacement.
In the interim some malfunctions may require earlier servicing. One approach is to
provide a "smart kit" on the front end of the OMV (i.e., module exhange or
manipulator).
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The Space Station will also provide a highly-useful, broad-service base for not only
LDR assembly but subsequent checkout, malfunction correction, launch to operational
orbit with an OMV, bi-annual remote servicing with the OMV and some TBD module
exchanges and also, every six years a return to the Space Station for major
refurbishment, overhaul, modifications and replenishment.
4.4.12 ?_pi_aIInstrumentlhtehface_
The science instrument unit consists of four scientific instrument modules. There
are two scientific instruments (SI's) in each module. A fold mirror indexes, to one
of the eight instruments. There is no serendipity mode (simultaneous operation).
Access would be provided to remove an Sl module.
The design philosophy of the scientific instrument should be to introduce the least
possible degradation to the image provided by the Cassegrain telescope. Ideally, all
of the scientific instruments would be designed with their detector surfaces at the
LDR surface. However, there are three basic reasons for optics in the scientific
instrument. The first is to correct the coma and astigmatism in the field. LDR has
a relatively small field of view (approximately 3 arcminutes). Therefore this should
not be a problem. The second reason is to change the system focal ratio (f/t0).
This will change the angular resolution and the field of view. The third reason is
to relay the image to a different location for ease of access.
The scientific instruments will be mounted to the focal plane structure and
initialized to tight alignment tolerances using shims and then latched. In order to
remove and reinstall a scientific instrument module "simple" latching mechanisms
meeting precision tolerances will be required. Due to the stringent temperature
control requirements "cool down" before installation may be required.
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4.4.13 Mission Analyses
After being launched from the Space Station, the LDR will transfer to a higher
altitude for sustained operations, propelling itself, or be transferred by the OMV
(Figure 4.4-13). LDR will operate on a self sustaining basis under ground mission
control (or possibly some Space Station monitoring) for about two years.
Because no science scenario was provided no mission analyses were performed.
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Figure 4.4-13
4.4.14 Development Risks
The preliminary list of development risks is shown in Table 4.4-1. All items except
latching mechanisms have been included in the LDR technology plan. Due to the need
for refurnishment and replenishment "simple" latching mechanisms will be required.
Until further definition this is considered an engineering problem not a technology
problem.
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TABLE 4.4-i
TECHNOLOGY RISKS
• OFF-AXIS PARABOLIC PRIMARY MIRROR SEGMENTS
• THERMAL SHROUD ("STEP SHIELD")
e CRYO-FLUID STORAGE AND ACTIVE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM FOR
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND SECONDARY MIRROR
• SECONDARY MIRROR CHOPPING MECHANISM
• "SIMPLE" LATCHING MECHANISMS
• REACTION STRUCTURE JOINTS
• STRIPPABLE COATING
• RIGID BODY CONTROL MECHANISMS
4.5 CONCEPT 3: SINGLE SHUTTLE/ACC ASSEMBLY
4.5.1 Configuration
The general purpose External Tank Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC) is suggested as a potential
means to transport LDR to orbit. The ACC has a usable volume of 266m 3_,000 cubic
fee_or 60% of the Orbiter by volume. Concept 3 utilizes this increased volume
capability (Figure 4.5-I). Without a free flying platform or Space Station, this LDR
concept will require total buildup in one Shuttle launch. The LDR primary mirror
segments would be stowed as sets in the ACC. The rest of the LDR observatory
(spacecraft, scientific instruments, secondary mirror assembly, shroud, etc.) and
support equipment would be stowed in the Orbiter bay. The LDR observatory concept
(Figure 4.5-2) is a "true" Cassegrain telescope with hexagonal segments. Chopping
would be performed by a fold mirror.
Packing density will limit the size of LDR below the 20 meter requirement. This
concept has been sized as a 13 meter aperture. An alternative 20 meter unfilled
aperture approach was also investigated in this study. This concept is shown in
Figure 4.5-3. The annulus was sized with the same area as a 10 meter filled
aperture.
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CONCEPT3: SINGLESHUTTLE/ACCASSEMBLY
Figure 4.5-i
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Figure 4.5-2
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However, it was eliminated early in the study due to its inability to meet the
performance requirement (i.e. low sidelobes).
4.5.2 s_stemAna _Subs_sf.em_oesi_hs
Concept 3 is a smaller version of Concept I. The primary mirror is glass and will be
held uniformly at 200°K. This should enable a passive segmented mirror concept (tilt
and piston actuation only) to be implemented. The mirror substrate is assumed to be
frit bonded. The aspect ratio (segment diameter/thickness) was set at 20 to I. This
reduces the weight at the expense of the inherent structural rigidity. The mirror is
made up of a single annulus of hexagonal segment assemblies. Each segment assembly
consists of seven hexagonal segments. The central core mirror is necessary for
alignment reference purposes.
The secondary mirror is fused silica and is metered with six graphite epoxy struts in
three triangulated pairs. Six linear actuators are provided for wave front error
control. Chopping is performed with the fold mirror. Two fold mirror concepts
(rotating and push/pull) were evaluated. In this system, push/pull chopping was
chosen due to its smaller modulation noise and implementation advantages. The
thermal shroud is the step sunshield in which geometry and surface finishes are used
to control the primary mirror uniformity.
4.5.3 Orbital Parameters
LDR will be assembled in orbit using a Shuttle launch from KSC. For assembly an
inclination of 28.5 o and an altitude of 300 km has been assumed. The LDR spacecraft
would insert LDR into its operational orbit with an inclination of 28.5 ° and an
altitude greater than 600 km. Natural orbit decay to a lower orbit would then occur.
Enough propulsion would be provided for a Shuttle revisit in three years.
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4.5.4 Assenlbl_ MethOds And seqoehces
The goal is to get the LDR installed in a single Shuttle launch (approximately one
week). The first step is to remove the aft end of the LDR observatory from the
Orbiter bay using an RMS. This aft end includes the spacecraft, scientific in-
struments, and cryogens as integrated package. The next step is the assembly of the
primary mirror. Shown in Figures 4.5-4 and 4.5-5 is the concept for its assembly.
The segment assemblies (mirrors with delta support frames) are stowed in the ACC.
There are seven segment assemblies each composed of seven hexagonal segments pre
integrated. After mirror removal these seven segment assembles are colatched using
"simple" latching mechanisms. The support trusswork is then installed for rigidiza-
tion. The final two steps are the installation of the secondary mirror assembly
(mirror with metering structure) and the thermal shroud.
LDR PRIMARY MIRROR SEGMENT ASSEMBLIES IN ACC
Figure 4.5-4
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j_
4.5.5 Eaunc_-Ve_icle Inte_6ati6n
In this concept the primary mirror assemblies would be stowed in the ACC (Figure
4.5-6). All other elements of the observatory and support equipment would be stowed
in the Orbiter bay.
STOWAGE OF PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLIES IN ACC
Figure 4.5-6
The ACC has a design weight of 7,585 Kg (16,687 pounds) and 266 cubic meters of
usable volume. It consists of a 25-foot diameter by 15-foot long cylinder plus a
5-foot long frustrum of a cone. The cone varies from 25 feet (300 inches) in
diameter to 16.67 feet (200 inches) in diameter. The ACC is an assembly of three
separate subassemblies. The ACC skirt is attached to the external tank near ring
frame by bolts. The Payload Support Structure (PSS) is the general payload carrying
structure containing four interlocking beams capable of accommodating a variety of
payloads. The shroud protects the payload from thermal and acoustical environment
during launch and is jettisoned on the ascent. The ACC payload envelope plus STS
Orbiter payload envelope offer about 168 percent of the payload volume of a single
STS launch. The payload allocation for this STS/ACC arrangement is approximately
29,000 kg for an equatorial launch. There is no payload weight penalty or advantage
in using the ACC.
4.5.6 Space Environmental Factors
The LDR mirrors are sensitive to particulate and gas film deposition; therefore, some
protection will be required against the Shuttle reaction control system effluents. A
"strippable" coating on the primary mirror and secondary mirror has been suggested as
a possible means for minimizing this problem. The coating would be removed after LDR
buildup.
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4.5.7 St_tibn ReepinB
Assembly checkout and launch of the LDR in the single Shuttle concept must be as
uncomplicated as possible. Time in assembly orbit will be limited to approximately
one week. Handoff to JSC should occur after assembly but before insertion into
operational orbit.
4.5.8 Atif_uae-Cbfi(r61-andRequi6_efitS
The system concept utilizes body pointing about the center of mass for coarse
pointing. Two options for fine pointing are suggested. The first utilizes the
secondary mirror. The fold mirror is not recommended since chopping is performed
here. The second option and the one shown in this concept is body pointing to the
fine pointing level. This will require reduction in the level of CMG noise. The
sensing concept uses a separate visible telescope. The information from the sensor
would be fed directly back to the CMG's if the second option is implemented. In
order to coboresight this telescope to the LDR line of sight the primary mirror
reaction structure is assumed to be the stable reference platform.
4.5.9 Data Hafialifi)
Within the proposed science instrument complement, some instruments have the
potential for requiring autonomous science data handling and storage. The
requirement for high rate data storage and readout is driven by heavy government and
commercial interest and is unlikely to be impacted directly by LDR.
4.5.10 Replenishment Of Expendables
The total life requirements for LDR are at least 10 years with a goal of 15 years.
The large demand for cryogenic cooling over this long period becomes unmanageable in
terms of stored cryogens, and the reliability demands on active closed-cycle
mechanical cryogenic refrigeration equipment would be totally unrealistic. Studies
show that a "hybrid" system composed of stored cryogen and active closed-cycle
mechanical or chemical absorption refrigeration systems are possible and practical
over a three year life period. Accordingly, it will be necessary to reservice the
cryogenic cooling systems from three to four times over the lifetime of LDR. Two
approaches are possible: return LDR to the Shuttle or conduct a robotic controlled
service operation (OMV) at the operational orbit position of LDR. The first option
is probably preferred since refurbishment will also be required (see Section 4.5.11).
At the refurbishment times cryogens and spacecraft propellants would be replenished.
4.5.11 RefUrbishment
The LDR subsystems and science instruments should be designed for on-orbit
replacement at the Shuttle. The first step will be to bring back LDR to the Shuttle
orbit using the LDR spacecraft. The modules would be designed to interfaces using
"simple" latching mechanisms. This would allow removal of the entire unit and
reinstallation of a different unit. For example, this could be a new scientific
instrument. Since this approach requires a change in the LDR orbit, careful schedule
planning of the Shuttle launch is required.
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4.5.12 T_pi_al Ins£rument In£erfaCes
The science instrument unit consists of four scientific instruments (SI's) in a
single module. The number was "arbitrarily" set but reduced from eight since in a
single Shuttle launch concept space in the Orbiter bay will be at a premium. A fold
mirror indexes to one of the four instruments. There is no serendipity mode (simul-
taneous operation). Access would be provided to remove an SI.
The design philosophy of the scientific instrument should be to introduce the least
possible degradation to the image provided by the Cassegrain telescope. Ideally, all
of the scientific instruments would be designed with their detector surfaces at the
LDR image surface. However there are three basic reasons for optics in the scien-
tific instrument. The first is to correct the coma and astigmatism in the field.
LDR has a relatively small field of view (approximately 3 arcminutes). Therefore
this should not be a problem. The second reason is to change the system focal ratio
(f/10). This will change the angular resolution and the field of view. The third
reason is to relay the image to a different location for ease of access.
The scientific instruments will be mounted to the focal plane structure and
initialized to tight tolerances using shims and then latched. In order to remove and
reinstall a scientific instrument, "simple" latching mechanisms meeting precision
tolerances will be required. Due to the stringent temperature control requirements
"cool down" before installation may be required.
4.5.13 Mission Ana1_ses
Because no science scenario was provided no mission analyses were performed.
4.5.14 DevelopmentRisks
The preliminary list of development risks is shown in Table 4.5-1. All items except
latching mechanisms have been included in the LDR technology plan. Due to the time
limitations in orbit "simple" latching mechanisms will be required. Until further
definition this is considered an engineering problem not a technology problem.
TABLE 4.5-I
TECHNOLOGY RISKS
• OFF-AXIS PARABOLIC PRIMARY MIRROR SEGMENTS
• THERMAL SHROUD ("STEP SHIELD")
• CRYO-FLUID STORAGE AND ACTIVE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
FOR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND SECONDARY MIRROR
• FOLD MIRROR CHOPPING MECHANIS_I
• "SIMPLE" LATCHING MECHANISMS
• REACTION STRUCTURE JOINTS
• STRIPPABLE COATING
• RIGID BODY CONTROL MECHANISMS
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4.6 COST CONSIDERATIONS
Preliminary cost implications of the three selected LDR system concepts were inves-
tigated. Costs were considered for four major cost categories: costs to conduct an
LDR technology development program; costs for the design and production of the obser-
vatory; costs to launch and deploy the observatory; and the costs for orbital re-
supply, refurbishment, and changeout.
The top-level cost summary in Table 4.6-I compares cost estimates in three of the
categories for each concept, and their total, less technology development costs.
The costs for developing the technology to space qualify the science instruments is
not estimated in this study and the total technology development program costs are
therefore incomplete. (Kodak's proposed technology development plan totals about
$70M, but includes no costs for technology initiatives for science instruments).
TABLE 4.6-I
LDR SYSTEM CONCEPTS
TOP-LEVEL COST IMPLICATIONS
CON_Pl I _ CONCEPT)
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT $TBDM STBDM STBDM
OBSERVATORY
DES]GNAND
PRODUCTION
$1067 M $1067 M $668 M
SYSTEM
LAUNCH
AND
DEPLOYMENT
$677M $365M $221M
RESUPPLY
REFURBISH
EXCHANGE
$143 M $143 M $143 M
TOTAL $]887 M $1575 M $1032 M
Costs are shown in millions of 1985 year dollars.
Costs for design and production of Concepts I and 2 are essentially the same since
the only differences are the shape of the primary mirror segments and the method of
packaging the eight Scientific Instruments (ST's). Higher launch and deployment
costs for Concept I, compared to Concept 2, are caused primarily by the need for more
STS flights to provide more astronaut labor hours for assembly.
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Resupply and refurbishment need to be more fully evaluated for Concept 3. They may
be somewhat lower than stated due to fewer scientific instruments and the resulting
lower cryo and electronic demands.
Assumptions used in generating these estimates are summarized in Figure 4.6-I.
Estimates for customer chargeable costs for the Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC) were based on
information obtained from Tom Mobley, Martin-Michoud Operations. The maximum TDRSS
data rate was used to establish communication and power subsystem size/cost.
Concepts costed are those shown in Section 3 of this Volume. They have been con-
figured to reflect the inputs of the review team from Progress Review No. 2. Cost
reductions or increases among these concepts should, of course, be compared to per-
formance benefits or penalites, shown elswhere in this report.
• ALL COSTS IN 1985 DOLLARS
• TURN-ON FOR PHASE C/D JANUARY, 1992
• PRIOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM HAS BEEN COMPLETED
• GROUND FACILITY FOR DATA NOT INCLUDED
• SPACECRAFT DATA RATE NOT TO EXCEED TDRSS CAPABILITY
• NO ON BOARD DATA PROCESSING
• AN OMV IS AVAILABLE ON A LEASE BASIS
• AN AFT CARGO CARRIER WILL BE AVAILABLE
• SPECIAL FACILITIES NOT INCLUDED
• CONCEPT #i - 20 M PARABOLIC PRIMARY, MULTIPLE SHUTTLE
• CONCEPT #2 - 20 M PARABOLIC PRIrIARY,SPACE STATION
• CONCEPT #3 - 13 R PARABOLIC PRIMARY, SINGLE SHUTTLE/ACC
COST SUMMARYASSUMPTIONS
Figure 4.6-I
The elements of the observatory design and production costs are given in Table 4.6-2.
All costs, except those of Component 7 (Spacecraft), were obtained by analysis using
the RCA/PRICE computer math model. Model input parameters were based on Kodak,
McDonnell Douglas, and NASA experience, as well as industry-wide norms.
The Sunshield is an "accordian" self-erecting design which also makes use of
different thermal coatings to control the telescope temperature. Concepts 1 and 2
both incorporate eight Scientific Instruments while Concept 3 uses only four SI's.
The cost of the pointing control telescope includes hardware and labor to coboresight
with the telescope and maintain translational reference.
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TABLE 4.6-2
OBSERVATORY DESIGN AND PRODUCTION COSTS
|IBSERYATONY ',DESIGNAND PI_DLICTIDN
COMPONENT
I PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY
• PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY
cost (KS, 19as)
CONCEPT#1 CONCEPT#2 CONCEPT#3
$294,000 $294,000 $74.000
• POSITION ACTUATORS, SENSORS, ELECTRONICS
2 SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY 86,600 86,600
o MIRRORS
• POSITIONING ACTUATORS/SENSORS/ELECT. AND
CHOPPING
• METERING STRUCTURE (STRUTS AND REACTION)
e CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
3 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 33,800 33,800
4 SUNSHIELD 144,200 144,200
$ POINTING CONTROL TELESCOPE/SYSTEM 7,000 7,000
6 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE
• SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS MODULE
• CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
• STRUCTURE
7 SPACECRAFT
• BASIC MODULE
• SOLAR PANELS
• CMG'S
TOTAL
278,000
$223,000
$1,066,600
l_I RCAIPRICE MOOEL EXCEPT ITEM 7II(LUOES $2g1'1 FOR AUTOMATIC JOINT RIGIDIZATION
278,oon
$223,000
$1,066,600
42,500
41,zoo (_)
101,000
7,000
178,700
$223,000
$667,600
COST
MODEL INPUTS (1)
BASIS/RATIONALE
ST MIRROR AND KODAK EXPERIENCE
SPACE QUALIFIED MICROINCH
ACTUATOR
KODAK EXPERIENCE, DARPA
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
MOAC EXPERIENCE
MOAC EXPERIENCE
KODAK EXPERIENCE, DARPA
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
PAST NASA EXPERIENCE
FSC
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Spacecraft costs are based on a detailed estimate for a similar spacecraft, increased
by 6.5 million dollars for upgraded gyros, and 19.5 million for increased power
capacity. At present, we do not project significant spacecraft cost reductions for
the smaller Concept 3 because power usage will not be substantially reduced.
Observatory launch and deployment costs components are presented in Table 4.6-3.
TABLE 4.6-3
OBSERVATORY LAUNCH AND DEPLOYMENT COSTS
OBSERVATORYLAUNCH AND DEPLOYMENT'
COMPONENT CONCEPT #1
COST(KS,19eS)
CONCEPT#2 CONCEPT#3 BASIS/RATIONALE
1 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION $ 13.900 $ 13.900 $ 8,870
• SPECIAL PACKAGING
• LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/SERVICING
• GROUND TEST EQUIPMENT/TESTING
MDAC EXPERIENCE
2 LAUNCH AND FLIGHT OPERATIONS 640,000 320,000 116,600 $106,600 PER STS
MISSION, $10,000
PER ACC
3 OBSERVATORY ASSEMBLY CHECKOUT 23.100 30,BOO 95.900
AND TEST
• ON-ORBIT TOOLS/ASSEMBLY AIDS
• TEST EQUIPMENT
• EVA
TOTAL $677,000 $364,700 $221,400
MDAC EXPERIENCE
Concepts 1 and 2 each require three STS flights to place the observatory in orbit.
The reduced volume and weight of hardware allow Concept 3 (13 m diameter primary) to
be placed in orbit with a single Shuttle with an Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC). Although
the ACC and associated automatic deployment equipment increase in integration costs
over that of a single Shuttle, overall integratiom costs are still considerably less
than those for three Shuttle missions in Concepts I and 2.
Launch and deployment costs are substantially higher for Concept I because several
additional Shuttle flights, each limited to about nine days stay time, will be
necessary to bring astronauts to complete the assembly process. The cost of the
additional flights for astronaut labor may be reduced if they can be combined with
other missions.
The additional per mission costs for ACC capability will depend on whether the ACC is
developed as a NASA item, or as a commercial program. The assumed additional cost of
$ IOM per mission is the highest of the range of estimates provided by Martin-Michoud
Operations. Since methods are not yet available to estimate the mission chargeable
costs (if any) for assistance from the Space Station, no attempt was made to add such
costs to the launch and deployment costs of Concept 2.
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Space Station assembly, check-out, and test is assumed to require an environmental
shroud against contamination, thus making it more expensive than the multiple Shuttle
assembly of Concept 1. Additional costs of $ 15M for automatic deployment fixturing
for the ACC and $ 50M for an aft-mounted manipulator arm make Concept 3 the most ex-
pensive assembly choice. The very limited stay time of the Single Shuttle/ACC
demands a very high degree of deployment automation.
The resupply, refurbish, and exchange cost elements are shown in Table 4.6-4.
Resupply and SI exchange costs are judged essentially the same for all concepts.
Further investigation is needed to determine if Concept 3, which has fewer Scientific
Instruments, is significantly less costly.
Resupply includes cost for cryogens, mechanical refrigeration pump, propellant and
module changeouts, plus OMV lease and STS space lease. ST exchange includes OMV
lease. It does not, however, include the cost of Scientific Instrument manufacture
or refurbishment.
TABLE 4.6-4
RESUPPLY, REFURBISH, AND EXCHANGE COSTS
RESUPPLY, REFURBISH, EXCHANGE
COST (KS, 1985)
COM_NENT CONCEPT #I CONCEPT #2 CONCEPT #3 BASIS/RATIONALE
1 RESUPPLY (3-YEAR INTERVALS) $141,000 $141,000
e CRYOGENS (HE, H, N)
e REFRIGERATOR PUMP
e PROPELLENT
e MODULE CHANGE-OUTS
$141,000 SHUTTLE
TRANSPORTATION
OMV LEASE
2 ST EXCHANGE/REFURBISHMENT 2,100 2,100 2,100 OMV "TUG_ AT
(2 TIMES) FINAL APPROACH
TOTAL: $143,100 $143,100 $143,100
The top five cost elements for each of the concepts are ranked in Table 4.6-5.
Numbers in parenthesis represent the cost in millions of dollars of each element.
Launch and flight operations for deployment represent the only significant differ-
ences between Concepts I and 2. The Space Station (Concept 2) reflects cost savings
realized by using Space Station facilities and personnel rather than launching add-
itional Shuttles to provide the exended duration facilities and labor required for
assembly.
The single Shuttle/ACC (Concept 3) shows launch and flight operations dropping from
first to fourth place.
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TABLE4.6-5
RANKEDCOSTDRIVERSIN EACHCONCEPT
1, LAUNCH& FLIGHT OPERATIONS (640)
2, PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY (294)
3, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (278)
4. SPACECRAFT (223)
5, SUNSHIELD (144)
1, LAUNCH & FLIGHT OPERATIONS (320)
2. PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY (294)
3. SCIENTIFIC INSTRU'EMTS (278)
4, SPACECRAFT (223)
5, SUNSHIELD (144)
1, SPACECRAFT (223)
2, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (179)
3, RESUPPLY (141)
4. LAUNCH & FLIGHT OPERATIONS (117)
5, SUNSHIELD (101)
The high cost of actively cooling mirrors was discussed at Technical Progress Review
Number 2. There was some thought that the secondary mirror cooling requirement could
be relaxed sufficiently to eliminate the need for active cooling. In response to a
request from that meeting, an estimate of the potential cost savings of deleting
active secondary mirror cooling was generated. A savings of approximately $38 M was
estimated for Concept I or 2.
A comparison of primary mirror costs using fused silica and composite materials was
conducted in response to interest expressed at the Technical Progress Review No. 2.
The cost analysis results are included as Appendix D.4 of this volume.
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4.7 ANALYSIS TOOLS USED TO GENERATE THE CONCEPTS
Figure 4.7-1 summarizes software programs employed in thermal
cost estimating, and design.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS TOOLS USEr) IO GF_RATE
THE SYSTEM CONCEPTS
and optical studies,
e "NEVADA" COMPUTER PROGRAM
PROGRA_
- RENO SECTION:
KODAK CONVPROGRAM:
- VEGAS SECTION:
- SPLOT SECTION
(7TH EDITION, 1980 TURNER ASSOC., BREA, CA) AND KODAK CONV
USED IN THERMAL ANALYSES TO DETERMINE GEOMETRIC VIEW
FACTORS (F|_j)_ RADIATION EXCNANGE (BI.j), BOTH
DIFFUSE AND SPECULAR; SCRIPT - "F FACTOR (B| j • i }.
USED N=_VADAOUTPUT TO COMPUTE RADIATION THERI_L TRANSFER
CONDUCIANCE BETWEEN NODES (SCRIPT-'F" x AREA)
USED TO COMPUTE DIFFUSE PLUS SPECULAR EXTERNAL HEAT
LOADS VERSIIS ORBIT POSITION (SOLAR AND SURFACE RE-
FLECTION AND EMISSION).
USED TO CONSTRUCT COMPUTER DRAWING OF BOTH CONFIGURATION
AND ORBIT GEOalETRY
I SINDA COMPUTER PROGRAM
- USED FOR DETAILED NODAL TEMPERATURE AND CONTROL POWER ANALYSIS IN ORBIT
- USED TO SOLVE HEAT BALANCES BFTWEEN NODES WITH INPUT CAPACITANCES, CONDUCTA_CES
(SOLID PLUS RADIATION), BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES, EXTERNAL DIFFUSE PLUS SPECULAR
HEAT LOADS, AND OPERATIONAL POWER PROFILES.
e KODAK PROPRIETARY OPTICAL ANALYSIS CODCS
OPTICAL PHASED ARRAY PROGRAM: USED TO ASSESS EFFECTS OF PANEL ALIGNMENT
ERRORS (OF THE SEGMENTED PRIMARY MIRROR) ON
THE SYSTEM OPTICAL PERFORMANCE.
- OPTICAL DESIGN PROGRAM: USFb TO ESTABLISH THE FORMULAS FOR THE OPTICAL
SYSTF_S OF THE SYSTE_ CONCEPTS
m RCA - PRICE
- USED FOR COMPARATIVE COST ESTIMATING OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
- PRICE IS A FAMILY OF PARAMETRIC COST PREDICTING MODELS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
PRODUCTION COSTS FOP PROPOSED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WHILE
STILL IN THE CONCEPT STAGE.
• AEROSPACECORPORATIONPAYLOADMODEL
- USEDFOR COMPARATIVECOSTA,ALYSIS
• UNIGRAPHICS3-D COMPUTERAIDEDDESIGNSYSTEM(RDAC)
LIST OF ANALYSIS TOOLS
Figure 4.7-I
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5.0 CONCLOSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONSFOR-FORTHERSTODY
5.1 HIGHLIGHTS OF ANALYSES
From the system analysis and system concept synthesis a number of conclusions can be
drawn. This section lists significant findings.
Of five different optical configurations evaluated in this study, the
on-axis Cassegrain (the LDR baseline before the study) was reconfirmed as
the best choice. It is the optical form of each of the final three
system concepts developed. All of the optical configurations studied
have good and bad features, but the on-axis Cassegrain, with its f/O.5
primary mirror enables a small secondary mirror obscuration and compact
length. These features coupled with placement of the instruments
symmetrically about the optical axis offer potential for good pointing
control.
o The largest aperture LDR observatory that can be put into orbit by a
single Shuttle is approximately 13 meters - and that requires the use of
the launch mode in which the attached External Tank with Aft Cargo
Carrier is taken into orbit. At least three Shuttle launches would be
needed to lift a 20-meter aperture LDR to orbit and additional Shuttle
launches may be required for assembly support. The manned Space Station
provides much greater potential for flexibility in assembling LDR in
orbit than does the Shuttle alone.
Primary mirror substrates made of metal will not meet surface quality
performance requirements at operational wavelengths as low as 30
micrometers. Glass or glass ceramics should meet the performance
requirements utilizing only rigid body motion (piston and tilt) control
of the mirror segments. Composite materials (much less technologically
mature) have potential in a concept utilizing rigid body motion control
with radius control of the mirror segments. Cost favors glass as the
leading candidate material.
Trapezoidal segments are slightly preferred over hexagonal segments for
the Primary Mirror. There are two reasons: (1) radial symmetry
minimizes the number of different processing tools and (2) more
structural options are available. It would be premature to make a
segment shape selection.
The secondary mirror should be made from a high dimensionally stable
material, such as fused silica. Adequate metering can be provided by a
triple bipod support made from graphite epoxy. Five degrees of rigid
body motion control are required on the secondary mirror for wave front
control between observations.
A step sunshield concept with trim heaters on a plate located behind the
primary mirror offers the potential to control the primary mirror
uniformly over the exclusion angle requirements. To maintain the
secondary mirror temperature, active cooling will be required.
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For the scientific instruments the initial cool-down heat loads and the
large operational cryogenic heat loads require that a hybrid
refrigeration system (comprising both stored cryogens and active, closed
cycle refrigeration machine) be employed. Someproposed LDRscientific
instruments may require cooling of the detectors to as low as O.I°K.
Adiabatic demagnetization refrigerators and helium dilution coolers are
two candidate approaches.
Body pointing about the system center of mass is the preferred pointing
approach. However, additional fine pointing may be required using a
small optical element. Off-set sensing with a separate visible telescope
is the preferred fine guidance sensing approach. Twochopping
alternatives show promise: (I) neutral point chopping of the secondary
mirror and (2) push/pull chopping of a fold mirror. If fine pointing is
required it probably should not be implemented by the chopping mirror.
Contamination control during on-ground build up should be maintained by
using clean rooms and packaging. During in-orbit assembly the primary
mirror and secondary mirror should be protected by a strippable coating.
Some type of collapsible shroud might be needed during Shuttle revisiting
for refurbishment and maintenance. Some type of clean room environment
might also be needed for Space Station assembly.
The Space Station will provide a highly useful broad service base for not
only assembly of LDR but subsequent checkout, malfunction correction,
launch to orbit and module exchange. At approximately three to six year
intervals, the LDR could be returned to the Space Station for major
refurbishment, overhaul, modifications, and replenishment.
Lightweight, packageable support structures, capable of being assembled by
astronauts, are conceptually feasible for LDR. Dynamic analysis will be
required based on more advanced models of LDR to determine accurately the
performance adequacy of the concepts.
Extensive on-orbit deployment automation of LDR structures would result
in poor Shuttle packaging density, high risk levels of complexity, and
expensive development test programs.
5.2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The primary study objective has been met. Twenty-two technology augmentation needs
have been identified that are judged to be beneficial in meeting an LDR schedule
requiring technology readiness by year-end 1991. Of these needs, five proposed
projects are considered of primary importance.
• Dynamic structural control
• Human factors
• Hybrid cryogenic system for science instruments
• Active primary mirror
• Primary mirror contamination protection
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A plan that integrates the 22 individual technology augmentation needs into three
programs based on fundamental issues has been created (See Volume II). The programs
are:
e Reflector Quality Program
e Pointing and Stability Program
• Detectability Program
In order to achieve a confident-level of technology readiness prior to an LDR program
startup, it is recommended that NASA proceed to implement a technology initiative
program. The integrated plan in Volume II provides a starting point for LDR program
planning and decisions that will need to be made.
5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The technology initiatives programs are currently assumed to start in FY 1987.
the interim, continued study of LDR issues could provide valuable aid to LDR
progress. Some areas we suggest be considered are:
In
I. Develop a dynamics model of a "point design" LDR, to provide basic
guidance to the structural technology development projects. One of the
unoptimized system concepts developed in this study could be selected as
a departure point.
e Study the post flight results of experiments aboard the Mission 1 Long
Duration Exposure Facility (due to be retrieved in 1987), particularly
those concerned with atomic oxygen effects, exposure of composites,
debris impacts, and radiation effects.
e Reassessment by the Science Coordination Group of the baseline
requirement for the 75°K difference in temperature of the secondary and
primary mirrors is recommended. Cryogenic cooling of the secondary
appears necessary under the current requirement, introducing more
complexity to the secondary mirror assembly design (which will also have
active alignment features and possibly chopping mechanisms). A smaller
differential temperature value (a few degrees) could simplify design
significantly.
. The time limitations placed on assembly of LDR from the Shuttle suggests
Space Station assembly is an extremely important option. It is
recommended that a review study of the requirements LDR imposes on Space
Station be undertaken.
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APPENDIXA
GLOSSARYOFTERMSANDACRONYMS
ACC
ACCESS
ADR
AFOSR
ARC
ASE
BWO
CDR
CMG
CTE
DARPA
DoD
EASE
EVA
FIR
FSC
HPA
IDR
I/F
IR
IR&D
IVA
JPL
LHe
LH2
LN2
LO
MDAC
MLI
MMU
MPESS
NBP
NEP
Aft Cargo Carrier or Aft Cargo Compartment
Assembly Concept for Construction of Erectable Space Structures
Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Ames Research Center
Airborne (Aerospace) Support Equipment
Backward Wave Oscillator
Critical Design Review
Control Moment Gyro
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
Defense Advance Research Projects Agency
Department of Defense
Experimental Assembly of Structures in Extravehicular Activity
Extravehicular Activity
Far Infrared
Fairchild Space Company
Holding and Positioning.Aid or Handling and Positioning Adapter
Interim Design Review
Interface
Infrared
Independent Research and Development
Intravehicular Activity
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Liquid Helium
Liquid Hydrogen
Liquid Nitrogen
Local Oscillator
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
M,_Itilayer Insulation
Manned Maneuvering Unit
Mission Peculiar Experiment Support Structure
Normal Boiling Point
Noise Equivalent Power
A-I
NEVADA
OPS
OAST
OMV
ORU.
OTV
PAM
PDR
PIDA
PM
PSIA
RMS
RQM
SATAN
SC or S/C
SCG
SDI
SDV
SI or S/I
SINDA
SIS
SIRTF
SM
SMM
SOW
SRI
SS
STEP
STS
TWTA
VEM
WBS
Net Energy Verification and Determination Analyzer (Thermal
Computer Program)
Operations
Office _f Aeronautics and Space Technology
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
Orbit Replaceable Unit
Orbital Transfer Vehicle
Payload Assist Module
Preliminary Design Review
Payload Insertion Deployment Aid
Primary Mirror
Pounds per square inch absolute
Remote Manipulating System
Requirement
Simulated Analog Thermal Analysis Network (Thermal Computer
Program)
Spacecraft
Science Coordination Group
Space Defense Initiative
Shuttle Derived Vehicle
Science Instrument
Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer (Thermal
Computer Program)
SuDerconductor-lnsulator-Superconductor
Space Infrared Telescope Facility
Secondary Mirror
Submillimeter
Statement of Work
Stanford Research Institute
Space Station
Space Technology Experiments Platform
Space Transportation System
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier
Viscoelastic Material
Work Breakdown Structure
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The Correspondance Between Antenna Theory and Optics
by Joseph J. Charles, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to bridge the gap between the traditional
optlcists's concepts of optical system performance and the electrical engineer's
concepts of antenna performance. In the following discussion, I will show the
essential identity of concepts used in both disciplines. While this discussion will
be in terms of antennas for microwaves, it applies as well to any other
frequencies.
In antenna theory, there is a reciprocity principle which states that the
characteristics of the antenna are the same whether it is used as a receiving
antenna or as a transmitting antenna. The only major difference between a
transmitting antenna and a receiving antenna is the amount of power involved. An
analysis of antenna performance may be done in whichever mode of operation is
more convenient; the operation in the alternate mode may be deduced from
reciprocity.
Both optical system and antenna system performance can be described in terms of
the spatial distribution of the illumination in the system's aperture. In both
cases, we think of the electromagnetic radiation transmitted by the aperture in
three regions: the near field, the Fresnel region, and the Fraunhofer region.
Here we are only interested in the far field or the Fraunhofer region.
Furthermore, scalar diffraction theory is used wherein the diffracted field is
described in terms of one transverse component of the diffracted wave.
Opticists usually use the notation U(P) to denote the complex amplitude of the
optical field as a function of position coordinates P. The time dependence of the
wave is understood. The field U is one of the components of the electromagnetic
field; for example, it can be Ex, the x-component of the electric field intensity.
The electric field intensity is the quantity which stimulates the sensation of
vision and produces density in photographic emulsions.
Huygen's principle holds in antenna theory as well as in optics. The properties of
conductors and dielectrics familiar to us from dealing with them at visible
wavelengths also apply at microwave wavelengths, but of course, consideration
must be given to the wavelength dependence of those properties. For example,
there are dielectric microwave lenses which have the same shape as optical lenses
and which may be designed using the principles of geometrical optics; the index of
refraction of the lens medium is defined as usual and is equal to the square root
of the dielectric constant.
The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is described in terms of the spatial
distribution in the aperture of some complex function. *-3 The Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern can be obtained by Huygen's principle, i.e., by summing the
effects of elemental "sources" in the aperture. In antenna theory, the "sources"
may be elemental electrical currents or alternately, they may be elemental
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portions of the wavefront of the radiation field such as the electric field
intensity. The latter perspective is usually used in optics.
Figure I illustrates a simple one-dimensional horn antenna and the coordinate
system used. The far-ffeld radiation pattern of an antenna E'(s) is proportional
to the Fourier Transform of the aperture distribution:
E'(s) - I_® E(_) exp (-2_Jxs/A)dx/A
(i)
x
Here E(_) is the phasor representing the amplitude and phase of the electric field
intensity in the antenna aperture. E(_) is assumed to be zero outside of the
aperture in the aperture plane. The variable x represents the displacement in the
plane of the aperture. The variable s equals sine. Notice that the spatial
s
frequency is given by _.
E'(s) is also called the an_ular spectrum of the aperture distribution _. When
normalized, E'(s) becomes characteristic of the antenna. IE'(s)l2 represents the
antenna's power radiation pattern.
Let us consider a few simple examples for the aperture distribution.
Example I. Uniform Illumination of a Rectangular Aperture of Width a.
Let a
a
o, Ixl >
(2)
This is illustrated in Figure 2a.
The electric field g'(s) is given by Eq. (I) and results in
E'(s) = a sin(_as/_) (3)
(_asl_)
Hence, the far field diffraction pattern of a uniformly illuminated one-
dimensional antenna aperture follows a sinc function behavior just as does a
uniformly illuminated single slit in classical optics. The normalized field
radiation pattern
EN' - E' (s)/E'(O)
is shown in Figure 2b. The intensity or power radiation pattern is given by
P(s) = IE'(s)l '
and is shown in Figure 2c. Electrical engineers usually express power P in units
of the decibel which is defined as
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PdB " 10 log (P/Po)
where Po is some reference power. Here the power P(O) is used as the reference.
The radiation pattern has zeros every
Son = nA/a, n - I, 2, 3 ....
Suppose we wish to know the aperture diameter if we want the first zero to be at
I arc sec (-5 _rad). Therefore
X
a - X/so, = X/slno, = _ x 10'
a = 0.2 x 10'X .
If _ = 10-_m, then the aperture must be 20m wide.
The central part of the radiation pattern is called the main lobe, whereas the
bands containing the secondary maxima are called the sldelobes.
The power at the maximum of the first sidelobe is only 4.7% that of the central
maximum, and thus is 13.26 dB below the central maximum.
If the antenna were used as a transmitting antenna, it would transmit most of its
power on-axis. It would transmit no power in the directions of the zeros of P(s),
and it would transmit small fractions of its power into each of its sldelobes. In
the receiver mode, the radiation pattern would be interpreted as follows. A
source on-axis would be received at full maximum antenna sensitivity. An equally
intense source located in the direction of one of the zeros would not be detected
at all. Relative to the on-axis source, an equally intense source located in the
direction of either first sidelobe maximum would be received with 2.7% of the
power; it would be said to be "13.26 dB down".
Beamwidth is used to describe the width of the central maximum between some
arbitrarily chosen intensity levels. Common criteria for beamwidth designators
are width at half-power, width at -20 dB, or width between the first zeros on
each side of the central maximum. From Figure 2c, we see that the half-power (-3
dB) beamwidth is 0.90. Thus,
O.9O O.9O
As = Ae =
a 0.2 x I0"
= 4.5 x I0-' rad
One-dimensional antenna analysis is useful because many two-dimensional antennas
can be described as a product of separable one-dimensional aperture functions as,
for example, a uniformly illuminated rectangular antenna.
For non-separable two-dimensional aperture functions, the angular spectrum is
given in terms of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the aperture function:
t[ ', [- ]x x yP(l,m) = E(-_, ) exp 2_j(l_,m_) dldm .
--_ --¢m
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Hence, the wave is assumed to be propagating with direction cosines (1,m,n) where
n - (I-12-m2) I/2.
Example 2. Uniformly Illuminated Circular Aperture
Consider a uniformly illuminated circular aperture of radius ro wavelengths.
electric field intensity in the aperture is given by:
The
E(r,¢) =
I I, r _ r0
O, r > r0
The solution to this example, given by Skolnik*, is presented here.
field intensity a distance R from the aperture is proportional to:
The electric
12_ froE'(R) - E(r,¢) exp (-j 2____R)rdr de
o o
(5)
Substituting for E(r,¢) and redefining E' to be a function of 8, we have
12_ fro rE'(8) = exp (-j2_ sinecos¢) rdr de
o o
(6)
which integrates to
E'(e) - 2_ro2J1(_)/_ (7)
where
- 2_ sine
and J1(_) is a Bessel function of the first kind of order one. This is the same
result obtained in classical optics for Fraunhofer diffraction from a uniformly
illuminated circular aperture. The function J_(_)/_ is shown in Figure 3a. The
power radiation pattern is shown in Figure 3b, and, in decibels, in Figure 3c. The
central lobe in each case represents the familiar Airy disk. Note that the first
zero occurs at
or
r_
[oi " 2_-_ sin8ol - 3.83
I.22_
sineo, - -2r °
This is the familiar 1.22_/D of classical optics. In particular, if we wish 8o_ to
be about I arc sec (5 urad)
2rO E
1.22A
x 106 - 0.2 x I06k
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If A - 10-_m, then the antenna must have an aperture diameter of about 20m.
Further analysis of this example is similar to that of Example I, and will not be
repeated here.
Fraunhofer Diffraction Integral
At this point, it is useful to present the expression for the amplltude E' (8,¢,R)
at a point P(R,8,¢) in the region of Fraunhofer diffraction of an arbitrary
aperture A. The derivation may be found in standard texts such as those by
Silver' or Born and Wolf'. The amplitude of the diffracted field is
E'(P) = J exp(-JkR) E(&,n)(cose + iz s)
2_R A
exp[jksine(Scose+nsine)] dSd_ .
(8)
Here we are assuming that the aperture is in the xy-plane, (_,n) are coordinates
of a point in the aperture, E is the aperture illumination function, and iz and s
are unit vectors in the z-direction and along a ray through the aperture.
Antenna Gain
The directive gain, GD(B,¢) , or directivity, of a directional antenna is the ratio
of the power radiated per unit solid angle in a particular direction to the power
that would be radiated per unit solid angle in the same direction by a IO0 %
efficient omnidirectional antenna. By reciprocity, the gain of a receiving antenna
is the same as it would be in transmitting mode. When a single number is used to
describe the directive gain, it usually represents the maximum directive gain.
Directive gain is based on the antenna radiation pattern, and does not take into
account various antenna losses.
The power gain G(8,_) of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the radiation
intensity of the antenna to the radiation intensity from a lossless isotropic
source with the same input power. Thus
P(e,@) (9)
G(8,¢) - PTotal/4 _
where P(8,¢) is the power per unit solid angle in the direction specified by (e,¢),
and PTotal is the total power. The power gain of an antenna is always less than
its directive again.
It is important to understand clearly what gain is. Since the Poynting vector S is
the power passing through a unit area normal to the area, the power per unit solid
angle is
P(e,¢) - R'IsI (io)
1/l
"7 IE' (lOa)
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where E' is the electric field intensity of the diffracted field. The total power
radiated equals the power flow through the aperture which, in turn, is the
integral of the normal component of the Poynting vector over the aperture. Thus,
the total power is
,.J- (iz'S) d_dn
PTotal _ A
(11)
Upon substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (10a) and using Eqs. (10a) and (11) in Eq. (9),
the expression for gain becomes
I F(_,n)(cose + sz) exp [Jkslne(_cos¢÷nsln¢)] dEdnl
A (12)
o(e,¢) -
I Ir(a,n)l'Sz d_dn
A
_aL ab
where sz - iz " S.
If E(_,n) is an aperture function with constant phase over the aperture, the
maximum radiation intensity will occur along the z-axis and the power gain is
given by
GM = -_ II IE(_,n) d_dn
where the integrations are over the antenna aperture,
(uniform antenna illumination), then
(13)
If E(_,n) is a constant
Go = _ lld_dn
Go = -_ A
(1_)
where A is the area of the aperture. Thus, a 20m diameter circular aperture will
have a gain of approximately 4 x 10'* (116 dB) at a _ of 10-_m.
The definition of directive gain does not take into account certain power losses
such as ohmic heating, RF heating, or that due to impedance mismatch. These
losses are accounted for by the radiation efficiency factor Pr which is the ratio
of the power gain to the directive gain of an antenna.
Strehl Definition
In optics, Strehl definition Ds is defined as ',_
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I
Ds = _ (I5)
I [P(E,,n)]2 d_,dn
A
where
P(_,n) = P(F.,n) exp[-JW({,n)]
is the complex pupil function composed of the amplitude transmittance pupil
function P(_,n) and the wavefront error pupil function W(_,n), and A is the area of
the aperture.
Recognizing that the complex pupil function P({,n) of Eq. (15) is the very same
complex amplitude of the electric field intensity E(_,_) we have been using all
along, we see that the maximum antenna gain is simply
4_A
GM = 7 Ds " (16)
The maximum gain, G M, of any antenna cannot exceed GO , the gain of a similar
uniformly illuminated antenna. The ratio of GM to Go is called the aperture
efficiency Pa by Skolnik or the gain factor by Silver. From equations (14) and
(16), we see that
Pa = Ds
That is, what electrical engineers call aperture efficiency, optical enBineers call
Strehl definition. To quote Silver*, the gain factor... "may be regarded as the
efficiency of the aperture in concentrating the available energy into the peak
intensity of the beam"
Effective Area and Physical Area
The effective area, Ae, of the aperture may be considered to be the physical area
projected onto a plane parallel to the xy plane multiplied by a gain factor (or
Strehl definition). Thus,
Ae = AD s
Loss of Gain Because of Wavefront Error
The maximum gain of an antenna of area A which introduces a random uncorrelated
wavefront error having a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a (fixed)
rms surface error of E (measured in the same units as _) has been derived by
Ruzee:
_See p. 178 of Silver's text which is cited in the references.
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_A
G - _ exp [-(4_c/_) 2] . (17)
The maximum value of the gain is reached at
_M " 411£
E I I
°r TI_I i_16 •
(18)
The maximum gain at this wavelength is
A e_ I
Gma x -
(19)
thus, at maximum, the gain is reduced from ideal by e-_, i.e., a factor of 0.37 or
4.3 dB.
Returning to Eq. (17), we see that as g approaches zero, the exponential Strehl
term approaches unity and the gain approaches the ideal galn of Eq. (14).
Furthermore, let us not lose sight of the fact that while the galn of an antenna
with an rms surface error of c reaches a maximum at a wavelength L - 4_E, the
galn of the ideal antenna (E - O) has no maximum value, and continues to increase
as k gets smaller, approaching infinity as _ approaches zero.
The Strehl definition is reduced from unity by the random wavefront errors by the
same factor as the gain, as originally derived by O'Neill 9 and presented by
Swanson, et all°:
DSE = exp [-(4_EI_) 2] (20)
Notice particularly the consistency between Ruze's results, Eq. (17), O'Neill's
result, Eq. (20), and the relationship between Strehl definition and gain, Eq. (]6).
Comments on the Paper by Swanson et al
In Figure I of their paper, Swanson et al plot the Strehl definition of Eq. (20)
and the normalized gain versus the ratio E/_. This figure is reproduced here as
Figure _ for convenience. This figure is confusing and can be easily
misinterpreted as a result of the use of a normalized gain. The normalized gain,
obtained by dividing the gain Eq. (17) by its value at maximum, Eq. (19), is given
by:
2
(20)
The normalized gain G N reaches maximum at _ - 4_c and clearly approaches zero as
¢ approaches zero as shown in Swanson's figure. Does this mean one should "design
in" a certain amount of wavefront error so the gain maximum occurs at some
particular wavelength? How can the "gain" go to zero as ¢ goes to zero?
The answer to the last question is that the gain does not go to zero as
approaches zero; the gain approaches the ideal gain as we saw earlier. The
normalized _ain does indeed go to zero as E approaches zero, but the problem is
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that the normalization factor, Eq. (19), is undefined at e equal to zero! Wemust
realize that the wavelength of maximumgain, being 4_E, also goes to zero as E
goes to zero, as expected! Thus, Figure 4 must be interpreted carefully.
The usual lowest acceptable value of Ds for a system to be considered diffraction
limited is 0.8 which leads to a value of ¢/_ equal to 1/26.6. The gain at this
point is 0.48 Gmax. Swansonet al contend that given free choice of wavelength,
the telescope would be operated at the wavelength of maximumgain and that this
point, with a Strehl definition of 0.37, would be considered the diffraction limit.
However, since Strehl definition equals the ratio of the volume under the surface
of the optical transfer function of a given system containing aberrations to that
of a similar aberration-free system, it seems untenable to claim that a system
with a Strehl definition of 0.37 is diffraction limited.
Clarification: Effects of Wavefront Error on Unnormallzed Gain
Figure 5 shows the ideal gain GO and the maximum gain GM for an antenna having a
20m diameter circular aperture and an rms wavefront error c for various values of
_M versus wavelength. Neglecting such issues as cost, technical difficulty,
development time, etc., it clearly desirable to have _M (" 4_E) small enough so
there is a tolerably small loss in gain over the operating range of the antenna.
From an imaging point of view, the antenna can be considered to be nearly
diffraction limited for wavelengths greater than 2.11 _M since from at that point
on, Ds _ 0.8 and the loss in gain from ideal will be less than I dB. On the short
wavelength side of IM, the loss in gain will be accompanied by a severe loss in
image quality, particularly resolution. In Figure 5, the difference between the
actual gain and ideal gain is the Streh! definition (in decibels).
Figure 6 shows the gain curves given by Ruze for several actual radio telescopes
and the corresponding ideal gain curves based on their aperture areas. Also shown
are the ideal gain curves for three infrared telescope concepts: LDR (20m),
SIRTF _ (0.85m), and IRAS _2 (0.60m). The actual antenna gain curves are asymptotic
to a line a few decibels below their corresponding ideal curves because of the
radiation efficiency factor mentioned earlier. Figure 6 gives some perspective to
present LDR aspirations. Note that the gains of the three infrared telescopes
follow directly from their aperture areas.
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APPENDIX D2
Issue Interaction Summaries
The charts in this Appendix illustrate the interplay
of the technical issues addressed in the system analysis
phase. They summarize the inputs and outputs of each
element of the N2 matrix shown in Section 2.2.
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APPENDIXD3
POINTINGTRADESTUDYOF
OPTICALCONFIGURATIONSANDPOINTINGTECHNIQUES
The steps undertaken to develop Table 3.7-5 are listed in order as follows:
i) The energy requirements are based on the moment-of-inertia and torque analysis
for a hypothesized mission profile for scan, track, and slew utilizing the
different pointing techniques (see section 3.7.3). The magnitudes of the
moments-of-inertia and torque profiles were assigned a numerical rating on a
scale of 1 to i0, with 1 being the lowest rating, and i0 the highest (see
Table D3-]).
Table D3-]
ENERGY RATINGS
Resultant
Moment-of-lner tia Torque (N-M)
Rating (i0 3 kg - m 2) Scan Sle_" Track
I0 <I00 <i <500 <.001
9 100-200 i-i0 500-1000 .001-.OG2
8 200-300 i0-20 IK-I. 5K .002-.005
7 300-400 20-30 I.9K-2K .005-. 01
6 400-500 30-40 2K-2._K .01-.03
i
5 500-600 40-50 2.hK-3K .03- .05
4 600- 700 .05-.07
3 700-800 .07- .09
2 800-900 .09-. ii
i >I00¢ >150 >IOK >. ii
Each rating step was further broken down into i0 divisions (i.e., I : 130 kg - F:
was given a rating of 9.7, while I - 190 kg - m 2 was given a rating of 9.1).
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2) Table D3-2 summarizes the results of step 1 as a function of the contributing
parameter. Each column represents the rank of that configuration on an absolute
basis as determined from Table D3-1. The row-wise rankings are not completely
absolute in the sense that no attempt was made to insure that the rank division
steps.were equal for each parameter (i.e., an 8 for body pointing in the slew mode
was equal in degree of difficulty to an 8 for telescope moment-of-inertia).
Nevertheless, since they are based on magnitude, torque values are absolute within
themselves, as are moment-of-inertia values. For each parameter, the telescope
technique received the higher rating of the coarse pointing candidates. Overlooking
bearing friction, the secondary mirror technique was rated highest for the tracking
mode indicating that the tracking mode could possibly best be performed by using
the fi_e pointing technique. Note the contribution of the tertiary mirror technique
to moments-of-inertia is insignificant. Therefore, no differentiation between
secondary and tertiary pointing was made at this step. The rightmost column is
the overall energy rating of the configurations.
3) The telescope moment-of-inertia values were tabulated directly in Table 2.7-5
(the ranks for the techniques in Table 3.7-5 are arrived at by comparing the rank_
in Table D3-2). The torque values in Table 3.7-5 were arrived at by averaging
the highest rated technique for each of the mission torque profile operations.
4) The alignment, manufacture, and stability and control values for the large optics
(primary and secondary mirrors) are tabulated in Table D3-3. A relative rating
depicting the degree of difficulty in manufacturing, alignment, or control of
different optical parameters was used to arrive at the tabulated ratings for each
of the large optics. The average of these values are those tabulated in Table
3.7-5. A similar method was used to rate the system manufacturability of the
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coarse and fine pointing techniques. Alignment and control ratings were assigned
to the techniques independently for coarse and fine pointing methods on a relative
basis utilizing data on control mechanisms and Table D3-3.
5) Structure weight (mass) values were obtained from the moment-of-inertia studies.
Table D3-4 records this data and the rating scheme.
Confisuration
l&2 On-axis, rad. deg.
3a Slot 12 x 4
3b Slot 12 dia.
3c Slot 20 x 4
4 Off-axis
5 Sph. PM
Rank
i0
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
TABLE D3-4
WEIGHT (MASS) SIEVE
MASS (kg)
Body Pointing
22470
13968
1760_
17159
23003
22719
Conf.
Mass (kg) x I000
<14
14-17
17-20
20-23
D3-5
Telescope
22561
14059
17699
17250
23094
22810
Fine Pointing by
SM and Body Pointing
22810
14305
17945
17499
23253
23069
Tech. _ Mass (kg)
0
i00
40O
The coarse and fine pointing techniques are rated independently. The mass of the
tertiary mirror structure is insignificant (on a relative basis).
6) Complexity and reliability were evaluated by considering all of the other
parameters and arriving at a relative rating.
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APPENDIX D4
MIRROR CO_ISTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES-
COST IMPLICATIONS
Some participants in Technical Progress Review No. 2 expressed an interest
in evaluating the cost differentials between fused silica and composite
mirrors. The following section not only compares two materials but also
shows active and passive designs for each material.
We have chosen uLETM/frit bonded/fused silica and glass matrix/foamed
graphite materials for comparison.
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TYPICAL SEGMENT 20.OM MIRROR
WI
ULE° mIRROR
FLEXIBLE PASSIVE
3.BCM ]O.2CM
0.65CM 0.gSCM
28.8Kg/H 2' 42.TKg/M Z
\
\
A trapezoidal segment, from the inner ring of segments of a 20-meter dia-
meter mirror, was selected as a standard configur_tion for comparison
purposes. Dimensions and area densities, for ULE 'n construction, are shown
for both active and passive cases. The active case requires 176 actuators
and a stable reaction structure (described later) for figure control.
Frit is used to bond the front and rear plates to the core structure. This
method of construction is backed by experience, albeit in sma_er sizes,
and offers lighter weight than'more conventional means of ULE 'r'construction.
The ULE TM material itself offers stability, homogeniety and very low co-
efficient of thermal expansion. However, material costs are rather high.
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COMPOSITE MIRROR BLANK
Passlve Desl_L_
/ UI.ETM FACESHEET
/ 0.37 CM IMICK
_ 2.2GM/CM )
I -- I _ GLA,.SS NATRIX MATERIAL
I . I _O.TS cMt.scK
J_ _ ,.,eve,,
FO_IED EJUU"HIT[ CORE
Cd.ASS NATRIIL 9.8 CM THICK
IMTERJAL O. ]67 GM,/C,/q)
0,_ CM THICK
1,99 Gq / C._ +
MIRROR MEIGI4T - $4.5 &g/M:'
Flexible Design
UL{ TM FACESHEET
_,q.....__ 6_.O.37 CM TM]rJ(
2.2 P4_I/C,J4 _+
ASS NATRll NATERIAL
_.32 CM THICIC
GLASS gaSl_TRlX NAT[RIAL
0.65 rM THICK FOA/_D GRAPHITE CORE
I.C_q/CM _ Z._ CM THICK
O. 167 G/q/CM'
MIRROR WII_l • 30 to/M I
The same trapezoidal section was used to evaluate the composite technology
cases. Cross sectional dimensions and materials are shown above. Glass
matrix front and back plate_k,are bonded to a low density foamed graphite
core after which a thin ULE _m facesheet is bonded to one surface.
Graphite foam offers a very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
whcih will closely match the low CTE of the glass matrix material. It is
also stable and very light weight.
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SEGMENTCONFIGURAT[ONS
Delto Frome
ZNVARCO_NER _°-_.i"
FrO_o.o_o"_/
s_oc_- Im'_OU_ING.OLES
T_P CORNER FOR BIPOD
TOTAL WEIGHT • 30 POUNDS
INVAR W[IGHT - 15 POUNDS
GR/EP WE]GHT • ]5 POUNDS
The delta frame is constructed of graphite-epoxy, for light weight, with
Invar brackets at the corners to provide stable mounting points for the
bi-pods while avoiding possible stress concentration problems.
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SEGMENTCONFIGURATIONS
Pas_____sLveSy tem
[ PASSIVE MI RROR_FOR POSl_lOt_ CONTROL
tOTAL AREAL DENSITY
(INCLUDES MIRROR, _ FRAME,
ACTUATORS)
GLASS - 50 Kg/M_
GL/GR 61 Kg/M_
The overall configuration for the passive systems is shown above. Six
position actuators mounted in three bi-pods provide for rigid body motSr_n
of the mirror segment in tilt and piston. Overall density for the ULE"'
glass and glass-graphite composite alternatives is estimated.
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SEGMENT CONFIGURATIONS
Reoqtlon Structure
1/8" _ w
2.75' S_ CORE - TETRACORE C_ISTRUCTIOff
]/8" GR/EP STRUCTURE
SAME SHAPE AS MIRROR BLANK
TOTAL WEIGHT = B9 POUNDS (41 Kg)
Active configurations require a stable, rigid, light weight reaction structure
to serve as a base for the figure control actuators. The tetracore/ultra-
core sandwich construction suggested here consists of polyhedron facets
sandwiched between two faceplates. It offers a high stiffness to weight
ratio and good attachment accommodation. The 176 figure actuators (per mirror
segment) would be attached to the reaction stucture at the tetrahedron points.
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SEGMENTCONFIGURATIONS
Active System
?IVL MIRROR 0 _'_0 0 o o Q
? WAcTJomST_T_[ - T[TUCC_m,sTmucr,_ I
I TITIU_[DI_ POIICrSA'l ACTUATOINI_UN1LOC_Tl(_S
_ POSITION ACTUATORS ,i_
[ DELTA FRAME J
176 FIGURE ACTUATORS
8" x 8" PATTERN
TOTAL AREAL DENSITY
GLASS - B5 Kg/M_
GR/GL 86 KglM_
This is the overall configuration for the active systems. Bi-pod mounted
actuators provide rigid body motion while additional, reaction structure
mounted, actuators provide figure control. There is little difference be-
tween the overall aereal densities of the glass and glass-matrix configura-
tions, since most of the weight consists of items (actuators, reaction
structure, delta frame) con=non to both configurations.
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MIRROR CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES
ULE TM
PASSIVE
$B2,7 M
ACTIVE
$122.5 M
COMPOSITE
PASSIVE
$103,3 M
ACTIVE
$152,9 M
Structure
&Misc.
Actuators
"_m3.4
3.3
17.2
Polish &
Coat
58. B
Blank
9.9
46.4
Actuators
17.2
Polish &
Coat
49.0
Blank
Structure
& Misc.
/ Structure
& Misc._
Actuators_
"i 3.4
-.._ 3.3
17.2
Polish &
Coat
79.4
Blank
M$ MS M$ MS
13
9.9
46.4
Actuators
17.2
Polish &
Coat
79.4
Blank
Structure
/& Misc.
Overall manufacturing costs for the four configurations are shown here for
comparison. The active glassT_Iternative differs from its passive counter-
part by a savings in raw (ULE ) material cost due to its thinner blank,
offset by somewhat higher costs for structure and much higher costs for
actuators.
Similarly, the active composite choice has higher costs for structure and
actuators than its passive counterpart. However, in this comparison the
cost of the blanks is roughly the same. This is because the cost of the
raw material is considered minor compared to overall fabrication and
assembly costs.
Either of the composite cases would have to be preceded by a substantial
development program not shown in this comparison.
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MIRROR CONSTRUCTIONALTERNATIVES
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
ENERGY RESEARCHAND GENERATION
BRUSH/WELLMAN
CORNING
SCHOTT
CARBORUNDUM
UNITED TECHNOLOGY,RES. CTR.
MATERIALCONCEPTS INC,
UNIVERSITYOF ARIZONA
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP.
- ALUMINUM FOAM
- BERYLLIUM
- ULE (3% TIO2)
- ZERODUR
- HEXALOY
- GRAPHITE - GLASS
- GRAPHITE - MAGNESIUM
o GRAPHITE - EPOXY
ULTRACORE
The above table shows the sources of the information used to select the
materials used in these configurations and develop the comparative cost
data.
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APPENDIX D5
SPACE STATION RENDEZVOUS (FSC)
I. Dra_ Area and Ballistic Coefficient
The LDR is a star observer and, therefore, a random inertial pointer and as
such, the following relationship is valid based on a cylindrical spacecraft
with solar panels:
ADRAG = 2/_ sin_.A array + R2 + L'R
Where: _= Average sun angle (from orbit normal)
Aarray = Solar array area
R = Spacecraft radius'_
L Spacecraft lengthJ cylindrical_
model
The LDR single mission lifetime is three years, thus, allowing _= 90 °, and
power requirements necessitateAarray _ 2700 ft2 . Thus, as a function of
spacecraft effective density we may evaluate A drag and the ballistic
coefficient, W/C D ADRAG = B.
DRAG AREA AND BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT
SPACECRAFT
EFFECTIVE
DENSITY ADRA G
(Ib/ft3)
1.292 3850
1.722 3581
2.583 3312
(W = 65,000 KG; CD = 2.3)
(W/CD ADRAG) = B
BALLISTIC COEFF. (Ib/ft 2)
16.18
17.40"
18.81
*Selected configuration for continued analysis.
(This is slightly conservative since, with propulsion,
the spacecraft weight will be > 65000 kg)
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II. LDR ORBITAL/RENDEZVOUS CONSIDERATIONS
In order for the LDR to leave the Space Station, perform a three year passive
mission, and return to the Space Station we may write:
D
_relative*_'O_ + 360 ° x N
(spacecraft to S'pace Station)
where:
.CL=
1/3, 2/3, 3/3, 4/3 etc. for a three year mission
relative node rate (°/day)
earth's orbital period (365.254 days)
The nodal regression rate for an earth satellite is given as (1st order):
• ,, 17/2,
-(_-= -9.963{r-_-_-)cosi @ E=_
(°/day) _ satellite altitude
earth's radius
i= orbital inclination = 28.45 °
_= orbital eccentricity =_
NOTE: We are assuming no plane changing, i = const., since
it is velocity/propellant prohibitive.
The solution to the above nodal equations are tabulated below, and graphically
in Figure D5-I.
(NODE REPEATS/YEAR) --ALTITUDE (km)--
N LOW HIGH
1/3 390.057 580.006
2/3 303.344 684.560
3/3 221.417 796.577
4/3 143.825 917.061
5/3 70.176 1047.220
6/3 0.128 1188.529
(420 FT) NOT RECOMMENDED DUE TO AERO HEATING!
= 56,600°R)(M=23 & TSTAG
The N = _ solution is prohibitive since no fuel utilization is allowed during a
three year mission and the altitude solutions below the Space Station are
subject to large orbital decay rates.
Ill. ORBITAL DECAY RATES
The total LDR life-time (nine years) is a large fraction of the nominal 11 year
solar cycle. We may therefore use the following values for 10.7cm solar flux.
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mSIGMA F 10.7 cm SOLAR FLUX
0 if" 120.32
+ 2 _- 203.50 (Nominal)
+ 3 _ 244.26
The 1977 Jacchia Model atmosphere (Figure D5-2) allows the linking of solar
flux, atmospheric density and orbital decay rates.
The decay rates at the possible higher altitude orbits are illustrated in Figure
D5-3 for a nominal + 2_'solar flux of 200 and a spacecraft ballistic
coefficient of 17.4 Ib/ft 2.
IV, ALTITUDE/NODAL ERROR SENSITIVITY
The accumulate relative nodal errors for a single three year mission due to an
altitude error from a nominal operational altitude are tabulated below.
NOM INAL
OPERATIONAL
ALTITUDE (km)
/%h ERROR NODAL ERROR
(km) (Degrees)
I + i + 3.563/-3.558
580.006 T 2 + 7.126/-7.115
T 3 + 10.692/-10.670
+ I + 3.329/-3.330
684.560 T 2 + 6.655/-6.662
T 3 9 97 9 997
These nodal errors could be corrected by a single burn at an orbital anomaly
from the ascending node of slightly less than 90 ° to produce a node shift at
/_inclination = _.
EQuAToR
• i
Z_V--'_'2Jsin (_12 )I
a.---.a-orbital velocity
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ALTITUDE Vo _.
(km) (ft/sec) (De_rees ! AV(ft/sec)
580 24832.12 3 619.34
580 24832.12 6 1238.25
580 24832.12 9 1856.31
@ (.= 28.45 °
It is possible to conclude from the altitude-nodal error sensitivities and the
large velocity requirements for nodal error correction that is not feasible to
correct accumulated nodal errors due to solar flux variability by a single
corrective maneuver after a three year mission and that "dwelling" at the end of
the mission should be used to eliminate both node and phase errors.
V. NODE ERRORS DUE TO EXCURSIONS FROM A +21rMISSION
Table D5-1 illustrates the three year accumulated node errors for a nominal + 2E
solar flux mission at three selected workable altitudes for dispersions in
predicted solar flux of + 10" and - 20" . It can be seen from the table that
only positive excursions in solar flux from the nominal are workable, i.e.,
reasonable dwell times or negative nodal errors. Thus, the mission planning
must be biased optimistically in terms of anticipated solar flux such that the
excursions in solar flux will be positive.
Figure D5-4 illustrates two scenarios at two different operable altitudes for a
+ i_ excursion in solar flux from a nominal +2 _value.
In the case of the 684.5 km altitude, simply dwelling approximately 14 days
eliminates the accumulated nodal error, and the required mission totaIAV_
722.2 ft/sec.
The lower operational altitude of 580 km would require a 100 day dwell period
(thought to be excessive) or 50 days if the dwell altitude was raised to 684.5
km. Thus, we have a trade-off between required_Vand dwell time as illustrated
in Figure D5-5.
If 2 1/2 months is taken to be the maximum allowable dwell lime after a three
year mission the lower bound on_Vis found to be 538 ft/sec.
Thus we have found two workable LDR operational altitudes, 580 km and 684.5 km,
and bounded the total_Vrequirements as lying between 538 and 722.2 ft/sec for
a single three year mission.
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Vl. PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
The propellant requirements for a three year mission based on the LDR
observatory weight of 65,000 kg may be evaluated as;
W p TOTAL,.,=--TI_>" I- e.-Av/_:Isr) -
where;J_'.=Payload weight = 65000kg
_V= Required delta velocity
lip= Propulsion system delivered specific impulse
It= Propulsion sys.tem weight efficiency
(W propellan_/W propulsion system)
Figure D5-6 illustrates the LDR propellant requirements for a single three year
mission for the range of_V's found and reasonable propulsion system weight
efficiencies for both monopropellant hydrazine and bi-propellant (storeable)
systems.
VII PHASE MAKE-UP
Terminal phase error make-up is illustrated in Table D5-2. Only very short
additional dwell times need be considered to eliminate phase errors. (Maximum
values are tabulated for 360°A_errors). Phase make-up dwelling, of course,
incurs additional nodal error (,v-1 °) and in practice, at the end of a typical
three year mission, knowing both node i phase errors the dwelling maneuver would
eliminate both phase and node errors pre-biased for the effects of the Hohmann
transfer back to the Space Station such that only minor/_Ypenalties would be
incurred.
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TABLE D5-I
CONCEPT #2
Operational
Altitude
km (n.mi.)
482.08 (260.3)
580.01 (313.18)
684.56 (369.63)
Relative
Node Rate
to S.S. (°/day)
- .3285
- .6571
Delta Node (°)
Excursion from Nom. + 2 o
+1o -20
-98.24(--- ==) +131.16 (_oo)
- 32.90 (100.15d) + 36.43 (985d)
-9.15 (13.92d)
Dwell time to make
Up Node Error
+ 9.45 (533.5d)
<i>
Unworkable
Dwell Times
Conclusion:
Must bias nominal
orbit such that solar flux
excursion is Positive!
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TABLE D5-2
PHASE MAKE-UP
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